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Resumo  
 
Este relatório descreve o trabalho realizado durante o estágio de seis meses na Infineon 
Technologies S.A. Esta companhia é o único produtor de memórias, em Portugal, e também o 
maior na Europa. Está actualmente colocado como o segundo maior exportador Português, 
depois da Auto Europa. 
No início do estágio a Infineon não tinha sistema de controlo de inventário nem um sistema 
de lean manufacturing do tipo pull em funcionamento. Os objectivos eram encontrar soluções 
de lean manufacturing passíveis de ser integradas na empresa que permitissem uma redução 
de inventário e subsequentemente redução de tempo de processo. O estágio consistiu no 
desenvolvimento de um sistema eKANBAN que, devido à complexidade do mix de produtos 
e alta flexibilidade do lançamento de produção, requer capacidades em estatística, gestão de 
pessoas, pesquisa operacional e engenharia de processo. No decurso deste projecto também 
foi desenvolvido um algoritmo de cálculo do Cycle Time por produto e processo, baseado no 
plano de produção e na complexidade dos produtos. Nos meados do mês de Maio, o sistema 
estava completamente estabelecido, com um protótipo integralmente funcional e foi emitido 
um relatório de especificação para futuros desenvolvimentos. Foram feitos testes na linha de 
produção mas, devido a uma combinação de falta de suporte disponível e ao grau de 
complexidade de produção do sistema, este não chegou a ser implementado. No entanto, 
foram recolhidas importantes lições deste projecto, especialmente no controlo de inventários e 
recolha de dados. 
Foi então estabelecida uma nova tarefa, o desenvolvimento de um sistema Pull de produção. 
O output final deste sistema dá as necessidades de produção por tipo de produto e passo de 
produção, necessários para cumprir o plano de produção. Mostra, igualmente, de que passo a 
produção deve ser puxada e avisa quanto a excessos de inventário. O ciclo de refrescamento 
da informação foi reduzido de 24 horas para 15 minutos, o que é um passo gigantesco para 
uma fábrica que trabalha com planos semanais de produção. Esta segunda ferramenta ficou 
implantada no final de Julho, com um protótipo funcional e a correspondente especificação de 
requisitos. Os testes de campo tiveram sucesso, sendo que, hoje em dia, o sistema é utilizado, 
quer no departamento de produção, quer no de planeamento. Este protótipo deixará de ser 
utilizado depois da criação de um similar baseado ma Web, planeado para Novembro de 
2005. Este projecto foi pré-nomeado para os Infineon Awards. 
No tempo disponível restante foi desenvolvido um novo indicador de Performance 
(Distributionn Reliability), que deverá permitir à Infineon medir com maior rigor o impacto 
das suas acções. Todo o trabalho feito na Infineon Technologies serviu como preparação da 
modelação e/ou implementação duma ferramenta de Backend Scheduling. 
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Abstract  
 
This report describes the work done during a six month internship at Infineon Technologies, 
SA. Infineon Technologies is the sole producer of memory products in Portugal and the 
largest in Europe. It is currently ranked as the second largest exporter in Portugal after Auto 
Europa.  
At the start of the internship Infineon had neither an inventory control system nor a lean 
manufacturing pull system. The goals of the internship were to find lean manufacturing 
solutions that could be applied to the plant that would reduce WIP and subsequently reduce 
cycle times. The internship consisted on the development of an eKANBAN system which, 
due to the complexity in the product mix and high production flexibility, required skills in 
statistics, people management, operational research and process engineering. During the 
course of this project a Cycle Time calculation system per product and process step was 
developed, based on product planned output and complexity. By mid May the system was 
fully developed with a fully functional prototype and a requirements specification report 
issued for further development. Line tests were done, but due to the combination of lack of 
support and high degree of production complexity the system was never implemented. 
Nevertheless important lessons were learned from this project, such as Inventory control and 
data retrieval. 
Then a new task was set out, the development of a production control Pull system. The final 
output of this system is the production needs per product type and per operation step, required 
to fulfill the production plan. It also shows the step where production should be pulled from 
and warns if inventory is excessive. The information refresh rate was reduced from 24 hours 
to 15 minutes, which is a huge step forward in a plant that works with one week production 
plans. This new tool was finished by the end of July with a functional prototype and 
requirements specification. Field tests proved successful, and nowadays the system is being 
used both in the production line and by the planning and production departments. The tool’s 
prototype will cease to be used after the creation of a web-based report of the same system 
due for November 2005. This project was a pre-nominee to the Infineon Awards.  
In the available spare time at the company a new Performance Indicator (Distribution 
Reliability) was developed which should aid Infineon to better measure the impact of their 
actions. 
All the work developed at Infineon Technologies served as a preparation for modeling and/or 
implementing a backend scheduling tool. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Scope and Objectives of the Internship 
The internship project at Infineon Technologies, SA is within the scope of the fifth and final 
year of Industrial Engineering and Management at Faculdade de Engenharia da Universidade 
do Porto. It began in March 2005 and ended in September 2005. 
The primary objective for the internship was to analyze and participate in the improvement of 
a pre-existing WIP 1control tool (eKANBAN). 
The project had the following stages of development: 
 Study of the existing system and its interaction with the MES2; 
 Analysis of the existing system and identification of improvements and tool 
feasibility; 
 Definition of a process for WIP control; 
 Identifying data sources; 
 Creation of a prototype and definition of requirement specifications as required; 
 Support to field testing. 
Although, at the beginning there was no second objective, since the eKANBAN project was 
concluded in just three months the proposition of a second project came up, the creation of a 
Pull Chart. 
The WIP Pull Chart Project had the following stages of development: 
 Study of the existing system and identification of the problems that made the previous 
version of the project be scrapped; 
 Define objectives for the tool; 
 Identify data sources; 
 Create a functional prototype and get validation from the users; 
 Define requirements specification. 
Because both tools needed support systems that did not exist at the start of the internship, 
other tools also had to be developed, such as the cycle time calculation tool.  
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 Work In Process 
2 Manufacturing Execution System 
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1.2 Structure of the Report 
We defined the report’s organization in such a way that the reader can find an explanation of 
the most important points of the internship in the main body of the document and, in 
appendix, more specific and detailed information about each subject. 
In this first chapter, we present the scope and objective of the internship and, further down, 
we present a description of the organization. 
In Chapter 2  the reader can find a brief description of each project. 
The reader can find some basic information about the production of semiconductors at 
Infineon Technologies in Chapter 3 as well, as a description of the procedures and 
specificities of the raw materials that are used. 
In Chapter 4 the requisites and priorities chosen for the eKANBAN project are presented. 
In Chapter 5 we give an explanation of the chosen solutions for the Cycle Time Allocation by 
Product Complexity tool. In the Chapter 6, the reader can find a description of the WIP Pull 
Chart tool that was implemented for the Modules area. 
In chapter seven, we briefly describe the solutions developed for Components area within the 
scope of the WIP Pull Chart tool. 
Chapter eight explains the creation of a new Key Performance Indicator as well as the reasons 
for its creation. 
The conclusion and future projects can be found in Chapter 9. 
In Chapter 10, the final part of the main body of this report, we present the references that 
supported the project. 
Finally in the appendixes, the reader can find the specification developed for the 
“eKANBAN” tool, the specification developed for the WIP Pull Chart tool and a glossary. 
 
1.2.1 The group Infineon Technologies AG 
 
Infineon Technologies AG was founded 
in April 1999, when the semiconductor 
operations of parent company, Siemens 
AG, were spun off to form a separate 
legal entity.  
Siemens was founded in 1847 and began 
their R&D 3  in semiconductors just five 
years after the Bell Laboratories invented 
the transistor. 
During the ‘60s Siemens Semiconductor 
Operations developed chips for the 
market of electronics and in the ‘70s it already had production sites in Malaysia and in the 
Philippines. In 1985 Siemens developed one of the first chipsets for the interaction with 
                                                 
3 Research and Development 
 
Figure 1 – Semiconductor Companies’ Ranking 2004 
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Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). Just five years later it presented the first 
dedicated chip for the global system for mobile (GSM) for standard mobiles. 
Through out its history, Siemens Semiconductors allied itself with other companies in order to 
speed up the pace of development of new products and to embrace new markets. So it began 
the production of DRAM4 with IBM as a partner in 1991. 
In 1998 Siemens Semiconductors made it to the top ten in the semiconductors business, which 
can be seen in Figure 1. However, the prices in the market were decreasing and, therefore, 
Siemens decided to create a separate group fully dedicated to semiconductors branch – 
Infineon Technologies – so that it could have better focus on this activity. 
Today, Infineon has about 36,000 employees worldwide, 7.200 of them involved in research 
and development. Owing to the innovative strength and creativity of its employees, Infineon 
produces approximately 2,800 inventions each year and registers some 1,600 of them for 
patents. This amounts to seven inventions per day. In terms of number of registered patents, 
Infineon ranks number three in Germany, after Siemens and Bosch. 
In fiscal year 2004, the company achieved sales of 7.19 billion euros and a consolidated 
surplus of 61 million euros. The EBIT5 came to 256 million euros. 
Infineon Technologies AG has several business groups, as shown in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2 – Infineon’s Operating Business Groups 
Infineon Technologies Fabrico de Semicondutores – Portugal, SA is part of the business 
group Memory Products. 
The MP6 business group can be divided into two major production groups: 
 Front-end – production of wafers 
 Backend – production of components 
                                                 
4 Dynamic Random Access Memory 
5 Earnings Before Interest and Taxes 
6 Memory Products 
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Wafers are a round, disc shaped piece of Silicon that contains the dies, brain of the chip. 
These are produced either in 200mm or in 300mm diameters and are the basis for the 
production of the chips in the backend sites. 
IFPT 7  is a backend site, and so it 
receives the wafers from the front-end 
sites, and then produces the chips 
and/or modules. The modules are sent 
to distribution centers to be then 
delivered to the final client. The chips 
are sent to IFPT’s own or other 
backend sites in order to be assembled 
in modules and then to distribution 
centers to be delivered to the final 
client. In Figure 3 the reader can find a 
view of the several Infineon Front Ends 
and Backends spread throughout the 
world. 
 
1.2.2 Infineon Technologies Fabrico de Semicondutores Portugal, SA 
1.2.2.1 IFPT – the product 
The objective of this point of the report is to give the reader an overview of the products at 
IFPT. 
 
The IFPT’s products can either be components or 
modules. Components are chips used for the 
assembly in modules, together with other raw 
materials. There are two major types of components: 
the TSOP 8  and the BOC 9  or TFBGA 10 . Both 
expressions, BOC and TFBGA, are used for the 
same type of components. A view of both types of components can be seen in Figure 4. 
The BOC is more recent than the TSOP and it is expected to replace the latter in some years 
time, however, the TSOP still represents quite a big share of the IFPT’s production. 
The BOC has many advantages when compared to the TSOP: it is smaller; it has the same 
capacity and lower energy consumption; and has even better performance. Although the BOC 
and the TSOP have the same basic functioning, some processes and raw-materials are 
different. This subject will be later explained in detail in a following point of the document. 
The Production of IFPT divides in two main areas: the components production and the 
modules production. Although not all the modules produced at the IFPT site are made of 
                                                 
7 Infineon Technologies Fabrico de Semicondutores Portugal, SA 
8 Thin Small Outline Package 
9 Board On Chip 
10 Thin profile Fine Pitch Ball Grid Array 
 
Figure 3 -  Infineon’s Memory Product Sites 
Figure 4 – BOC and TSOP relative sizes 
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components produced at IFPT, this is the most common situation. This is one of the reasons 
why the production of components and of modules has to be very well aligned. 
As mentioned before, the production of modules consists of assembling the components to a 
PCB11 together with other components, such as R-nets, Resistors, PLLs12, EEPROMs13 and 
other elements. Figure 5 represents two types of modules that can be shipped to the final 
client. 
 
Figure 5 – Modules with the same memory density using BOC and TSOP components 
1.2.2.2 IFPT – The Industry and Market 
The products produced at IFPT are used for several purposes. Figure 6 shows the market 
place for Memory Products. 
 
Figure 6 – Market Place for Memory Products 
 
As the reader can see in Figure 6, the market place is growing, as there are more and more 
different applications for DRAM memories. The semiconductors industry is continuously 
improving, making better and cheaper products. 
Figure 7 shows how the market behaved in the past, and how it is going to react in the future 
and the positioning of Infineon Technologies in this market. 
 
                                                 
11 Printed Circuit Board 
12 Phase-Locked Loop 
13 Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory 
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Figure 7 – DRAM Memory Market Evolution (Source: Data Quest) 
The focus of competitive semiconductor manufactures is technology development in the 
Front-end sites and reducing mass production costs in the Backend sites. The reasons for that 
are: 
 Memory products are commodities, since there is a low degree of differentiation 
among them. Once their basic quality requirements are met, their prices become critic; 
 The semiconductor industry is very volatile and “capital intensive”; 
 The semiconductor market demands great innovation, and leading in this area can be 
the difference between winning and losing. 
Apart from the fact that the products are commodities, the memory market prices are 
governed by the so-called Moore’s Law, which predicts an average rate of 30% decrease in 
the Price/bit per year. “Moore’s Law states that the number of transistors available to build or 
to populate a silicon-based integrated circuit doubles every to years. Achieving this 
exponential grow in transistor density requires an ever-shrinking transistor size. In turn steady 
reduction in costs and increased performance of silicon-based devices is achieved. 
The influence of this rapid density growth is reflected on the capacity of the memory 
products. Figure 8 exemplifies the changes expected in the market of DRAM. 
 
Figure 8 – DRAM Market bit-growth 
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2 Overview of the Projects 
Throughout the internship two main projects were developed along with three side projects. 
The eKANBAN and the WIP Pull Chart projects were the main ones. The first consisting in 
the development of a tool to maintain WIP level throughout the production line to 
predetermined target levels. The second project, WIP Pull Chart, consisted on the creation of 
a tool that informed line controllers and production engineers of were to pull production from 
in the modules production line. The other projects served as support to these two main 
projects. 
All projects have a detailed description in the report. 
 
2.1 eKANBAN 
2.1.1 Objectives 
 
This internship project was an initiative from the IFPT’s department of Planning and 
Logistics. The initial objectives for the eKANBAN project were as follows: 
 
 Maintaining WIP to a pre-determined level; 
 Preventing a theoretically balanced line to suffer bottle-ups; 
 Preventing stoppage of production in bottleneck operations; 
 Supporting the decision of which products to pull, even if there is enough capacity in 
each operation to pull more, according to the production output plan. 
 
The ultimate goal was to provide business rules that help maintaining WIP levels constant 
(and low), preventing bottle ups in a theoretically balanced production process. 
By analyzing the objectives, it became obvious that a warning system would have to be 
created, and because of the very complex product mix and enormous flexibility of the 
production line, the data would be very hard to retrieve. 
However difficult these objectives may seem, the final deliverables of the project were not to 
provide a fully functional system running in the line. Rather, having a requirement 
specification of a system that could run, and having all problems and nuances identified in 
order to have a better understanding of what has to be done to proceed to the implementation 
of a Backend Scheduling tool. 
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2.1.2 Initial Situation – Brief Description 
Infineon Technologies’ first eKANBAN system was created in 1999; the tool was developed 
when the production environment at Infineon was radically different. As seen in Figure 9 
product mix was significantly smaller, and so, there was no need for such a high level of 
production flexibility as it exists today. Furthermore the eKANBAN tool was developed to 
run on the previous MES14, WorkStream, which was replaced in September 2004 by FAB300. 
Volume Components
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256M  LSDRAM TFBGA 54 256M  DDR2 TFBGA 512M DDR TSOP 66 512M SDRAM TSOP 54
512M  DDR TFBGA 60 512M  DDR2 TFBGA 512M LSDRAM TFBGA 60 1G DDR2 TFBGA
Mbit
 
Figure 9 – Product Mix complexity evolution (Retrieved From IFPT) 
 
The action scope of the tool developed in 1999 is the same as the scope of the tool which was 
set out to be developed throughout the internship. However the product’s description 
granularity in the 1999 project is completely inadequate to differentiate the enormous amount 
of products that exist now, so a complete rethinking of the system had to be made. 
 
2.1.3 Steps of the Project 
The eKANBAN project had two main areas of development, the components area and the 
modules area. Although both areas are radically different in terms of production process and 
product description granularity, the rules of the eKANBAN system apply in the same way to 
both areas, meaning that there was no need to develop two separate tools. 
We now present the identified project steps: 
Project Steps 
• Logistics Training; 
• Analysis of current functionalities; 
• Analysis of obstacles and necessary improvements; 
• Analysis of existing solutions; 
                                                 
14 Manufacturing Execution System 
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• Specification for implementation; 
• Implementation of eKANBAN extension for the manufacturing levels (by IT): 
• CASSY (Component Assembly); 
• CTEST (Component Test); 
• MASSY (Modules Assembly); 
• Participation in implementation, testing, and functionality validation. 
 
The Logistics training was done in the first week; basically the training was reading the 
following items: 
  General Documentation 
• Induction Manual (Production flow manual); 
• BOC fabrication process (Appendix to the Induction Manual); 
• RTC Training (Resource Tracking Calendar); 
• OCM online training (Operating Curve Management training); 
• Technical Regulations TR27. 
KANBAN Documentation 
• eKANBAN presentation (Previous system presentation); 
• EGP Project (Study made by EGP); 
• Internet research (papers, Kanban, semiconductor, ...). 
 
The functionalities of the existing system were understood rather quickly and it was decided 
by the project’s team, defined in section 2.1.4, that the existing system would have to be 
completely scrapped, although some of the basic rules used in it were considered for the new 
one. 
Basic requirements were outlined and a prototype started being developed and, as problems 
arose, new solutions were proposed. This approach to things made the development of the 
system much faster than planned. 
Finally, some tests were conducted with very little support from the production engineers, and 
after two months of changes, two decisions were made: 
 A new concept had to be developed; 
 There is the definite need to specify and implement a scheduling tool to control 
inventory levels properly. 
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2.1.4 Team and Role 
Team members and respective roles are presented in Figure 10. 
 
Business IT
Project Members
Steering Committee
PL
AO / TO
PL A. Oliveira. li ir
A. Teixeira. i ir
J. Mimoso, J. Nascimento, J. Sousa, J. Rodrigues. i , . i t , . , . ri
P. Madera. A. Castro. tr A. Gonçalves. l A. Vilarinho. il i
J. Campos. IT
J. Silva. il
 
Figure 10 – Team Structure for the eKANBAN Project 
 
2.2 Cycle Time Allocation by Product Complexity 
2.2.1 Objectives and overview 
This tool was created to support all other projects described throughout the report. The 
creation of the this tool came out of a necessity. Although range Cycle Time targets are 
defined per step there was no easy way to know the CT15 of each separate product. Cycle 
times had fully manual input. The new Cycle Time calculation tool took product complexity 
into account as well as the production volume of each specific product, so the product’s 
calculated cycle time is much more accurate. 
 
2.2.2 Initial Situation – Brief Description 
Before the creation of this tool, different products had their cycles times hammered down on a 
weekly basis. The cycle time was based on historical information, so there was no variation of 
cycle time if the volume was different. Furthermore, CT was defined for a very high product 
aggregation; the granularity was so low that only five basic cycle times were defined, whereas 
with the new tool more than 250 CT are defined. Simple calculations show that this is a 50 
fold improvement.  
The previous tool was based on linked formulas. By simple mistyping the user could find 
he/she was reverting to previously saved files and reworking the entire file. 
A user-friendly solution had to be found. A VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) based tool 
was created, this way very few changes have to be made to the file. Basically the user has to 
change some product complexities per operation step and just click a button, and then all 
calculations done automatically. 
                                                 
15 Cycle Time 
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2.2.3 Steps of the Project 
The Cycle Time Allocation project was developed for two main areas, the components area 
and the modules area. These areas are very different in terms of granularity and they use 
different production plans, so there was the need to develop two separate tools. 
 
Project Steps 
• Definition of requirements; 
• Tool development for Components; 
• Validation of the tool; 
• Tool development for Modules; 
• Validation of the tool. 
 
2.2.4 Team and roles 
The team and their roles in the project are represented in Figure 11. 
 
Phase I - Project Members and Roles
Validation
Integrator A. Oliveira. li i
T. Candeias. i
Sponsors
A. Castro, P. Rebelo. tr , . l
Project Leader P. Madera. 
PL/TO Interface T. Candeias. i
Coordinates and plans project and definition. Controls and reports progress.
Closes project.
Identifies data sources and defines granularity and interfaces.
Programs a working prototype. Protocols & communicates progress and changes. 
Identifies necessary data interfaces.
Validates and accepts prototype. Defines operational process for using the
prototype and rolls-out to the line.
Figure 11 – Team structure for the Cycle Time tool 
 
2.3 WIP Pull Chart 
2.3.1 Objectives and overview 
During the internship at Infineon Technologies, there was a request to build a tool that 
provided the user with the needs per production and process step in the modules production 
area. Until the start of this project, there was no single tool or report that could provide this 
information quickly or without having to resort to external calculations. 
The objectives for this tool were: 
 Create a pull system that helps fulfill the modules production plan; 
 Improve up-to-date visualization of the modules production; 
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 Set priorities according to the Volume Output Plan and Cycle Times; 
 Spot problems in the modules production line; 
 Give up-to-date information about the fulfillment of the starts plan; 
 Limit the amount of WIP by product and process step. 
 
2.3.2 Steps of the Project 
This tool was designed first and foremost to aid visualizing the status of production for 
modules production. However after the validation of the tool a small request was made to 
develop a feature caped version of the tool for the components assembly area. 
 Requirements definition 
 Algorithm development and debugging (Modules Prototype) 
 Implementation in the Modules area 
 Validation of the concept 
 Requirements Specification submission for Web-Based report creation (intranet report) 
 Algorithm development and debugging (Components Prototype - Out of scope) 
 Implementation in the Components area (Out of scope) 
 Validation in the components area (Out of scope) 
 
2.3.3 Team and Role 
The team and their roles in the project are presented in Figure 12. 
 
Phase I - Project Members and Roles
Validation
Integrator A. Oliveira. li i
J. Rodrigues. i
Sponsors
A. Castro, P. Rebelo, D. Pinto. t , . l , . i t
Project Leader P. Madera. 
PL/TO Interface H. Blaschek. l
Coordinates and plans project and definition. Controls and reports progress.
Closes project.
Identifies data sources and defines granularity and interfaces.
Programs a working prototype. Protocols & communicates progress and changes. 
Identifies necessary data interfaces between PL MOD, PL COMP, PMT MOD
Validates and accepts prototype. Defines operational process for using the
prototype and rolls-out to the line.
 
Figure 12 – Team structure for the WIP Pull Chart Project 
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2.4 Distribution Reliability PI16 
 
2.4.1 Objectives and Overview 
The goal for this Project was to implement two new performance indicators (Distribution 
Reliability vs. Component Distribution and Distribution Reliability vs. Forecast). These 
indicators are first implemented in the components area and integrated in the components 
Distribution Feedback Report (this report provides the information of how much of every 
product went to each destination, how much was planned to go to each destination and how 
much was forecasted as feasible to go to each destination). 
 
2.4.2 Initial Situation – Brief Description 
Nowadays the Delivery Reliability (PI) is Infineon’s main performance indicator, however 
this indicator has many faults and is easily circumvented. The proposed indicators, unlike the 
Delivery Reliability, do not overlook the delivery performance per destination and is volume 
weighted. So, higher production volumes have a larger impact on the indicator. 
The main difference between both indicators is further described below in Chapter 8. 
2.4.3 Team and Role 
 
Because this was a project the author started on his own initiative, he’s both project leader and 
integrator. António Teixeira and Pedro Fernandes are the interfaces at the department. The 
validation will be done by Paulo Rebelo and António Teixeira. 
                                                 
16 Performance Indicator 
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3 Backend IFPT – The Production of Components and Modules 
The project development demanded for a deep knowledge of the production areas as well as 
knowledge on logistics and operating curve management (factory physics). This requisite was 
clearly identified and so one of the most important steps of the eKANBAN project was the 
training in both production areas – components and modules. 
At this point, a small description of the production process will be done as well as a brief 
description of the processes used for the handling of the raw materials in the production lines. 
The objective of this description is to give the reader a general idea of the production process 
on each area. 
It is very important that the reader bears in mind throughout the rest of the report that 
Infineon Technologies works with weekly production plans. 
 
3.1 Components Production Area 
3.1.1 Production Perspective 
 
The production area of components is 
divided into several areas such as the 
Pre-Assembly, Assembly, End of Line, 
Test and MSP17. 
The production flow is represented in 
Figure 13. 
The production of semiconductors has to 
be done in a controlled environment. 
There are controls for temperature, 
humidity and number of particles in the 
air. The Pre-Assembly and Bond 
Operations are done in a clean  
                                                 
17 Mark Scan and Pack 
Figure 13 – Production flow in the Components area 
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room environment of 10K18 and the other operations in a clean room of 
100K19. The 10K and 100K refer to the number of particles that are 
acceptable per volume unit. In Figure 14 the reader can see an operator 
equiped with a 10K clean room suit. 
The Pre-Assembly is the area where the operations that are applied to the wafers supplied 
from the front-end sites are done. In Figure 15 the reader can see a 200mm Wafer. The first 
operation is the application of a tape to the active surface of the wafer – Laminating. This tape 
is applied to protect the chips during the next operation – the Grinding. The grinding consists 
of decreasing the height of the wafer by erosion. The wafer is grinded to get the desired 
thickness. 
After the grinding, the tape that was applied to the active surface of 
the wafer is removed. This operation is called Peeling. 
The wafers are then mounted on a frame. This frame is used to 
support the wafer in the next operation – the dicing. 
In the dicing operation the chips are cut – individualization of each 
chip. Then the wafer individualized in chips is sent to the Bond 
Area. 
The first operation of the Bond Area consists of extracting each 
individual chip and placing it on the lead frame, as shown in Figure 16, 
or in the substrate – depending: if the product is TSOP or BOC. 
TSOPs use leadframes, which is a metal structure that will make the 
contacts to the Module’s PCB20 or to any other board to which the 
component may be attached; the BOCs use a different technology, 
the component is directly mounted to a PCB which in turn can be 
attached to its final location through the use of solder balls. The 
Substrate has the same basic functioning of a Lead Frame in very small dimensions. 
The chip is then placed in the substrate or lead frame in an operation called die-bonding. Glue 
is used to make the connection between the die and the physical support. This glue is the 
Epoxy Resin.  
The following step is the wire-bonding: connection of the bond 
pads21 of the chip to the leads22 of the support system (substrate or 
lead frame). The bond pads are the terminals of the chip that make 
possible the communication between the exterior and the chip. The 
connection is done with a gold wire, these wires can be seen in 
Figure 17. This material is very expensive because of its purity – 
99.9%. 
The following operation is the Molding – application of a layer of 
                                                 
18 Less 10000 Particles smaller than 0.5μm per cubic foot 
19 Less 100000 Particles smaller than 0.5μm per cubic foot 
20 Printed Circuit Board 
21 Contacts of the dies of the chip 
22  Physical structure that will support the connection between the dies and the external 
environment 
Figure 14 – Clean 
room environment 
 
Figure 15 – Wafer 
Figure 16 – Lead Frame 
Figure 17 – Wire Bond 
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mold compound23 over the component in order to isolate the contacts of the dies from the 
environment. This is the final operation of the Assembly area. The reader can see an 
illustration of a TSOP and a BOC package in Figure 18. 
After the Molding the TSOPs and BOCs 
follow different paths: the TSOP goes to 
Dedam/Dejunk and the BOC to the 
Solder Ball attach. These two different 
types of components have the same 
operations again later in the Burn In. 
The Dedam/Dejunk is an operation in 
which the excess of mold compound and 
the dambar 24  are removed and the 
components are then sent to the Plating area. 
 
In the Plating area the TSOP components go through a solution of 
Sn and Pb. This operation will make the leads more resistant to the 
environment; improve the leads’ mechanical resistance and the 
connectivity between the PCB and the component in the Modules 
area. 
After the Plating the leads are bent and then cut from the rest of the 
strip of Lead Frames in order to have the TSOP components 
individualized. Figure 19 shows a fully assembled TSOP 
component. 
As fore mentioned, the BOC goes through a different production path. The following 
operation for a BOC component after the Molding is the Solder Ball 
Attach. In this operation the solder balls will be attached to the 
contacts of the substrate. It is these solder balls that will make the 
connection between the chip and the exterior. The ammount of solder 
balls that are placed depend on the product, but it usually ranges from 
60 to 84 balls. The diameter of the solder balls used is very small – 
around 450μm, but this too varies. A solder ball is illustrated in Figure 
20. 
Another raw material is used in this operation: the flux. The flux is the 
element that enables a good soldering between the solder balls and the substrate. 
The next operation is the Reflow. Here the BOC components go inside 
an oven for a period close to three hours. The objective of this stage is 
to make the soldering of the solder balls to the substrate. 
Once the solder balls are connected to the substrate, the BOC goes 
through the Singulation. Here the strips of substrates, that hold several 
components, are cut in order to have individualized BOC components. 
Figure 21 shows a fully assembled TSOP component. 
                                                 
23 Raw-material made of an Epoxy Resin 
24 shunt that connects all the leads 
Figure 18 – Cross section of a BOC and a TSOP 
 
Figure 19 – TSOP 
Figure 20 – Solder Ball
Figure 21 – BOC 
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3.2 Modules Production Area 
3.2.1 Production Perspective 
The Modules production area can be divided in the following production cells: Assembly 
MOD, De-paneling, VM25 + Labeling, Module Test, APT26, QA27, Packing & Shipping and 
Rework. 
Figure 22 exemplifies the basic process flow in the production area of modules. 
This simplified scheme represents the 
flow of operations in the modules 
area: the raw-materials are supplied 
from the warehouse to Kardexs and 
then to the Assembly MOD, also 
called SMT28  area. The components 
are brought from the components area 
of production to the SMT area by the 
operators. In the SMT area the 
components, which come from the 
components buffer, and raw-materials 
are assembled to the PCBs. After this procedure the product is already called module. The 
module goes then through a De-paneling process – individualization of each assembled PCB. 
After the De-paneling process the modules go through a VM29, where the basic condition of 
the module is checked. In this procedure the labels are placed in each individual module. If 
any defect is detected in this phase the modules are sent to rework. 
Rework is a manual workbench process, where faulty components are removed and replaced. 
The product’s basic electrical properties are then tested in a process called Test MOD. If any 
problem is detected in this stage, the module goes to Rework to be repaired. 
After the Test MOD the product goes through APT30, where the real performances of the 
product are tested. 
A final quality inspection is done after the APT – the QA31. In this step all the modules are 
analyzed and then sent to Packing and Shipping. 
In the Packing and Shipping operation, modules are placed in Blisters32 and cardboard boxes 
that are marked and labeled according to their contents. After the boxes are marked they’re 
shipped to the customers. 
                                                 
25 Visual and Mechanical Inspection* 
26 Application Test 
27 Quality Assurance 
28 Surface Mount Technology 
29 Visual and Mechanical Inspection 
30 Application Test 
31 Quality Assurance 
Figure 22 – Production flow in the Modules area 
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From the consumption of raw-materials perspective, most of it is done in the SMT lines – 
except for the blisters and the cardboard boxes. Therefore, emphasis was given to the study of 
this particular area. 
The activities and storage locations of the Assembly area in modules are in Figure 23. 
Analyzing the production’s activities in 
SMT it is possible to conclude that the 
components come from the MSP (part of 
the components production area), to the 
SMT lines. Before modules assembly starts 
the components are stored in trolleys. 
The other raw-materials that are assembled 
along with the components to the PCBs are 
supplied from the warehouse to the kardex. 
The PCBs are usually sent directly from 
the kardex to the equipment and so the 
PCB’s stock is very low. The other raw-
materials, that are supplied in reels, are 
first sent to racks that are placed along the 
SMT lines. These materials are then 
moved from the racks to the equipments when needed for production. 
For the production of a module is used a special raw material that needs a special treatment: 
the solder paste. This raw-material, which is used for soldering the PCB’s contacts to the 
other raw-materials, is kept in freezers and then, to be used, has to suffer a stabilization period 
of twelve hours. So, this material is taken from the freezers in the warehouse and then taken to 
the production line where it is kept in a special rack for solder paste. Another peculiar aspect 
of this material is that it can only be used for a period of thirty-six hours after the stabilization 
period. Therefore, its stock in the production line is never too high. The solder paste is 
transported from the stabilization racks to the equipment directly. 
There are several equipments in the SMT lines: the 
Printers, the Pick and Place and the Ovens. This set 
of equipments displayed in line is called a SMT 
line. The basic format of a SMT line can be seen in 
Figure 24. 
The printers, first equipment of the SMT line, are 
the equipments to which the PCBs are loaded to be printed with the solder paste – process of 
printing. PCBs are, at this stage, still connected to each other in groups of seven or more. 
After the printing, the active, 
passive and the components 
themselves are placed in the printed 
PCBs in equipments called Pick and 
Place. These equipments are also 
                                                                                                                                                        
32 Plastic Box that supports the final product 
Figure 23 – Process flow and storage locations in SMT
Figure 24 – Basic format of a SMT Line 
Figure 25 – Siplace Equipment 
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called of Siplace – denomination of the supplier. The Siplace equipment can be seen in Figure 
25.  
After all the components and materials are placed in the PCBs the latter go through a reflow 
process that is used to make the soldering. At end the reflow process all the components and 
raw-materials are soldered to the PCBs. The SMT process ends with the Reflow. 
 
3.3 Product Description Granularity 
In every production plant, productions have to be referenced by a more or less detailed 
description. A Backend memory product plant is no different, at Infineon Technologies, all 
products have a description and it will vary according to the production step in which it is in. 
 
 
Figure 26 – Required Granularity per Process Step 
 
In Figure 26 the reader can see the granularity required for each process step described in the 
latter sections. 
 
Generation – Die memory size in Megabits 
Shrink – Through the shrink it is possible to know what is the lithography process (140nm; 
110nm; 90nm) and what type of memory it is (SDRAM; DDR I; DDR II; DDR III) 
Package – The Package is only defined after Pre-Assembly and determines whether it is a 
TSOP or a FBGA component and concomitantly, how many pins or solder balls the 
component has. 
Organization – The organization is defined in the Wire-Bonding process. 
Design Step – The design step can be considered to be a revision to the same type of die. 
Speed – The speed is only defined after the component has gone through testing. The 
maximum tested speed is usually the defined speed for a specific type of component; however 
the speed may be downgraded, but never upgraded. 
Front-end – Defines the front-end from where the wafer comes from 
Front-end Quality – Defines whether or not the Wafer is conformant to all of its 
specifications. 
Backend Quality – Defines whether or not the component is conformant to all requirements. 
 
 
Pre-Assembly Assembly FOL Assembly EOL Burn In Test MSP Assembly Test
Sales Number - - - - - X X X
Generation X X X X X X - -
Shrink X X X X X X - -
Package - X X X X X - -
Organization - X X X X X - -
Design Step X X X X X X - -
Speed - - - - X X - -
Front End X X X X X X - -
FE Quality X X X X X X - -
Backend Quality - - - X X X - -
Components Modules
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3.4 Operating Curve Management Basics 
The basic logistic rules of a KANBAN system can be found by studying OCM. Operating 
Curve Management connects logistic laws and makes them useful. In this section we’ll 
present the reader with Infineon Technologies’ basic definitions of OCM. 
3.4.1 OCM - Basics 
There are three basic OCM laws: 
 
 Production capacity depends on four partners: 
 (Tool, Process, Operator and WIP) 
 Cycle Time, WIP and Throughput are related 
 (First Logistics Law, Little’s Law) 
 Cycle, Time Utilization and Variability are related 
 (Second Logistics Law, Operating Curve) 
 
A production system can be described by the combination of four partners (4Ms): 
 Machine (Equipment) 
 Method (Process) 
 Man (Associate) 
 Material (WIP) 
(PS)Production System = Material + Production Unit 
(PU)Production Unit = Man + Production Equipment 
(PE)Production Equipment = Method + Machine 
To optimize the production time all partners have to be synchronized. 
 
GR (Going Rate) = Number of pieces/Time Unit 
DGR (Daily Going Rate) = Number of Pieces/Hour 
 
3.4.2 Cycle Time Calculation 
There are two ways of calculating cycle time: 
Closed-Lot-Cycle Time = Track-out time from the observed stage – Track-out time from the 
previous stage 
Dynamic Cycle time = WIP/GR (Average amount of WIP / Throughput) 
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Excel
CapacityCapacity
SchedulesSchedules
Volume 
Plan
Volume 
Plan
B.O.
Deliveries 
Report 
Lot History
WIP
F
A
B
3
0
0
MES
Throughout the rest report, dynamic cycle-time is described simply as cycle time, closed-lot-
cycle time is hardly ever used. 
 
3.5 Data Retrievals 
Whilst developing the tools throughout the internship there were two main methods of 
importing data, Excel based VBA algorithms and Business Objects data query tools. 
 
Figure 27 – Simplified IT Landscape 
In Figure 27 is shown a very brief and simplified description of the current IT Landscape. 
Throughout the internship the only data sources used were Business Objects queries because 
of the direct interaction with the MES33 and Excel worksheets. 
 
                                                 
33 Manufacturing Execution System 
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4 eKANBAN 
In this Chapter we will make a brief introduction to the Kanban concept, as well as a full 
description of the eKANBAN specification development process at IFPT. 
4.1 Kanban – the Concept 
 
The Japanese refer to Kanban as a simple parts-movement system that depends on cards and 
boxes/containers to take parts from one work station to another on a production line. Kanban 
stands for Kan- card, Ban- signal.  
Kanban is a technique that was developed by the Japanese industry that is based on a Pull 
system of production. The essence of the Kanban concept is that a supplier or the warehouse 
should only deliver components to the production line as and when they are needed, so that 
there is no storage in the production area. Within this system, workstations located along 
production lines only produce/deliver desired components when they receive a card and an 
empty container, indicating that more parts will be needed in production. In case of line 
interruptions, each work-station will only produce enough components to fill the container 
and then stop. In addition, Kanban limits the amount of inventory in the process by acting as 
an authorization to produce more inventories. Since Kanban is a chain process in which orders 
flow from one process to another, the production or delivery of components is pulled to the 
production line. This contrasts to the traditional forecast oriented method where parts are 
pushed to the line. Therefore, a Kanban is not just a way to reduce inventory, it’s an all new 
way of thinking. 
The Kanban concept was originally developed by Toyota in the 1950s as a way of managing 
material flow on the assembly line. Over the past three decades the Kanban process has 
developed into an optimum manufacturing environment leading to global competitiveness. 
In the 1950’s Japan was going through an economical crisis. The Second World War had just 
ended and Japan’s industry, specially the car industry, was facing big competition from the 
American Industry. 
In the beginning of the 1950’s the most successful production system was still Mass 
Production, developed in the beginning of the twentieth century by H. Ford. 
The Japanese car industry had to adapt itself in order to become competitive in their market. 
This market was quite small and so the market asked for many different products in small 
numbers. 
At Toyota, Taichii Ohno, that was studying the Mass Production, soon developed a new 
production concept adapted to the post-
war reality of Japan – The Lean 
Manufacturing. 
The main differences between Lean 
Manufacturing and Mass Production are 
represented in Figure 28. 
Toyota and the Japan’s car industry soon 
applied these concepts and gained 
supremacy in this industry at a global 
scale. The concepts developed were 
Figure 28– Lean Manufacturing Vs. Mass Production 
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successfully applied to other Japanese industries and Japan became an industrial superpower. 
The impact of the development of the Lean Manufacturing and the Toyota Production System 
was felt at a global scale. Although this issue influenced a lot the today’s production systems 
and philosophies, this analysis doesn’t belong to the scope of this project. 
4.2 Definition of Prerequisites 
The first step of the project was the definition of requisites. In this phase all the involved areas 
were heard about what they would like to have and control in the eKANBAN project. 
A kick-off meeting that involved all the interested areas of the organization took place to 
make an introduction to the project. In this meeting some questions were made to each area’s 
production engineers in order to define the project. The requirements that were identified in 
the meeting are described as follows: 
 Have a well defined production plan, coherent with what can be done in the 
production line; 
 Define in the most accurate way possible the number of days of production for each 
product (this is required because a product may or may not be produced during the 
entire week); 
 Cycle Time range targets mustn’t be overly aggressive. Relative complexities for each 
product must be well defined in order to have a well defined cycle time target for each 
product in accordance with its planned volume for the week. (This refers to the tool 
described in Chapter 5); 
 Business Objects WIP reports must be accurate. 
We remind the reader that any deviation in the inputs may trigger the tool to wrongly set a 
signal to stop production at any given point. 
After the meeting the following questions still remained: 
1. What should be the scope of the tool? 
2. Who is going to use the system? How? 
3. What is the use frequency? 
4. What is the required product and process granularity for the project? 
These questions helped the team to align their expectations as well as to know the main 
obstacles of the project. 
 
4.3 Definition of the project 
The second step of the project was defining priorities. As mentioned before there are two 
main areas of production: the components area and the modules area. These production areas 
are quite different from one another and so had to be analyzed separately. 
A study was conducted about which area would allow for a better feasibility test, and the 
decision was the modules area. However a solution was more urgent for the components area 
so both areas were integrated in the project. 
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4.3.1 Scope 
The eKANBAN tool, due to its basic purpose, should comprise all areas of production so the 
scope of the tool should be:  
 Planned production volumes for both Components and Modules; 
 All products produced at IFPT; 
 Cycle times defined for each product (retrieved from the tools described in Chapter 5); 
 Actual WIP levels retrieved from a Business Objects report; 
 The main manufacturing levels: 
o Components: 
 Component Pre-Assembly; 
 Assembly Buffer; 
 Assembly FOL; 
 Assembly EOL; 
 Test Buffer; 
 Burn in; 
 Component Test; 
 MSP; 
 Component Buffer. 
 
o Modules: 
 Assembly; 
 Test Buffer; 
 Test; 
 
 WIP target and WIP level reports refreshed on a regular basis in order to have an up to 
date assessment of current inventory status, providing the system with flexibility and 
adaptability. 
However in its first stages of development the focus was on the main manufacturing levels in 
the modules area.  
 
4.3.2 Phased Solutions 
The creation of the eKANBAN system fell back in to three separate phased solutions. By the 
time enough ideas had come into place, a prototype for the first solution was created (Phase I 
of development). After a while problems in the first solution were revealed and the prototype 
was updated to incorporate new solutions (Phase II of development). By the end of the 
development of WIP Pull Chart’s Phase II a new project came up the WIP Pull Chart tool 
which is described in chapter 6. The fact that a new project had come up combined with the 
lack of time from the production engineers to fully test and support the tool, made it 
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impossible for the solution to be implemented. However valuable lessons were learned and 
applied both to the WIP Pull Chart and to the Backend Scheduling projects. The latter project 
is not in the scope of the internship. 
4.3.2.1 Original Solution 
The original solution was outlined in the first two weeks of the development of the tool. By 
looking at Figure 29 the reader can see the basic tool interactions. 
MES
FAB300
Volume Plan Workbook
BO
WIP Report
Move In Authorization
WIP Level Per Operation 
and Product
eKANBAN
(Excel Based 
Prototype)
Equipment Allocation
Based on Bond Allocation
Required Granularity
By Route & Operation
Cycle Time
By Product
CycleTime
speedod
PlVolOutWIP 
_Pr
OutputsInputs
Manual Inputs
Figure 29 – eKANBAN Phase I 
4.3.2.1.1 Manual Inputs – Phase I 
Granularity per Route & Operation 
The idea was the creation of a tool that could support different product granularities per 
process step area and product route. In this way products can be grouped in one process step 
area and completely separated in the next. This required manual input from the users. 
However this wasn’t something that changed very often only major changes in product mix 
and construction process would trigger a change in the required granularity, but it was one of 
the best features of the tool as it provided flexibility. 
 
 
Number of days of production 
The main difficulty with the eKANBAN system at IFPT was estimating, beforehand, how 
many days the products would be in production. This problem didn’t occur when the product 
mix was very small as all products were in production for the entire week. However with an 
ever growing product mix, this became the main difficulty when developing the system. 
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Why was this a problem? 
In order to calculate the target amount of WIP in the line we need to know the DGR34, which 
in continuous flow plants is equal to the volume output divided by the number of days of 
production. However at IFPT we couldn’t know if the plan was in production in one machine 
for the entire week at a given process step, or if it was on three machines for only two days. In 
the first phase the user would simply input the number of days every week manually. This 
was imprecise and very time-consuming. 
Cycle Time by product and Process step 
Before the creation of the Cycle Time tool described in Chapter 4.2, there was no easy way to 
know the target cycle time per product and process step. So the cycle times for all products 
had to be inputted manually.  
 
4.3.2.1.2 Automatic Inputs – Phase I 
Modules and components volume plans 
The eKANBAN tool opens both the modules and the components volume plan workbooks, 
which are prepared by the volume planners. This provides the eKANBAN tool with the 
Assembly Start and Volume Output plans for components and modules. The product volume 
plans are necessary to calculate de Daily going rate of each product. 
 For the components area the Assembly Starts plan defines the production volume per 
product for the following areas: 
o Assembly FOL (Front of line); 
o Assembly EOL (End of line); 
 And the Volume Output plan defines the production volume per product for the 
following areas: 
o Test Buffer; 
o Burn In; 
o Test; 
o MSP (Mark Scan and Packing); 
 For the modules area the Assembly Starts plan defines the production volume per 
product for the Modules Assembly area; 
 And the Volume Output plan defines the production volume per product for the 
following areas: 
o Modules Test Buffer; 
o Modules Test. 
 
 
                                                 
34 Daily Going Rate 
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WIP per product and Process step area 
Knowing the WIP in each process step area is of the essence in the eKANBAN tool. To 
retrieve the WIP values interaction with the MES is necessary, so the solution for this 
problem was to use Infineon’s main query tool, Business Objects, to obtain this information 
from the Manufacturing Execution System. The interaction of BO and Excel was rather easy 
especially because there is a VBA plug-in, so WIP refreshing was done automatic by the 
eKANBAN system. 
 
4.3.2.1.3 eKANBAN – Prototype Rules Phase I 
In this section the basic rules of the developed eKANBAN solution are described in detail. 
 
eKANBAN Common Rules 
The eKANBAN tool in all its phases of development abided to a set of basic rules which can 
be seen in Figure 30. 
The WIP Target is calculated by multiplying a product’s cycle time in a specific operation 
with its DGR ( Volume output / days in production). 
The Actual WIP is retrieved from a BO Report. 
The Maximum WIP is calculated by multiplying the maximum WIP by a user defined factor, 
FF. This factor is set by default to 110%. 
If the actual WIP is greater than the maximum WIP then the system displays a red signal in its 
main worksheet, meaning that the WIP is too high. 
If the actual WIP is between the maximum value and the target value then the system displays 
a yellow signal in its main worksheet, meaning that there is a close proximity to the maximum 
value that can be justifiable by the lot sizes. 
If the actual WIP is below the target than system displays a green signal in its main 
worksheet, everything is going according to plan. 
 
 
Figure 30 – WIP Pull Chart Basic calculation rules 
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eKANBAN Phase I Move in Rules 
The system had the fore mentioned signals not only to serve as a warning but to make process 
step transaction move in blocking rules. These rules are fully explained in Figure 31, they’re 
specific to only one product and process step.  
 The first column, (This BN?), is the reference to whether or not the current process 
step is defined as a bottleneck.  
 The second column, (Next BN?), is the reference to whether or not the next process 
step is defined as a bottleneck.  
 The third column, (This Signal), refers to whether or not the warning signal in the 
current process step is green (G), yellow (Y) or red (R).  
 The fourth column, (Next Signal), refers to whether or not the warning signal in the 
next process step is green (G), yellow (Y) or red (R). 
 The fifth column, (Block?), refers to whether or not any lot of the current product 
move in transaction to the current process step should be blocked. 
 
 
No This BN? Next BN? This Signal Next Signal Block? Comment
1 NO NO G/Y G/Y No
2 NO NO G/Y R Yes Pull from downstream
3 NO NO R G/Y No
4 NO NO R R Yes Pull from downstream
5 NO YES G/Y G/Y No
6 NO YES G/Y R Yes No reason to flood bottleneck
7 NO YES R G/Y No
8 NO YES R R Yes No reason to flood bottleneck
9 YES NO G/Y G/Y No
10 YES NO G/Y R No Bottleneck has to be freed
11 YES NO R G/Y No
12 YES NO R R No
13 YES YES G/Y G/Y No Consecutive bottlenecks
14 YES YES G/Y R No are being regarded as one
15 YES YES R G/Y No
16 YES YES R R No
Figure 31 – Move in transaction blocking 
 
4.3.2.1.4 eKANBAN – Prototype View 
In Figure 32 the reader can see the eKANBAN prototype view. For a detailed explanation on 
how the prototype works please refer to chapter 11. 
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GeneraShrinOrgaDePackage Front EnArea Operation Run EquiCT (Days) Fc PlVolOut HP_SpeedWIP_Axtual WIP_TRG WIP_MAX WIP_MAX_Corr Bottle inf Signal MvOut
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 IFR2 BufferIn AssyBuffer 1 1 0.50 1.20 420000 6.18 14893 34000 40800 40800 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 INT3 BufferIn AssyBuffer 1 1 0.50 1.20 200000 5.88 28019 17000 20400 20400 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 IFDD BufferIn AssyBuffer 1 1 0.50 1.20 0 7.00 66252 0 0 0 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 IFR2 FOL AttachPrint 2 1 0.20 1.20 420000 6.18 17464 13600 16320 16320 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 INT3 FOL AttachPrint 2 1 0.20 1.20 200000 5.88 8053 6800 8160 8160 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 IFDD FOL AttachPrint 2 1 0.20 1.20 0 7.00 0 0 0 0 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 IFR2 FOL BocBondCure 3 1 0.15 1.20 420000 6.18 12055 10200 12240 12240 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 INT3 FOL BocBondCure 3 1 0.15 1.20 200000 5.88 3141 5100 6120 6120 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 IFDD FOL BocBondCure 3 1 0.15 1.20 0 7.00 0 0 0 0 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 IFR2 FOL WireBond 4 1 0.15 1.20 420000 6.18 16774 10200 12240 12240 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 INT3 FOL WireBond 4 1 0.15 1.20 200000 5.88 5253 5100 6120 6120 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 IFDD FOL WireBond 4 1 0.15 1.20 0 7.00 0 0 0 0 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 * EOL PlasmaClean 5 1 0.10 1.20 620000 6.18 35556 10038 12046 12046 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 * EOL MoldingBoc 6 1 0.30 1.30 620000 6.18 11098 30114 39149 39149 YES
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 * EOL MoldCureBoc 7 1 0.10 1.20 620000 6.18 16434 10038 12046 12046 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 * EOL BallPlacing 8 1 0.20 1.20 620000 6.18 33044 20076 24091 24091 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 * EOL Singulation 9 1 0.20 1.20 620000 6.18 93069 20076 24091 24091 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 * EOL EolBocInsp 10 1 0.10 1.20 620000 6.18 0 10038 12046 12046 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 * BufferIn TestBuffer 11 1 0.50 1.20 620000 6.18 23310 50190 60229 60229 NO
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 * BurnIn BiLoad 12 1 0.20 1.20 620000 6.18 16500 20076 24091 24091 YES
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 IFR2 BurnIn Burn In 13 1 0.95 1.20 420000 6.18 38874 64600 77520 77520 YES
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 INT3 BurnIn Burn In 13 1 0.95 1.20 200000 5.88 15275 32300 38760 38760 YES
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 IFDD BurnIn Burn In 13 1 0.95 1.20 0 7.00 311 0 0 0 YES
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 * BurnIn BiUnload 14 1 0.20 1.20 620000 6.18 0 20076 24091 24091 YES
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 * TEST Test P4 15 1 1.00 1.20 565000 7.00 0 80714 96857 96857 YES
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 * TEST Test T2 16 1 0.90 1.20 565000 7.00 0 72643 87171 87171 YES
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 * TEST Test P6 17 1 0.20 1.20 565000 7.00 0 16143 19371 19371 YES
512M T11 x8 * PG-TFBGA-60 * MSP Msp 18 1 1.00 1.20 565000 7.00 34660 80714 96857 96857 NO  
Figure 32 – eKANBAN Phase I Prototype View 
 
4.3.2.1.5 eKANBAN - Present version Innovations 
 Different Planned Output Plans for Assembly and Testing 
 DGR calculated by the actual number of days of production instead of dividing the 
plan by the standard 7 days 
 Granularity  is virtually unlimited – The system boasts 24 product detailing fields 
 Granularity is user defined by Route and Operation 
 Cycle Time is defined for each Product and Operation 
 Unlike the old system target WIP levels are calculated by product and operation 
 Bottleneck Operations have different behavior 
 
4.3.2.1.6 eKANBAN - Unresolved Issues/Solutions 
 Cycle Times have a semi-manual input and are inaccurate 
o Solution: Integrate eKANBAN with the new FF spreadsheet 
 Disaggregate CT for each operation 
 Number of days in Production are fully user-defined 
o Solution: Create a Unified Equipment Allocation Spreadsheet 
 
 Equipment status is unavailable – Impossible to prevent Bottle-Ups 
o Solution : Retrieve Equipment Information from RTC in OWS 35  (IT 
implementation) 
 When the WIP limit is passed the system blocks the process step move in transactions. 
                                                 
35 Operator Work Space (Line Operator’s GUI to the MES) 
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4.3.2.2 Final Solution (Last to be fully developed) 
Because of lack of available resources (mainly time from the components area production 
engineers) the second phase described in this sub-section of the report became the final 
eKANBAN solution. The main advantages of this solution were the Cycle times being 
retrieved from the tool described in chapter 5. Furthermore new and more effective, move in 
transaction rules were defined. Before reading this solution the reader should be aware of the 
basic definition of a gate operation that follows.  
Gate Operation: In a process that uses the gate operation concept the transaction process 
cannot be stopped until such an operation is reached. All operations can be defined as gate 
operations except for a continuous flow group of operations (for instance due to automatic 
machine transactions), and bottleneck operations, which by its definition could never be a gate 
operation because the bottleneck should never starve. 
The original solution was outlined in the first two weeks of the development of the tool. By 
looking at Figure 33 the reader can see the basic tool interactions. 
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Figure 33 – eKANBAN Phase II  
4.3.2.2.1 eKANBAN Phase II Prototype View 
In Figure 34 the reader can see tool eKANBAN prototype’s main worksheet. For further 
understanding on how it works please refer to chapter 11 of this report. 
 
Figure 34 – eKANBAN Phase II Prototype View 
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4.3.2.2.2 eKANBAN – Phase II Transaction Rules 
The transaction rules for the eKANBAN tool in Phase two are as follows: 
 
 WIP Target : CycleTime
oductionDaysof
umePlannedVol 
Pr
 
 WIP Max : FFetWIPT arg  
 There is a minimum lot size field located in the eKANBAN system main worksheet, if 
the calculated maximum WIP is lower than the minimum lot size then the actual max 
WIP will be the same as the minimum lot size. 
 Signal :  
o Green – If Actual WIP < WIP Target; 
o Yellow – If WIP Target < Actual WIP < WIP Max; 
o Red – If Actual WIP > WIP Max; 
 Move in Block :  
o Red – If (Gate = Yes) and if any operation comprised between this operation 
and the next Gate or the last operation of this product if it comes first, has a red 
signal (WIP Max< Actual WIP). 
o In all other situations Move in Block is green. 
 
Prod R.O. Op Area Plan 
Vol 
Prod 
Days 
CT FF WIP 
Target 
WIP 
Max 
Actual 
WIP 
Gate Signal MvIn 
Block 
A 1 AA Assy 115000 3 0.15 1.3 5750 7475 5603 Yes Green Red 
A 2 AB Assy 115000 3 0.6 1.2 23000 27600 21137 No Green Green 
A 3 AC Assy 115000 3 0.20 1.2 7667 9200 11386 No Red Green 
A 4 TA Test 75000 2 0.15 1.5 5625 8438 7192 Yes Yellow Green 
A 5 TB Test 75000 2 0.7 1.5 26250 39375 39110 No Yellow Green 
A 6 TC Test 75000 2 0.3 1.5 11250 16875 10971 No Green Green 
B 1 AA Assy 19000 1 1.2 1.3 22800 29640 21004 Yes Green Red 
B 2 AB Test 21000 2 0.3 1.5 3150 4725 4448 No Green Green 
B 3 TA Test 21000 2 0.9 1.5 9450 14175 12036 No Yellow Green 
B 4 TB Test 21000 2 0.6 1.2 6300 7560 8103 Yes Red Red 
C 1 AA Assy 1600 1 1.1 1.3 1760 2288 4563 Yes Red Red 
C 2 AB Assy 1600 1 0.4 1.2 640 768 522 No Green Green 
C 3 TA Test 2100 1 0.6 1.5 1260 1890 1339 Yes Yellow Green 
C 4 TB Test 2100 1 0.9 1.5 1890 2835 1886 No Green Green 
Figure 35 – eKANBAN Phase II transaction rules 
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Legend: 
 Prod – Product 
 R.O. – Product Running Order 
 OP – Process Step 
 Area – Area (eg. Assembly; Test; Buffer) 
 Plan Vol – Planned Volume (Assembly or Test) 
 CT – Cycle Time 
 FF – Flow Factor 
 WIP Max – Maximum WIP 
 MvIn Block – Move In Block (Blocks Move In transactions in the current operation) 
 
4.3.2.2.3 eKANBAN – Advantages and Limitations Phase II 
 Advantages 
o The more aggregated Cycle Times defined in the tool described in Chapter 5  
will work as guidelines for the tool. 
o The new move in transaction rules have a much better behavior than the first 
solutions’ rules, because bottleneck transactions ceased to be considered and 
replaced by gate operations. 
 
 Limitations 
o There is still no way to know how many days a product will remain in 
production during the week. 
4.3.2.3 Ideal Solution 
The eKANBAN phase three tool was never developed due to the impossibility to develop the 
required auxiliary tools, such as the equipment allocation database, or a scheduling tool. 
Nevertheless full understanding of what was needed to control WIP was gathered, and 
currently a backend scheduling tool is being implemented in order to control WIP and outline 
the lot order in production. All lessons learned in the development of the eKANBAN system 
were applied both in the development of the WIP Pull Chart tool as well as in the 
development and implementation of the backend scheduler. 
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Figure 36 – eKANBAN Phase III 
 
4.3.2.3.1 eKANBAN – Advantages and Limitations Phase III 
 
 Advantages 
– The Equipment Allocation Database would allow an approximate calculation 
of the number of days of production that each product goes through; 
– Knowing the number of machines allocated to each product and also each of 
the equipment’s status, would make it easier to prevent bottle ups; 
– The production stops where it is intended, rather than in the previous 
operation. 
 
 Limitations 
– At any given time planned production time table may be changed. 
4.4 Outcome Conclusions & next Steps 
The eKANBAN system may not have been applied to the production line but all outlined 
objectives were fulfilled. A requirement specification was entered, and the cycle time tool 
described in the next chapter developed in order to automate the eKANBAN system had 
many other successful applications. The lessons learned in the development of the eKANBAN 
tool helped Infineon understand the need for a backend scheduling tool, which is now under 
development. 
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5 Cycle Time calculation tool – Solutions Developed 
In this section of the report the reader can find a description of the Cycle Time calculation 
tool, developed to support all other applications created throughout the internship and, 
especially, to support the work of volume planners. The Cycle Time calculation tool is mainly 
used by the production volume planners as the basis to all reports that require a target WIP 
value per product and operation and to foresee the system output of any specific product. 
 
5.1 Description of the new Cycle Time calculation formula 
The idea behind this project was the creation of a tool that calculates Cycle Times and WIP 
values per product and per process step based on the pre-defined range Cycle Time targets 
and different complexities per product and process step. 
A range Cycle Time is defined for a specific time period by the following formula: 
 
Equation 1 – Range Cycle Time Definition 
)(
)(
OperationOutput
OperationAverageWIPRangeCT   
If the output refers to the daily output average then the CT will be calculated in days 
Currently, the Range Cycle time target is a value defined by central planning (Munich) and 
corrected by the department directors at each plant. The final range target should be feasible, 
so that serious and avoidable mistakes aren’t made whilst trying to achieve a goal that is 
simply not achievable. 
Throughout the creation of the tool we assume that the range Targets are feasible and well 
defined. 
Equation 2 – WIP Definition 
DGRCTWIP oduct Pr  
 
Equation 3 – DGR Definition 
)(7
PrDGR Days
oductVol  
We remind the reader that both Equation 2 and Equation 3 are still valid, although a new WIP 
equation is created. 
The goal for the new CT calculation formula was having a different CT for every product 
depending on its defined complexity and on the output volume while, at the same time, the 
sum of WIP of every product for a given Range CT remains constant. 
The calculation of the new formula was done following the assumption that the sum of the 
WIP of every product should remain constant. 
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Equation 4– New Cycle Time calculation formula and example 
Range CT SUM SUM SUM SUM Total Calculated CT
0.5 1700 121 121 121 0.5
Product Product Complexity φ Vol Product DGR WIP New WIP Old Calculated CT
Prod 1 1.00 1000 143 69 71 0.48
Prod 2 1.20 500 71 41 36 0.58
Prod 3 0.80 200 29 11 14 0.39



 n
n
PRODUCTPRODUCT
TOTAL
PRODUCTRangePRODUCT
Vol
VolDGRCTWIP
1


 
Equation explanation 
According to Equation 4 for each specific process step area the WIP of a product is equal to 
the multiplication of the following values: Range Target (CTRange), DGR (Product’s Volume 
Plan/7), defined product complexity (φProduct) and finally the sum of the planned output 
volume of all products; the result value should be divided by the sum of each product volume 
output multiplied by its complexity. 
In order to calculate the new Cycle Time we only need to divide the product’s WIP by the 
DGR as defined in Equation 2 and Equation 3. 
This Formula was developed by T. Candeias and André Oliveira. 
5.2 Cycle Time Calculation for Components 
The goal for this tool was to create a system where the volume planner only had to define 
product complexities per product and process step in order to get the WIP levels and CT per 
product and process step for the entire outlined plan for the period of one year. 
The proposed and developed solution was an Excel based workbook, which was VBA 
intensive. The reader can find the steps taken to calculate target WIP levels and cycle time 
throughout this chapter. 
 
Firstly, the user has to define the Range target for the process steps presented in Figure 37. The 
Range targets are usually unchanged for at least three months, so this change is only done 
very seldom. 
Area GeneraShrinkPackagOrgan Front ESpare Spare Spare Spare Range
PreAssy Yes Yes No No Yes No No No No 0.40
AssyBuffer No Yes No No No No No No No 0.50
Assy1 No Yes Yes No No No No No No 0.50
Assy2 No No Yes No No No No No No 1.00
TestBuffer No Yes No No No No No No No 0.90
BUI Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No 1.25
Test Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No 2.20
MSP No No Yes No No No No No No 1.00
7.75  
Figure 37 – Range target - user definition 
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By looking at Figure 38 the reader will understand how the system works. 
Then, the user has to define the complexity by inputting the RTT 36in the “Cycle Time – 
Input” column for each product and process step. The user also has to define which is the 
reference product by inputting “Yes” in the “Indexed” column. This way, each of the product 
has its complexities calculated by dividing the RTT input by the reference product’s RTT. 
 
Gener
ation
Shrin
k Package
Organ
izatio
n
Front 
End
Cycle 
Time -
Input
Comp
lexity In
de
xe
d Cycle 
Time -
Input
Comp
lexity In
de
xe
d Cycle 
Time -
Input
Comp
lexity In
de
xe
d
256M LS14 P-TFBGA-54 x4 IFDD 0.30 1.00 0.30 1.00 0.40 1.60
256M D11 PG-TFBGA-60 x4 IFR2 0.30 1.00 0.30 1.00 0.50 2.00
256M D11 PG-TFBGA-60 x8 IFR2 0.30 1.00 0.30 1.00 0.50 2.00
256M D11 PG-TFBGA-60 x16 IFR2 0.30 1.00 0.30 1.00 0.50 2.00
256M D11 PG-TSOPII-66 x4 IFR2 0.30 1.00 Yes 0.30 1.00 Yes 0.25 1.00 Yes
256M D11 PG-TSOPII-66 x8 IFR2 0.30 1.00 Yes 0.30 1.00 Yes 0.25 1.00 Yes
256M D11 PG-TSOPII-66 x16 IFR2 0.30 1.00 Yes 0.30 1.00 Yes 0.25 1.00 Yes
256M D11 P-TSOPII-66 x4 IFR2 0.30 1.00 0.30 1.00 0.25 1.00
256M D11 P-TSOPII-66 x8 IFR2 0.30 1.00 0.30 1.00 0.25 1.00
PreAssy AssyBuffer Assy1
Figure 38 – Partial view of the Complexity definition Worksheet for components 
Afterwards, the user only needs to push one button (“Calculate”) and the tool retrieves the 
production plan and the WIP and CT per product and process step are calculated within two 
minutes. 
 
5.3 Cycle Time Calculation for Modules 
A solution similar to the one developed for the components area was needed for the modules 
area. There were very few differences between the two. Both had to access the volume plan 
workbooks and both had manual input of Range CT and product complexities per process 
step. 
However when the WIP Pull Chart tool stated its first stages of development it was soon 
found that the required CT process step granularity was greater than the granularity of the 
range Target CT. Meaning that because the Range Targets were only defined for three process 
steps in the modules area, Modules Assembly, Modules Buffer and Modules Test, it was 
impossible to calculate the cycle times in the nine disaggregate steps required for the WIP 
Pull Chart for modules system. 
The solution was multiplying the WIP and the CT calculated by the tool developed for 
modules by the percentage of the Range CT in each of the disaggregate process step areas. 
We remind the readers that the Range is calculated dividing the WIP by the output for a 
certain time frame. The WIP and the output are retrieved from the MES, through a business 
objects report, so the Range CT used here is the real one.  
 
                                                 
36 Raw Through Time 
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 Aggregate 
Range CT Area/Operation Out WIP Range Input Wheight RangeCT
SMT 1796857 535140 0.000 51.15% 0.348
Depanneler 1785653 466674 0.261 44.89% 0.305
Assy VM 1781222 8224 0.005 0.79% 0.005
SMT Gate 1771818 32628 0.018 3.16% 0.022
Modules Buffer 0.340 Buffer 1801717 902910 0.501 100.00% 0.340
Test 1807297 575584 0.318 28.74% 0.595
APT 1669990 838224 0.502 45.29% 0.938
Test VM 1794041 313624 0.175 15.78% 0.327
Pack/Ship 1809850 204382 0.113 10.19% 0.211
Modules Assembly
Modules Test
0.680
2.070
 
Figure 39 – Calculation of disaggregate Range Targets 
In Figure 39 the defined Range CT Targets are in second column. The output for an 
undisclosed time period is on column 4 (Out) and the current WIP in the system is on 
Column 5 (WIP). By dividing the Output and the WIP we get the range for an undisclosed 
time period. 
Afterwards, by calculating the weight of each process step in the aggregate three-process 
steps, we can find the new Range Target CT, which is in the last, column by simply 
multiplying the weight by the Aggregate Range CT Targets from column 2. 
This way we have the Range CT Targets defined for each operation. So, a similar tool to the 
one used in the components area was developed. And with a quite simple definition of 
complexities per product, we have the new WIP and CT Targets per product. 
 
5.4 Cycle Time Calculation Tool – Conclusions and feedback 
The solutions for both the components and the modules area provide the volume planners 
with very precise Cycle Time Target values and WIP Target Values, making it easier to 
forecast any problems for the following week and to analyze problems. Furthermore, adding 
new products which was something that was done by hand in the old tool, is now very easy 
(done automatically). After the calculation of Cycle Times if any new product is detected, 
then a row with that product will automatically be added at the end of the complexities 
database with complexity values equal to one. This row is highlighted in red, so the user only 
has to put complexity values into the new products and push the “Calculate” button again.  
In conclusion, Cycle Times are now defined, WIP targets are more accurate and some of the 
volume planner’s time is freed; the feedback from the users has been great. 
At this moment steps are being taken to use this tool or an adapted tool with the same concept 
by central Planning (Munich). 
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6 WIP Pull Chart MOD 
 
At the end of 2003 large efforts were made to develop a WIP Pull Chart like tool, however 
after months developing a functional prototype the project was scrapped without even being 
tested or validated. In April 2005, the idea of creating the tool arose once more, but this time 
the idea was to develop a report providing the necessary information to line controllers and 
volume planners about the status of modules production. This information was already 
retrievable through a series of reports, however great effort had to be made to cross-check the 
information and to get a clear idea of the status of production in the modules area. This 
process was difficult and time-consuming, so it wasn’t feasible to do this whenever needed, 
thus arose the need to create the WIP Pull Chart production control tool. 
It was decided by all involved in this project to first create a tool that focused on the modules 
production area. After proof of concept on this first stage of development, the plan is to move 
on to a wider scope, including the components area. 
 
6.1 WIP Pull Chart Mod – Extended Objectives Overview 
A brief overview of the WIP Pull Chart System’s objectives can be seen in chapter 2. Below 
the reader can find the detailed objectives, a list created after the first couple of alignment 
meetings. 
 Aid Production Engineers and Line Controllers setting priorities according to the 
Modules area Volume Output Plan, Cycle Time and delivered production WTD 
(Week to Date); 
 Provide up-to-date information about: 
 Volume Output and Assembly Starts Plans; 
 Available WIP in each process step; 
 Delivered Modules WTD; 
 Started Modules WTD; 
 Component availability (Modules Buffer); 
 WIP in the line in each process step; 
 Where to pull production from and needs in each process step; 
 Assure that the week’s production plan is being followed; 
 Limit excessive amount of WIP in each process step (eKANBAN); 
 Proof of concept – It’s of the essence to prove this concept in order to extend the 
project to the components area and provide Line Controllers with enough confidence 
to rely on the tool. 
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6.2 WIP Pull Chart Mod - Prerequisites 
A tool like WIP Pull Chart can bring enormous advantages as well as disadvantages to any 
enterprise. If it is wrongly set up, or if the inputs are incorrect, problems may arise quickly, 
thus being important to fulfil a few preconditions: 
 Have a well defined production plan, coherent with what can be done in the 
production line; 
 Guarantee the fidelity of data provided by the BO reports; 
 Component requirement definition must be accurate, so that the right module type is 
pulled for production (Some exceptions were recorded in the prototype development). 
Any deviation in the inputs may trigger the tool to wrongly pull production at a given point. 
 
6.3 WIP Pull Chart Mod – Scope of the tool 
The WIP Pull Chart tool in its first stage of development was restricted to the modules 
production area. For easier implementation and data retrieval, the product type is referenced 
through its sales number, which is unique. The scope of the tool will be as follows: 
 Planned output and start volumes retrieved from WPMod (Modules Volume Outlook 
Excel based workbook); 
 Component availability for each module retrieved from a Business Objects report; 
 Cycle times defined for each product (Disaggregate Cycle Time for modules tool); 
 Historical Yield by product type retrieved from a Business Objects report; 
 Modules started WTD retrieved from a Business Objects report; 
 Modules delivered WTD retrieved from a Business Objects report; 
 Actual WIP levels retrieved from a BO report; 
 Actual components WIP levels in the components buffer retrieved from a BO report; 
 Actual WIP on hold levels retrieved from a BO report; 
 Calculated actual WIP levels by using line capacity information. 
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Each process step defined in the scope of the tool is the aggregation of a number of process 
steps defined in FAB300. This aggregation was defined by the modules production engineer, 
on the basis that once the first step of each aggregation starts, the products will carry on 
throughout all the sub-steps without stopping. The process steps that are currently visible in 
the tool are: Components Buffer, SMT, Depaneling, VM Assembly, SMT Gate, Modules 
Buffer, Test, APT, VM Test and Pack/Ship. All these process steps have a group of sub-steps 
(FAB 300 process steps). 
The described process steps and sub-steps are currently used in the WIP Pull Chart prototype. 
Nevertheless the final tool (WEB-Based Report) should be flexible enough so that new 
process steps can be added with relative ease, if required. 
 The composition of each aggregated step can be seen in Figure 40. 
CompLotPrep ModBuffer MtpoBuffer
CompStoreMod
RegStore
LotPrepTest
TestB5
SSideA TestRP5
DSideA TestRP4
DSideB 100APTFside
Dep Depaneling APTFside
VisInspAssy RtAPTFside
SubAssMount EpromCheck
MapoLotAcct VisualInspectionTest
MapoLotAcctRwk Packing
LotAccept
Shltmtpo
Modules Test
Modules Buffer
SMT Gate
TEST
APT
VM
Pack/Ship
VM
Components Buffer
CompBuffer
Modules Assembly
SMT
 
Figure 40 – Step Aggregation Distribution 
 
6.4 WIP Pull Chart Mod – IT Landscape 
The data retrieval for the WIP Pull Chart tool was very extensive and complex. 
The system had to constantly retrieve data from six Business Objects reports, three Excel 
workbooks and the Disaggregate Cycle Time for modules tool. 
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Figure 41 – WIP Pull Chart data retrieval landscape 
In Figure 41 the reader can see the tools data landscape. All the green boxes are external data 
interfaces. The yellow boxes are auxiliary data sources and calculation worksheets available 
within the prototype. The blue box represents the main output of the system. 
 
6.5 WIP Pull Chart Mod – Explanation of the system (Main View) 
One of the most important things we had to consider in the creation of this tool was the user-
friendliness and ease of access. But because the prototype takes eight minutes to do a full run 
it was unsustainable for the line controllers, volume planners and production engineers to both 
have their workstation on hold for such a long period waiting for any data. So, after the 
creation of a functional prototype we also created a viewer; the idea is that both the prototype 
and the viewer have the same output screen. Because both the viewer and the prototype are 
Excel based, communication between them is fairly easy, so while the prototype makes all the 
calculations the viewer is accessing the prototype’s last saved version every two minutes and 
copying its main screen. The prototype only saves the information at the end of each full run, 
so the user never sees an empty screen on the viewer. 
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Figure 42 – WIP Pull Chart – Main View 
In Figure 42 the reader can see the prototype’s main view worksheet. This is the final output 
of the WIP Pull Chart system. 
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6.5.1 WIP Pull Chart Mod – Explanation of the system (Column By Column) 
In order to make a focused and not too lengthy explanation of how the WIP Pull Chart system 
processes information, the reader can see the results and marks available in the prototypes 
main view worksheet. An explanation column by column seems fitting. For further 
understanding of the system, please refer to the requirements specification created by the 
author which can be seen in Chapter 0. 
Throughout the column by column explanation the user should bear the following items in 
mind: 
1. Each product is independent from any other; 
2. From the Starts column to the Pack/Ship column if a cell in the Needs sub-
column is marked in black then that is where production should be pulled 
from. Meaning that there is no need to produce that product further upstream; 
3. From the Starts column to the Pack/Ship column if a cell in the WIP sub-
column is marked in red it means that there is excessive inventory in that 
operation for that product; 
4. If the deliveries plan column is marked in black it means that the output 
demand for the current week has been fulfilled; 
5. If the Starts Plan column is marked in black it means that the starts plan has 
been fulfilled and that there are no needs in the components buffer (no start 
needs); 
6. All WIP values are retrieved from the MES through a Business Objects 
Report; 
7. All Data is retrieved automatically and refreshed every fifteen minutes which 
is the frequency that the MES information is updated in the source data base. 
 
The reader can find the explanation column by column presented bellow: 
 Product Description (HYS) – This column is referring to the product 
description; although there are more than fifty different module models made 
at IFPT, only those that have either a starts plan or an output plan may be seen 
in the system. The HYS is the first three letters in every module’s sales 
number; 
 Product Description (PCB) – As described in chapter 3.2.1, one of the main 
raw materials for modules’ construction is the PCB (Printed Circuit Board); 
this information is of no use for calculation, however, in order to increase the 
ease of reference, the products are sorted by PCB type, making it easier to read 
the system inside the production line; 
 Product Description (Capacity) – This is another column to aid the user 
referencing the product. The capacity is short for the total memory capacity in 
the modules; 
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 Starts (WIP/Comp) – This column provides the user with the components 
WIP in the Components Buffer for each module type. This information is 
retrieved from a Business Objects Report; 
 Starts (WIP/Mod) – This column provides the user with the components WIP 
in the Components Buffer for each module type divided by the number of 
components needed per each module; 
 Starts (Needs) – This column has the needs for each module type in the 
components buffer. These are modules that still have to start production. This 
value is calculated by subtracting the SMT (WIP) from the SMT (Needs); 
 SMT (WIP) - This column provides the user with the components WIP in the 
SMT aggregate process steps for each module type. If it is marked in red there 
is excessive WIP. If it is empty it means that there are less than twenty five 
modules (twenty five modules is the minimum packing size); 
 SMT (Needs) - This column has the needs for each module type in the SMT 
aggregate process steps. This value is computed by subtracting the Depaneler 
(WIP) from the Depaneler (Needs). If a cell is marked in black, it means that 
this is the process step where production should be pulled from for the product 
in the same row, indicating that there is no need to produce this module further 
upstream; 
 Depaneler (WIP) - This column provides the user with the components WIP 
in the Depaneler aggregate process steps for each module type. If it is marked 
in red there is excessive WIP. If it is empty it means that there are less than 
twenty five modules (twenty five modules is the minimum packing size); 
 Depaneler (Needs) - This column has the needs for each module type in the 
Depaneler aggregate process steps. This value is calculated by subtracting the 
VM Assy (WIP) from the VM Assy (Needs). If a cell is marked in black it 
means that this is the process step where production should be pulled from for 
the product in the same row, indicating that there is no need to produce this 
module further upstream; 
 VM Assy (WIP) - This column provides the user with the components WIP in 
the VM Assy aggregate process steps for each module type. If it is marked in 
red there is excessive WIP. If it is empty it means that there are less than 
twenty five modules (twenty five modules is the minimum packing size); 
 VM Assy (Needs) - This column has the needs for each module type in the 
VM Assy aggregate process steps. This value is calculated by subtracting the 
SMT Gate (WIP) from the SMT Gate (Needs). If a cell is marked in black it 
means that this is the process step where production should be pulled from for 
the product in the same row, indicating that there is no need to produce this 
module further upstream;. 
 SMT Gate (WIP) - This column provides the user with the components WIP 
in the SMT Gate aggregate process steps for each module type. If it is marked 
in red there is excessive WIP. If it is empty it means that there are less than 
twenty five modules (twenty five modules is the minimum packing size); 
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 SMT Gate (Needs) - This column has the needs for each module type in the 
SMT Gate aggregate process steps. This value is calculated by subtracting the 
Buffer (WIP) from the Buffer (Needs). If a cell is marked in black it means 
that this is the process step where production should be pulled from for the 
product in the same row, indicating that there is no need to produce this 
module further upstream; 
 Buffer (WIP) - This column provides the user with the components WIP in 
the Buffer process step for each module type. If it is marked in red there is 
excessive WIP. If it is empty it means that there are less than twenty five 
modules (twenty five modules is the minimum packing size); 
 Buffer (Needs) - This column has the needs for each module type in the 
Buffer process step. This value is calculated by subtracting the Test (WIP) 
from the Test (Needs). If a cell is marked in black it means that this is the 
process step where production should be pulled from for the product in the 
same row, indicating that there is no need to produce this module further 
upstream; 
 Test (WIP) - This column provides the user with the components WIP in the 
Test aggregate process steps for each module type. If it is marked in red there 
is excessive WIP. If it is empty it means that there are less than twenty five 
modules (twenty five modules is the minimum packing size); 
 Test (Needs) - This column has the needs for each module type in the Test 
Aggregate process steps. This value is calculated by subtracting the APT 
(WIP) from the APT (Needs) and then dividing it by the module’s Yield. The 
Yield is only considered in this process step because most Yield loss occurs in 
testing. If a cell is marked in black it means that this is the process step where 
production should be pulled from for the product in the same row, indicating 
that there is no need to produce this module further upstream; 
 APT (WIP) - This column provides the user with the components WIP in the 
APT process step for each module type. If it is marked in red there is excessive 
WIP. If it is empty it means that there are less than twenty five modules 
(twenty five modules is the minimum packing size): 
 APT (Needs) - This column has the needs for each module type in the APT 
process step. This value is calculated by subtracting the VM Test (WIP) from 
the VM Test (Needs). If a cell is marked in black it means that this is the 
process step where production should be pulled from for the product in the 
same row, indicating that there is no need to produce this module further 
upstream; 
 VM Test (WIP) - This column provides the user with the components WIP in 
the VM Test process step for each module type. If it is marked in red there is 
excessive WIP. If it is empty it means that there are less than twenty five 
modules (twenty five modules is the minimum packing size); 
 VM Test (Needs) - This column has the needs for each module type in the 
VM Test process step. This value is calculated by subtracting the Pack/Ship 
(WIP) from the Pack/Ship (Needs). If a cell is marked in black it means that 
this is the process step where production should be pulled from for the product 
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in the same row, indicating that there is no need to produce this module further 
upstream; 
 Pack/Ship (WIP) - This column provides the user with the components WIP 
in the Pack/Ship process step for each module type. If it is marked in red there 
is excessive WIP. If it is empty it means that there are less than twenty five 
modules (twenty five modules is the minimum packing size); 
 Pack/Ship (Needs) - This column has the needs for each module type in the 
Pack/Ship process step. This value is calculated by subtracting the Deliveries 
(Delivered WTD) from the Deliveries (Deliveries Plan). If a cell is marked in 
black it means that this is the process step where production should be pulled 
from for the product in the same row, indicating that there is no need to 
produce this module further upstream; 
 Deliveries (Total WIP) – This column has the sum of the WIP in each 
aggregate process step except the Components Buffer; 
 Deliveries (Total WIP) – This column has the sum of the WIP in each 
aggregate process step except the Components Buffer which is currently on 
hold; 
 Deliveries (Plan WTD) – The value in this column is the result of the 
following calculation: 
o Deliveries (Plan WTD) = Deliveries (Deliveries Plan) / 7 * (Current 
Week Day) 
o By comparing what is the Plan WTD with the Deliveries WTD the 
user can see if the week’s plan is on schedule 
 Deliveries (Delivered WTD) – The value in this column is what has been 
delivered until that point of the week of each module type. This information is 
retrieved from a Business Objects Report; 
 Deliveries (Deliveries Plan) – This column has the volume output for each 
module type. This information is retrieved from the volume outlook workbook. 
If this column is marked in black then the deliveries demand is now fulfilled 
for the product in the same row; 
 Deliveries (Starts Plan) – This column has the volume of each module type 
that has to be started in the course of the week. This information is retrieved 
from the volume outlook workbook. If this column is marked in black then the 
Starts plan is now fulfilled for the product in the same row and there are no 
needs in the Starts (Needs) column for this product, meaning that the final 
output demand is secured by what has been delivered up to that point in time 
and the WIP that is in the modules line (except for the Components Buffer); 
 Deliveries (∆ Starts) – This column has the difference between what’s been 
started up to this point of the week and what should have been started; 
 Deliveries (Prior Index) – The smaller the value in this column the higher is 
the priority of this product in every downstream process step from where it has 
to be pulled. A better explanation for this calculation can be found in Chapter 
6.5.4. 
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6.5.2 Simplified Summary Explanation 
 
Needs: 
 Needs (Pack & Ship) = Deliveries Plan – Delivered WTD 
 Needs upstream = Needs (downstream operation) – WIP (downstream operation) 
 If Needs > WIP then (RED Text & White Background) more WIP needed 
 If 0< Needs <= WIP then (White Text & Black Background) Pull production from this 
process step 
 If Needs <= 0 then (White Text & White Background) no more WIP needed 
 If there’s not enough WIP up until the Components Buffer the production will be 
pulled from the components Buffer 
 
Fulfillment of Plans: 
 If Deliveries WTD >= Deliveries Plan then Plan is fulfilled (White Text & Black 
Background in the Delivered WTD cell) 
 If Starts WTD >= Sum of all Starts and there are no needs in the components buffer 
then the Starts Plan is fulfilled (White Text & Black Background in the Starts Plan 
cell) 
 
6.5.3 WIP Control 
The optimal WIP level is probably the most difficult part of the tool to calculate. The goal 
was to calculate a maximum inventory level for each product that didn’t do any false 
restrictions, meaning that if there is a warning signal the inventory level for the product is 
actually too high. The cycle times used come from the tool described in chapter 5.3. The 
inventory calculation is done by doing the following: 
 Retrieve the daily capacity for SMT and for Test from the Capacity profile workbook; 
 For all operations until the Modules Buffer: 
o If the SMT Daily Capacity is greater than the Starts Plan 
 DGR = Starts Plan 
o If SMT Daily Capacity is less than the Starts Plan 
 DGR = Round UP (Starts Plan / SMT Weekly Capacity) * SMT Daily 
Capacity 
o WIP Target (per process step) = DGR * CT (process step) 
o WIP Max = Round Up (WIP Target / 1500) * 1500 * 110% 
 For all operations from the Modules Buffer onwards: 
o If the Test Daily Capacity is greater than the Deliveries Plan 
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 DGR = Deliveries Plan 
o If Test Daily Capacity is less than the Deliveries Plan 
 DGR = Round UP (Deliveries Plan / Test Weekly Capacity) * Test 
Daily Capacity 
o WIP Target (per process step) = DGR * CT (process step) 
o WIP Max = Round Up (WIP Target / 1500) * 1500 * 110% 
 If the WIP level in a certain process step is greater than WIP Max then (White Text & 
Red Background in the WIP cell). 
 
6.5.4 Product Priority Calculation 
The product priority calculation for the WIP control is quite difficult. The goal is to alert the 
user which is the product that has the highest priority level whichever is the process step. This 
priority calculation also involves the use of Cycle Times: 
 First we have to know that the highest priority level is assigned to the product which 
has the greatest value through the following calculation: 
o Multiply the needs in the process step where the product has to be pulled by 
the cycle time until the last production operation and then add the WIP in each 
of the following process steps multiplied by the cycle time from each of the 
process steps until the last production operation; 
 Priority 1 is the highest priority level. 
 
6.6 WIP Pull Chart Modules – Outcome and Conclusions 
The development of the WIP Pull Chart system was an iteractive process of developing the 
prototype and gathering feedback from the modules production engineer. The result of this 
process was a tool that was rapidly implemented in the production line and used by all the line 
controllers. The tool gathered all information needed to check the status of the production 
plan, functioning as the first Pull tool ever implemented in the modules line. 
Production status lag was effectively reduced from 24 hours to 15 minutes, furthermore the 
inventory control was first implemented with this project, and no external calculations had to 
be made to check where production had to be pulled from. 
The success of this tool was so great that it was pre-nominated for the Infineon awards, an 
award that distinguishes the projects with the best outputs done at Infineon Technologies 
worldwide. 
The next steps of the project are: 
 Web-based report creation (Ongoing). 
 Full Extension to the components area. 
 Extension to other Infineon plants (Ongoing). 
. 
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7 WIP Pull Chart – COMP 
7.1 Overview of the Solution 
After the successful implantation of the WIP Pull Chart tool to the modules area, a request 
was made to extend this project to the components assembly within a very limited time frame 
(one week). A solution was found based on the same principle. However this solution doesn’t 
offer the prioritization rules nor does it offer the WIP control rules. 
Because it is done in the components assembly area, it does not function as a Pull tool but as 
an inventory and plan fulfillment control tool. The only objective is to fulfill the components 
starts plans and we consider a component to be delivered when it enters the Components Test 
Buffer. 
 
7.2 WIP Pull Chart COMP – Developed Solution 
The scope of the WIP Pull Chart Comp is much smaller than the scope of the solution 
developed for the modules area, but the rules were exactly the same. For easier 
implementation and data retrieval, Generation Shrink Package and Organization reference the 
product type. Because this granularity does not assure unique entries, the output volume is 
added if two or more products have the same product description. 
 
Each process step defined in the scope of the tool is the aggregation of a number of process 
steps defined in FAB300. This aggregation was defined by the components assembly 
production engineer on the basis that once the first step of each aggregation starts, the 
products will carry on throughout all the sub-steps without stopping.  
The described process steps and sub-steps are currently used in the WIP Pull Chart prototype.  
The composition of each aggregated step can be seen in 
TSOP BOC TSOP BOC TSOP BOC TSOP BOC TSOP BOC
AssyBuffer AssyBuffer DieBond DieAttach MoldingTsop PlasmaClean DedamDejunkBall Placing TrimForm Singulation
BocBondCureMoldCureTsopMoldingBoc Plating
AttachPrint MoldCureBoc
WireBond
T&F / SingulationAssembly Buffer Bond Mold DD-DJ / SB Attatch
Figure 43 – Aggregated Process Steps for WIP Pull Chart Comp 
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7.2.1 WIP Pull Chart COMP – The Prototype 
Figure 44 – WIP Pull Chart COMP – Prototype View 
54
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As the reader can see in Figure 44, the tool is very similar to its counterpart in the modules 
area. However, a few differences are noticeable. Firstly there is no inventory control system 
because there was not enough time to implement this feature. Secondly, there are no product 
priorities defined. Thirdly, there is only one production plan to fulfill, the starts plan. The rest 
of the rules are the same and they are referenced in the previous chapter, the WIP Pull Chart 
for modules description.  
 
7.3 WIP Pull Chart COMP- Conclusion 
No conclusions have really been made up to this point because the tool had only been running 
for a couple of weeks at the time of the end of the internship, so the tool was still under 
validation. However we do know that this is not supposed to be used in the production line 
like the modules tool. This tool is only supposed to aid volume planners, production 
controllers and production engineers to keep track of the plan, and so the expectations for the 
tool to succeed in its goals are high. 
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8 Distribution Reliability PI (Performance Indicator) 
In this section the reader can find a brief description of a companies main performance 
indicators as well as the full description of the development of two PI’s made by the author 
during the internship. 
8.1 PI – Introduction 
A Performance Indicator is a measure for the most important results of a company. With such 
indicators top management may easily measure the essential factors for success, which are 
influencing the targets. Using PI`s is mandatory. 
A PI is both advantageous for the company and for the employee. A good indicator should 
provide ways of measuring and promoting the following: 
 Elimination of customer complaints; 
 Improve people’s motivation; 
 People training and competence development; 
 Assure work and environmental safety; 
 Achieve competitive cost; 
 Achieve high production quality and flexibility; 
 Improve qualification and cycle times; 
 Improve Yields; 
 Improve Productivity; 
 Optimize delivery reliability. 
 
A group of well coordinated PI’s will provide any manager, or someone that can read them 
properly, with a great overview of the Performance and status of the company. 
8.2 PI – Development Steps 
However simple the calculation for a PI may be, its results should not be taken lightly.  
First, the goals for the PI should be well defined: 
 What does it measure? 
 Who is responsible for the outcome of a good result on the PI? 
 What are the external factors that can influence the PI? 
 Can it be circumvented? How? 
 What is the action plan to improve such results? 
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8.3 PI - Delivery Reliability 
The Delivery Reliability PI is the only way to currently measure Infineon’s delivery 
performance. However this indicator does not measure if the Infineon delivers the right 
amount of product to the right customer and it considers every product, no matter what the 
planned output volume is, as having the same weight in the indicator. 
 
 Delivery Reliability or CLIP (Conformed Line Item Performance) definition 
 







N
i
i
i
N
Plan
Output
DR
1
1.1,min
 
Formula 1 - Delivery Reliability Formula 
 
 This indicator divides the total output of one product by the production plan of the 
same product. 
 Then it makes sure that the delivery performance of on single product doesn’t surpass 
the 110% mark. 
 It sums the delivery performance of each product and finally it divides it by the total 
number of products. 
 
Indicator Problems 
 The same product may have several destinations, and while one or more may be 
completely fulfilled or even oversupplied, others may end up without any sort of 
demand fulfillment. 
 Different products with different destinations will probably have very different 
demands. In this indicator a main runner has the same importance as a low-runner, as 
long as it is a different product, it doesn’t matter whether we have a 10,000 
components demand or a 10 components demand. 
 
8.4 PI - Distribution Reliability 
The new indicators will measure the distribution performance and take volume output per 
product and destination into account. 
The definition of this indicator wasn’t easy, because the performance of the Production 
Controllers has a direct impact on the outcome of the indicator. There were several meetings 
to discuss this and finally a decision was taken to create two indicators instead of one, and 
these two new indicators would work side-by-side with the already existing delivery 
reliability. One indicator that measures the site’s performance against the plan defined by 
Munich and another indicator the measures the site’s performance against the production 
controllers’ forecasts. 
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 



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Formula 2 – Distribution Reliability VS Forecast 
 
 
 


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Formula 3 – Distribution Reliability VS Plan 
 
FCProdxy  Forecasted Volume for product x with y as destination 
CDProdxy  Component Distribution Planned Volume for product x with y as destination 
ACProdxy  Actual Volume of product x delivered to destination y 
 
 The “Distribution Reliability vs. Forecast” performance indicator will provide some 
feedback on the quality of our plan. 
 The “Distribution Reliability vs. Plan” performance indicator provides some feedback 
on what the gap is between what we’re expected to do by central planning and what 
we were actually able to do. 
 
The new indicators bridge all gaps left by the delivery reliability, except for one. Main 
runners can be surpassed on purpose in order to achieve a better distribution reliability result. 
However, if we use both the Distribution Reliability and the Delivery Reliability indicators, 
there is no loop for any site to circumvent the indicators. 
 
 
8.5 PI – Distribution Reliability Status and Next Steps 
At the time of the creation of this report the PI had been in use for four weeks, successfully 
highlighting some problems of Infineon Porto’s delivery performance. Validation is going 
according to schedule 
The next steps of the project are: 
 Complete validation of the indicator (by top management at Munich); 
 Creation of a Fully automatic measuring tool: 
 Final implementation on all Backend sites. (Currently implemented in China and 
Malaysia, awaiting implementation at Infineon Dresden) 
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9 Final Conclusion and Next Projects 
The outcome of the entire internship was very good, as all initial objectives were completed 
successfully, and other objectives that were laid out during the course of the internship were 
also completed successfully. The current use of all developed tools except for eKANBAN and 
the referencing of the new performance indicator are proof of that. 
The eKANBAN project got off to a great start with the first functional prototype developed in 
under a month. This prototype had some - already expected - problems when validation of 
results was done, so a complete revision to the rules was performed and the new solution 
provided real WIP control in the modules production line. However, it did somewhat limit the 
production of low-runners, and it was concluded that without either a pre-schedule or a full 
scheduling tool it was impossible to achieve a good level of WIP control. So, the decision was 
taken not to create a tool based on the specification and the prototype but to go for the 
implementation of a Backend scheduling tool and the creation of a new report concept, the 
WIP Pull Chart. 
The idea to create the cycle time allocation tool came out of a necessity of the eKANBAN 
system, but soon enough the components’ volume planner got on board, and what was once a 
project to have cycle times defined for one single tool became a much larger project and is 
now the only place were cycle time and WIP targets are accurately defined. Two separate but 
similar tools were created, one for the modules area and the other for the components area. 
The tools were successfully implemented and daily reports are now based on its data. In the 
near future a new tool with the same concept will be implemented for central planning. Apart 
from the inestimable result of having accurate cycle times and WIP targets per product, a 
considerable amount of the volume planner’s time was saved every week. 
The WIP Pull Chart started off as a report where the production engineer could easily see 
where production had to be pulled for each product in the modules area. At first glance, the 
project seemed very easy however, in its final version, it had to access nine different data 
sources at each run and well over 2000 lines of code were created for the modules prototype 
alone. This occurred because the system was being developed with the constant feedback of 
the modules’ production engineer and so new requests were done all the time. The final tool 
not only spotted the place where production should be pulled from, but it also showed the 
compliance with the starts plan, had an inventory control system based on the lessons learned 
whilst developing the eKANBAN system, and it provided the user with the product priorities 
per operation. All this information was refreshed every fifteen minutes. The system was 
successful in its field tests and it is being used by line controllers, production engineers and 
volume planners. It is now the best way to keep track of the modules production plan. If well 
used, the tool can provide the required information for the production engineer to achieve 
better results in delivery reliability, making the actual net gains very difficult to estimate but 
certainly high. For increased reliability and ease of access, the tool is going to be implemented 
as a web-report (intranet), when IT resources are available (forecasted for mid-November 
2005). 
The WIP Pull Chart project was pre-selected for the Infineon Awards. 
The same project was developed for the components area, but there is still not enough 
feedback to reach any conclusions. However the project is expected to provide a better 
visualization of the components assembly production status. 
The Distribution Reliability Performance Indicator was created because the current PI had a 
limited focus and it did not pro-actively ensure that the right deliveries were made to the right 
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destination. The expectations for this indicator are that it allows measuring Infineon 
Technologies’ delivery performance with better accuracy, and that it points out to all delivery 
failures. 
The internship opened up new opportunities for future work at Infineon Technologies’ such as 
the participation in the implementation of the backend scheduling tool. Throughout the 
internship I used and developed my knowledge in statistics, operational research, process 
engineering, programming and people management. And it gave me enough experience and 
understanding of the process flow providing solid bases to do any other function at Infineon’s 
planning department or at any other company’s planning, production or process departments. 
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11 Appendix A – eKANBAN Requirements Specification 
eKANBAN  
Requirements Specification 
V 1.0 
 
Document management 
Document history 
Version Status Date Responsible Reason for change 
1.0 Released 2005-06-28 André Oliveira New document 
     
     
 
 
Change authorization  
Name Department Location 
Peter Madera PL PP IFPT 
Alexandra Castro PL PP IFPT 
 
 
Authoring tools 
Microsoft Word 2002 
Microsoft Excel 2002 
Business Objects 5.1.7 
 
 
Signatures for agreed requirement specification 
 
 
______________________ ____________________ 
Client Project leader 
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11.1 Overview 
11.1.1 Purpose of the product 
 
The goal of having an eKANBAN tool is to aid production to be more efficient by 
keeping WIP levels constant and leveled with the targets set by the planning and the 
production departments. 
 This tool will be replaced, in the future, by the new scheduling system, ASPROVA. 
Ideally it will handle WIP levels on a daily basis therefore DGRs’ have to be accurately 
calculated or planned. 
  
The objectives of this project are: 
 Maintain WIP leveled to a certain target 
 Prevent bottle-ups in a theoretically balanced production line 
 Prevent the stoppage of production in bottleneck operations 
 Aid spotting problems in the production line. 
 Aid knowing which products to pull or even if there’s enough capacity in each 
operation according to the plan to pull more products to production. 
  
In the past an eKANBAN tool was developed with the same purpose as this one, 
however as production grew more and more complex the old system due to basic 
algorithm limitations became increasingly obsolete. The new tool has exactly the same 
goal as the previous one had, however the way it works is very different in multiple 
aspects. 
Below we can find the main differences in features and the pros and the cons of both 
tools: 
 
New eKANBAN system: 
 Different Volume Output Plans for component assembly and component 
testing 
 Daily volume output plans for module assembly and module testing 
 DGR (in the components area) calculated by the number of days of production 
 Required granularity may be defined for each operation and each route. 
 Cycle times are defined for each product and each operation 
 Bottleneck operations are considered and the system behaves accordingly 
 WIP levels are analyzed by product and operation 
 MoveIn blocking signal is provided with possibility of linking to MES  
 Gate definition for potential MoveIn blocking has been made available 
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Previous eKANBAN system: 
 Granularity is set by the algorithm (difficult to change) 
 The system analyses WIP levels by area and route 
 Cycle times are defined very aggregately 
 DGR is calculated by dividing the output plan by a factor of 7 
 
Pros and Cons of the new system: 
 
Pros: 
 Granularity can be defined by the user 
 DGR is more accurately defined 
 Cycle Times are defined by product and operation instead of area and route 
 Bottleneck operations have special consideration 
 Gates can be defined by the user 
 
Cons: 
 Analysis of the WIP by area is more difficult 
 Due to a steady production pace the old eKANBAN tool could calculate DGRs 
with relative ease 
 Because of the temporary nature of this project it will be divided into three 
phases of development, so that it’s implemented as soon as possible. 
Furthermore, Phase I will be sub-divided into another two stages 
 
Phase I.I – Prototype development, testing and improvement in the modules area. 
Phase I.II - Prototype development, testing and improvement in the components area. 
 
Phase II – After there’s proof of concept in both modules and components area, there 
should be full IT development and implementation including new solutions found in 
Phase I as well as integration of the system in OWS. 
 
Phase III – The ideas gathered and the concepts developed throughout the usage of 
the tool will be integrated in the development of the new Backend Scheduling tool, 
ASPROVA. 
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11.1.1.1 Scope of the tool 
 
The eKANBAN tool, due to its basic purpose, should comprise all areas of production:  
 Planned production volumes for both Components and Modules 
 All products produced at IFPT 
 Cycle times defined for each product (IFPT_COMP_Cycle Time.xls and 
IFPT_MOD_Cycle Time.xls) 
 Actual WIP levels retrieved from a BO report. 
 The main manufacturing levels: 
o Components: 
 Component Pre-Assembly 
 Assembly Buffer 
 Assembly FOL 
 Assembly EOL  
 Test Buffer 
 Burn in 
 Component Test 
 MSP 
 Component Buffer 
 
o Modules: 
 Assembly 
 Test Buffer 
 Test  
 
 WIP target and WIP level reports refreshed on a regular basis in order to have an up to 
date assessment of current inventory status, providing the system with flexibility and 
adaptability. 
However in its first stages of development the focus will be on the main manufacturing levels 
in the modules area.  
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Flow Factor Targets
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Figure 45 – Integration of the eKANBAN Phase I into currently existing Landscape. 
Figure 45 shows how the system will interact with its environment. 
 
11.1.1.2  Scope Limitations of eKANBAN in Phase I 
 
This product will include manual inputs that will not be surpassed until the integration 
of the eKANBAN rules into the ASPROVA scheduling system. 
Due to its temporary status, this project does not include any scheduling at all. So, in 
order not to compromise the basic functionalities of the system, there has to be manual 
or semi-automatic input of how many days of production each product has per week, 
so that the DGR is calculated. As inaccurate as it may seem this is the best alternative 
if a scheduling system is not incorporated in the tool. 
 
11.1.1.3  Prerequisites for the product 
 
A tool like eKANBAN can bring enormous advantages as well as disadvantages to 
any enterprise. If it is wrongly set up, or if the inputs are incorrect problems may arise 
quickly, thus being important to fulfill a few preconditions: 
 Have a well defined production plan, coherent with what can be done in the 
production line 
 Define in the most accurate way possible the number of days of production for 
each product 
 Cycle Time range targets mustn’t be overly aggressive. Relative complexities 
for each product must be well defined in order to have a well defined cycle 
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time target for each product in accordance with its planned volume for the 
week. 
 BO WIP reports must be accurate 
 Any deviation in the inputs may trigger the tool to wrongly stop production at any 
given point. 
 
11.1.2 Areas of application, system integration and delimitation 
 
The basic functionalities of the tool in Phase I.I include: 
 Implementation in the Modules area 
 Algorithm development 
 Validation of the tool 
 
Phase I.II: 
 Implementation in the Components area 
 Algorithm development 
 Validation of the tool 
 
Phase II - IT tool development: 
 Tool integration in Operator Work Space 
 Implementation of a restrictive mode (If maximum WIP is reached in a given 
operation, move ins are blocked where needed) 
 Creation of a friendlier GUI 
 
Phase III – Integration of the tool in ASPROVA: 
 Integration of all ideas and knowledge acquired whilst developing the eKANBAN tool 
in the new BE Scheduler system (ASPROVA) 
 
 
11.1.3 Users 
 
The users of this product are production planners in IFPT PL department, the production 
engineers in IFPT AO/TO, and the line controllers. This product will have steering and 
control input of both components group and modules group. 
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 Components group 
o Components production planners 
o Components production engineers 
o Component’s area line controllers 
 
 
 Modules group 
o Modules production planners 
o Modules production engineers  
o Modules area line controllers 
 
 
 
User type Access rights Comments 
Admin Users rights management and user account 
creation/deletion; resetting of passwords etc. 
Version management: deletion and creation of 
versions, release of versions 
Full access to all screens 
and functional areas 
IFPT 
Planners/Prod
uction 
Engineers 
Full read and write access to all data (except 
version management) 
Full access to all user 
specific screens 
IFPT Line 
Controllers 
Full read access to all data 
Restricted Write permissions 
Access to all user specific 
screens 
Guest/Operat
or 
Restricted access to data in read-only mode Has only permission to read 
the data from database 
Table 1 – User access rights 
 
 
11.2 Product requirements 
11.2.1 Functions 
The functions and requirements of the eKANBAN tool will be described in this section. This 
description will be based on a prototype which is still under development. Because of this 
both the prototype and this specification may still change significantly. This prototype and all 
descriptions made in this section, refer only to Phase I. 
You can access the project’s prototype by following the link listed bellow. 
..\Applications\eKANBAN Development\eKANBAN.xls 
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11.2.1.1 Functional overview 
 
 
The eKANBAN tool has the purpose of maintaining WIP at a desired level according to the 
output plan, the main features and functions of the tool are: 
 Maintaining WIP at the desired level in each operation. 
 Preventing the formation of unforeseen bottleneck situations 
 Reducing the overall CT, therefore boosting production to an optimum rate 
 Aid production engineers and line controllers to achieve the defined Range Cycle 
Time targets in critical areas 
 Aid spotting problems and deviations in the production line 
 Reduce the effort of volume planners in creating detailed starts plans 
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11.2.1.2 Functional description  
Figure 46 illustrates the architecture of the eKANBAN tool in Phase I. This figure too is 
based on the prototype currently under development. 
 
 
Figure 46 – eKANBAN  - Functional Preview 
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11.2.1.2.1 Importing OPL 
The loading of both Components and Modules Volume Plans is automatically triggered 
every Saturday at midnight. The tool must retrieve the data from the existing Weekly 
Volume Plan spreadsheets (Volume Interface Comp for components, and WPMod for 
Modules). 
Algorithm: 
 The system checks what the current business week is. 
 Import components plan 
o Volume_Interface_COMP.xls  workbook is Opened in the “Assy” 
worksheet. 
o The Column that has the plan for the current Business week is searched 
and stored. 
o Every component that has a volume plan greater than 0 is stored 
according to the granularity presented bellow: 
 Granularity : Generation, Shrink, Organization, Package and 
Front End. 
o The same information is retrieved from the Test worksheet in 
Volume_Interface_COMP.xls workbook. 
o If Components have both an assembly and a test plan, the information is 
aggregated to one single string. 
o Volume Interface Comp is closed without saving changes. 
 Import Modules Plan 
o WPMod.ls opened. 
o The same procedure that was done in when importing the components 
plan in Volume_Interface_COMP.xls workbook is now done in 
WPMod.xls, in the “Assy” and “Test” workbooks. 
 The route for each product should be retrieved form the Route List Worksheet, 
this procedure is described in section 2.1.2.2 of the specification. 
 If a product still doesn’t have an assigned route an error message should inform 
the user to add the specific product to the route list. An automatic algorithm is 
currently under development to resolve this issue by adding the product 
automatically to the “Route” worksheet and assigning it with its route 
automatically. This product would be highlighted until a user verified if the 
route is correct. 
 
For instance if we’re on week 535, in order to import the components assembly plan, 
the routine should find the highlighted week in Figure 47and import the every product 
that has a production plan greater than 0. 
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Figure 47 – eKANBAN  - Partial view of the Volume_Interface_COMP.xls “ASSY”  Spreadsheet 
 
Manual Input: 
 
 The number of days of production has to be defined for every component and 
every module for both the assembly plan and the test plan. 
 Every string should comprise the granularity required by the product, the 
assembly plan, the number of days in assembly, the test plan, the number of days 
in test and the route as presented in Figure 48. 
 
 
 
Figure 48 – eKANBAN  - Partial view of the Plan Importer Spreadsheet 
 
The tool should be developed in such a way that it adapts quickly to changes in granularity, so 
in this string there should be spare fields for future product characteristics, in total there are 24 
fields. 
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Through out the rest of the tool any product description field with a “*” entered means that 
it’s irrelevant information, so it can aggregate to other products through this field. 
11.2.1.2.2 Route List 
 
The route list is where a route is assigned to each product. This is based on manual 
input, but only done once for each product as it serves as a database for the rest of the 
tool. 
 
 Each row comprises the required granularity for the product and the route 
which it should follow in production. 
 The row also has the information as to which operation should the algorithm 
switch from Assembly plan to Test plan. 
  
Figure 49 illustrates how the “Route” worksheet should be created. 
 
 
Figure 49 – eKANBAN  - Partial view of the Route List Spreadsheet 
 
There is an algorithm to verify if the operation that the tool switches from Assembly to Test 
plan is well defined. It basically seeks out the first Buffer operation in the “Path” worksheet 
(section 2.1.2.3), and imports its running order. For better understanding read section 2.1.2.3. 
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11.2.1.2.3 Path Sheet 
 
This worksheet is all based on manual inputs. Here you define which operations go into each 
route, which area it belongs, whether or not it’s a bottleneck operation, whether or not it’s a 
gate operation. And you can define the required granularity for each operation. This 
worksheet will work as a database for the rest of the tool. 
 
 
Figure 50 – eKANBAN  - Partial view of the Path input Spreadsheet 
 
It’s of the essence to have a running order input column. This defines the running order of the 
operations that a product goes through. 
Note that a route defines all operations that a product goes through from Pre-Assembly to 
MSP, these are not the routes that are available in FAB 300, and they’re user defined with the 
main operations that a group of products has to go through. 
The gate definition entry will be described in detail in a final part of the specification. 
In this worksheet there is also the input for the standard Cycle Time for each operation. 
 
To better understand how this worksheet works please analyze Figure 50. 
 
11.2.1.2.4 Import Worksheet 
The import worksheet cross-references every worksheet described so far to create a unique 
flow of information that comprises every product that has a plan for the current week and 
every operation it goes through. 
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Figure 51 – eKANBAN - Partial view of the Path input Spreadsheet 
 
Algorithm: 
Sequentially every product in the Plan worksheet is selected and its route is cross-referenced 
with the routes available in the Path worksheet. So it finds the route for the product and writes 
the different operations of the same product in the “Import” worksheet. 
The “Path” worksheet defines the granularity required for each operation, so if one operations 
doesn’t require for instance the front end it disregards the information about the front end, 
writing “*” instead of the front end information. 
So if this occurs it’s possible that there are two products exactly alike in this worksheet. 
Example 
 “Path” worksheet required granularity for an entire route: 
o Yes : Generation, Shrink, Package, Organization 
o No:  Front End and others 
 Products: 
o 512M ; T11 ; X8 ; PG-TFBGA60 ; INT3 
o 512M ; T11 ; X8 ; PG-TFBGA60 ; IFDD 
In this case the front end information would be replaced with “*” creating two entries of the 
same information. If this occurs the software should run a routine that erases the repeated 
entries. 
After all products are imported the routine should sort the products in the following fashion: 
 HYS, Generation, Shrink, Organization, Package, Front End and then Running Order. 
Very important for the proper functioning of the next parts of the tool is importing the gate 
definition. 
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11.2.1.2.5 Cycle Time Worksheet 
The “Cycle Time” worksheet holds all the Cycle Time data that will be use to in the rest of 
the tool to calculate the optimum WIP levels, and maximum WIP levels. 
The algorithm should verify if all products and operations available in the “Import” 
Worksheet have a defined cycle time in the “Cycle Time” worksheet. 
  
Algorithm: 
For all the entries in the “Import“ worksheet the routine should verify if it has a match for 
the product in the Cycle Time Sheet. If so it moves on to the next entry in the “Import” 
worksheet, else, the routine should add all granularity fields of this entry to the end of the 
Cycle Time worksheet. Because the “Cycle Time” worksheet doesn’t comprise the route 
field, an algorithm must crosscheck the “Route” worksheet in order to retrieve the route of 
the product in the entry. After the route is found and temporarily stored the routine should 
look into the specified operation and route in the “Path” worksheet and import the standard 
Cycle Time and Flow Factor values.  
If a new entry is added to the Cycle Time worksheet “VS” should be entered in the 
verification column as a warning for a new entry. If the user verifies the cycle time and flow 
factor then he should delete “VS” from the verification column. These procedures must be 
done for all entries in the “Import Sheet”. 
 
Afterwards a sorting of the Cycle Time worksheet must be done to increase the speed of use 
in the rest of the product: 
 Sort by – HYS ; Generation ; Shrink ; Organization ; Package ; Running Order 
 
 
 
Figure 52 – eKANBAN  - Partial view of the Cycle Time Spreadsheet 
  
 After the sorting a new routine should import the corrected cycle times for the current 
week in IFPT_MOD_Cycle Time.xls workbook for modules. The procedure should be as 
follows: 
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o Seek the first modules entry in the “Cycle Time” worksheet 
o Because of the sorting that was made in the “Cycle Time” worksheet the last entry of 
this sheet will match the last entry in the modules area. 
o For every entry in between the first modules entry and the last do the following: 
o Open IFPT_MOD_Cycle Time.xls workbook. 
o Create Open the “Cycle Time” worksheet 
o Find and store the column with the current fiscal week 
o Find the group of rows that match the operation that you need 
o Find the product that matches the entry (Product and Operation) 
o Import and replace the cycle time. 
 
11.2.1.2.6 eKANBAN Worksheet 
The ”eKANBAN” Worksheet is where all data comes together and all calculations take place. 
In this worksheet the user can gather the information about a specific product and production 
area. 
 
 
Figure 53 – eKANBAN  - Partial view of the eKANBAN  viewer worksheet 
 
This worksheet copies all product and operation description entries from the “Import” 
worksheet this includes full product description (HYS, Generation, Shrink…), Area, 
Operation, Running Order and Gate. 
 
Algorithm: 
The algorithm matches the product description and operation with the entries in the “Cycle 
Time” worksheet, and retrieves the cycle time and flow factor. 
To import the product the algorithm first matches the product in the “Route” worksheet in 
order to retrieve the operation in which the assembly plan is switched to test plan. With this 
information available the product information is matched in the “Plan” worksheet and if the 
operation running order is lower than the operation number retrieved from the “Route” 
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worksheet then the Assembly volume plan is retrieved along with the number of days of 
production for the assembly are. Otherwise the Test volume plan is retrieved along with the 
number of days of production for the test area. 
If the product in the “eKANBAN” worksheet matches more than one product in the “Plan” 
worksheet then the planned volumes are added together in the “eKANBAN” worksheet, along 
with the number of days of production. The number of days of production final value is 
always rounded up to a maximum of seven days, further more the final number of days must 
always be at least as much as the cycle time for the operation. 
 
Ex: 
 Plan worksheet entries that match 
o Gen: 512M;   Shrink: D11;   Package: P-TFBGA-60;   Org: x8;   FE: IFS3  
 Vol: 10000 HP: 1.2 
o Gen: 512M;   Shrink: D11;   Package: P-TFBGA-60;   Org: x8;   FE: INT3 
 Vol: 22000;   HP: 2.64 
 KANBAN worksheet entry 
o Gen: 512M;   Shrink: D11;   Package: P-TFBGA-60;   Org: x8;   FE: *  
 VOL = 22000 + 10000 = 32000;   HP: 2.64 + 1.2 = 3.84 Round Up = 4 
 
To retrieve the actual WIP an algorithm must refresh a BO report and copy it to the “Actual 
WIP” worksheet in the FABxpl_KANBAN_WIP.xls excel workbook, then by matching the 
product in the “eKANBAN” and the Actual WIP worksheets the actual WIP is imported to the 
“eKANBAN” worksheet. If there’s more than one product in the “Actual WIP” workbook 
that matches the entry in the “KANBAN” worksheet the WIP volume is added.  
This report is refreshed every fifteen minutes. The interaction between the eKANBAN tool 
and this report will be further described in the External interfaces chapter. 
 
Now all is set to calculate the Target WIP, maximum WIP, the signal per operation (merely 
informative), and the move in blocking signal. These items are calculated as follows: 
 
 WIP Target : CycleTime
oductionDaysof
umePlannedVol 
Pr
 
 WIP Max : FFetWIPT arg  
 There is a minimum lot size field located in the “eKANBAN” worksheet, if the 
calculated maximum WIP is lower than the minimum lot size then the actual max WIP 
will be the same as the minimum lot size. 
 Signal :  
o Green – If Actual WIP < WIP Target 
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o Yellow – If WIP Target < Actual WIP < WIP Max 
o Red – If Actual WIP > WIP Max 
 Move in Block :  
o Red – If (Gate = Yes) and any operation comprised between this operation and 
the next Gate or the last operation of this product if it comes first, has a red 
signal (WIP Max< Actual WIP). 
o In all other situations Move in Block is green. 
 
Prod R.O. Op Area Plan 
Vol 
Prod 
Days 
CT FF WIP 
Target
WIP 
Max 
Actual 
WIP 
Gate Signal MvIn 
Block 
A 1 AA Assy 115000 3 0.15 1.3 5750 7475 5603 Yes Green Red 
A 2 AB Assy 115000 3 0.6 1.2 23000 27600 21137 No Green Green
A 3 AC Assy 115000 3 0.20 1.2 7667 9200 11386 No Red Green
A 4 TA Test 75000 2 0.15 1.5 5625 8438 7192 Yes Yellow Green
A 5 TB Test 75000 2 0.7 1.5 26250 39375 39110 No Yellow Green
A 6 TC Test 75000 2 0.3 1.5 11250 16875 10971 No Green Green
B 1 AA Assy 19000 1 1.2 1.3 22800 29640 21004 Yes Green Red 
B 2 AB Test 21000 2 0.3 1.5 3150 4725 4448 No Green Green
B 3 TA Test 21000 2 0.9 1.5 9450 14175 12036 No Yellow Green
B 4 TB Test 21000 2 0.6 1.2 6300 7560 8103 Yes Red Red 
C 1 AA Assy 1600 1 1.1 1.3 1760 2288 4563 Yes Red Red 
C 2 AB Assy 1600 1 0.4 1.2 640 768 522 No Green Green
C 3 TA Test 2100 1 0.6 1.5 1260 1890 1339 Yes Yellow Green
C 4 TB Test 2100 1 0.9 1.5 1890 2835 1886 No Green Green
Table 2 – eKANBAN signal behavior exemplification 
Legend: 
 Prod – Product 
 R.O. – Product Running Order 
 Plan Vol – Planned Volume (Assembly or Test) 
 CT – Cycle Time 
 FF – Flow Factor 
 WIP Max – Maximum WIP 
 MvIn Block – Move In Block (Blocks Move ins in the operation) 
Table 2 illustrates the all the defined rules for the signals. 
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For greater ease of use the “eKANBAN” tool for the production engineers and line 
controllers, automatic filters must be placed to quickly access the main production areas. 
Examples:  Modules Assembly, Modules Buffer, Modules Test, etc. 
Combined filter presets must be configurable, e.g. “Area = EOL & Package Like 
*FBGA*” 
 
11.2.2 External interfaces 
This tool, due to its complexity, retrieves a great amount of information from external 
databases and reports. Furthermore for better readability and speed of access viewers must be 
created to be used in the production line. In this section, the modules viewer will be described 
as well as the retrieval of Cycle times from the IFPTMod Cycle Time.xls workbook, the 
retrieval of the actual WIP from a Business Objects report, how the system is refreshed and 
the GUI. 
 
11.2.2.1 User interfaces (GUI) 
The GUI must allow the users to make the same changes as the prototype described in the 
numerous figures presented in this specification. However the Viewer must only provide the 
following fields to the user. 
Product Description; WIP Target; WIP Max; Cycle Time; Planned Volume; Signal per 
operation; Move In Block. 
The viewer must have a help button that provides basic instructions to the user of how to read 
and understand the information given by the viewer. 
The viewer should have automatic filters that allow the user to see the area needed. 
The viewer should also have a search button to easily find the required product. 
Furthermore the viewer should be accessed with a button located in OWS as the previous 
eKANBAN tool had. 
 
11.2.2.2 System interfaces 
11.2.2.2.1 Modules Viewer 
A viewer for the modules area should be presented as below. This should allow the user to 
easily spot when and why a product has excess WIP. This report should be recreated every 
time the “eKANBAN” worksheet is refreshed. 
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Figure 54 – eKANBAN  - Modules viewer 
 
Algorithm: 
The signal, the volume plan, the WIP target and the actual WIP from every operation 
(Assembly, Buffer, Test) of every module in the “eKANBAN” worksheet is imported to the 
viewer, along with the move in block from the gate operation (Assembly). The information 
should be presented in a way similar to what is presented in Figure 54. This has already 
proven to be the preferred format by line controllers. Furthermore the PCB type has to be 
retrieved from the “Product DB” worksheet in the WPMod.xls workbook, by matching the 
sales number and importing the PCB type. 
 
Because the modules area is aggregated into three main operations with the first one working 
as a gate, the viewer is relatively easy to do, however the components area has a variable 
number of operations depending on the route, so no viewer has been yet defined for the 
components area, for the time being the “eKANBAN” worksheet will serve as viewer. 
 
11.2.2.2.2 Corrected Cycle Times for Modules 
As it was mentioned in section 2.1.2.5, the corrected cycle time is imported from the 
IFPT_MOD_Cycle Time.xls workbook in the “CT” worksheet. This is done by matching the 
sales number and the operation and retrieving the cycle time from the current business week 
as presented in figure 11. 
 
 
Figure 55 – eKANBAN  - IFPT_MOD_Cycle Time.xls partial view 
 
Figure 55 exemplifies how to retrieve the corrected cycle time for the highlighted module in 
the assembly area for the FW 536. 
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11.2.2.2.3 Business Objects actual WIP report 
 
A BO report should provide the tool with the actual WIP information. In this section we’ll 
discuss how this information is retrieved and also show the structure of this report with an 
appended file.  
When called upon a routine should automatically refresh the BO report and export its 
information to an excel workbook. Then there should be a match between the product and 
operation of the “eKANBAN” worksheet and the workbooks that holds the actual WIP. If 
more than a product is matched all WIP levels after the first should be added to the first. 
 
 
Figure 56 – eKANBAN  - Actual WIP information exported from BO report- partial view 
 
The content of the report and how it’s created is shown in the file bellow 
(FABXpl_KANBAN_WIP.rep): 
FABXpl_KANBAN_W
IP.rep (82 KB)
 
11.2.2.3 Refresh trigger 
 
A refresh routine is triggered every 15 minutes after the first refresh in the “eKANBAN” 
worksheet and if an auto-refresh checkbox is checked. This routine should retrieve the actual 
WIP from BO as described in section 2.2.2.3, recalculate the signal per product and operation, 
and recalculate the move in block for gate operations. It should also export information to the 
modules viewer as described in section 2.2.2.1. Finally it should save the eKANBAN’s tool 
main file and call the algorithm to trigger another refresh action in within 15 minutes. 
11.2.3 Acceptance requirements 
11.2.3.1 Acceptance criteria 
Acceptance of the tool will be granted with stable function at same or better level as the 
prototype solution. 
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11.3 Appendix A – eKANBAN Version Log  
eKanban Version History / Changes
Date / Version
2005-06-08 v0.84
Minimum Lot Size with na entry in the eKANBAN sheet
Exporter is sorted by PCB and if Test Plan Modules = 0 and Signal Assy <> Red then MvIn Block = Green
2005-06-07 v0.83
Itroduction of a minimum lot size rule designed for the modules area, however it's now applied to all areas
2005-05-12 v0.82
Bug Fixes
2005-05-12 v0.81
Creation of a viewer and exporter
2005-05-12 v0.80
The system reverts to normal Assy plan for the modules area, starts plan is discarded
2005-05-12 v0.79
Modules Daily starts Plan Replaces the normal WPMod Assy Plan
In the modules area the switch from Assy Plan to Test Plan occurs in the Buffer
2005-05-12 v0.78
The use of gates is now introduced
Bottleneck Operations are now disregarded in a direct way
A new MvIn Block algorithm adjusts the system to the introduction of Gates
Modules are Introduced
2005-05-12 v0.77
Test Plan Starts at Burnin
2005-05-12 v0.76
Test Plan Starts at Burnin
2005-05-09 v0.75
Aggregate Production days
Small bugfixes
2005-05-09 v0.74
Small bugfixes
2005-05-05 v0.73
Implemented requested changes:
WIP Subtotal for active selection
Coloring as in initial KANBAN system
Review of bottleneck and MoveIn rules
Showing comments with column explanation
eKanban v0.72 5/3/2005
Introduced configurable presets for prod/area/opeartion/WIP
Speeded up MnInv signal calc
Progress display bar to be visible from afar
Refresh from wip.xls file also possible with read-only (no refresh from BO)
eKanban v0.71 5/3/2005
separated plan and wip update
formating presets for easier WIP/WIP_Corr comparison
Adjusted some FF presets
eKanban v0.70 5/2/2005
corrected run_OPL_Test for same products to sum volumes
eKanban v0.69
temp file in local folder be able run on generic account
some formatting changes
eKanban v0.68
New CT Targets in CASSY
Removal of EOLTSOPLACEP and EOLBOCINSP
eKanban v0.67
Instructions in English
eKanban v0.66
WIP_Actual/WIP_Target Percentage
eKanban v0.65
Clear Text in the signs with every refresh made
Signal buttons with Index Text
eKanban v0.64
OPL routine
eKanban v0.63 (PM)
One-time BO login setup
Auto saving after refresh
eKanban v0.62 (PM)
Display of last refresh time
General paths to local app path
Ekanban v0.61
Introdução das Operações de Test
Busca separada para o plano de Test e de Assembly
Nova barra de progresso para o cálculo de Cycle Time
Ekanban v0.60
CT Problems Solved in The OperCT Worksheet
Ekanban v0.51 4/14/2005
New bottleneck signaling system
Introduction of BILoad operation
Change in the bottleneck signal  
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12 Appendix B: WIP Pull Chart Mod – Requirements Specification 
 
 
WIP Pull Chart – Phase I 
Requirements Specification 
V 1.1   
 
Document management 
Document history 
Version Status Date Responsible Reason for change 
1.0 Released 2005-08-08 André Oliveira New document 
1.1 Released 2005-05-09 André Oliveira Changes to data source filename 
Changes to two Business Objects Reports 
 
Change authorization  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Authoring tools 
Microsoft Word 2002 
Microsoft Excel 2002 
Business Objects 5.1.7 
 
 
Signatures for agreed requirement specification 
 
 
______________________ ____________________ 
Client Project leader 
 
Name (in alphabetical order) Department Location 
Castro, Alexandra PL PP IFPT 
Madera, Peter PL PP IFPT 
Rodrigues, Jorge TO IFPT 
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12.1 Overview 
12.1.1 Purpose of the product 
The objective for the WIP Pull Chart tool is aiding production engineers and line controllers 
to know, on-time, where to pull production from and, through a series of rules, know which 
products have greater priority level in each step of the production process. This tool will also 
give support modules volume planners to do a proper follow-up of the modules production. 
All the information comprised into this tool is available in various databases, queries 
and planning tools. However, due to the dispersion of this information it has been very 
difficult to fully understand, on-time, what is the status of the modules production. 
 
The objectives of this project are to: 
 Create a pull system that helps fulfill the modules production plan 
 Improve up-to-date visualization of the modules production 
 Set priorities according to the outs Plan and Cycle Times 
 Spot problems in the modules production line 
 Give up-to-date information about the fulfillment of the starts plan 
 Limit the amount of WIP by product and process step  
 
At the end of 2003 large efforts were made to develop a WIP Pull Chart like tool, 
however after months developing a functional prototype the project was scrapped without 
even being tested or validated. In April 2005, the idea of creating the tool arose once more, 
but this time the idea was to develop a report providing the necessary information to line 
controllers and volume planners about the status of modules production. This information 
was already retrievable through a series of reports, however great effort had to be made to 
cross-check the information and to get a clear idea of the status of production in the 
modules area. This process was difficult and time-consuming, so it wasn’t feasible to do 
this whenever needed, thus the necessity to create the WIP Pull Chart production control 
tool arose. 
It was decided by all involved in this project to first create a tool that focused on the 
modules production area. After prove of concept of this first stage of development, the 
plan is to move on to a wider scope including the components area up until the BUI 
process step. 
 
 
Key features of the WIP Pull Chart tool: 
 Retrieves the output production plan of every module type for the current week 
 Retrieves the starts plan and the start schedule of each module type for the 
current week 
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 Retrieves the productive cycle time per process step of each module type 
 Retrieves historical Yield information for each module type 
 Periodically retrieves  
o WIP levels in each operation 
o Modules delivered WTD 
o Modules Started WTD 
o Total WIP on hold for each module type 
o Component availability for each module type 
 
 Calculates where to pull the production for each module type 
 Sets a priority level for each module type 
 Calculates the deviation from what should have been started and what in fact 
has been started WTD 
 Calculates the target amount of inventory in each process step by product type 
and provides warning signals when the maximum WIP level has been reached 
 Provides information if the deliveries and the starts plans have been fulfilled 
 
12.1.1.1 Scope of the tool 
The WIP Pull Chart tool in its first stage of development will be restricted to the modules 
production area. For greater ease of implementation and data retrieval BNRs are not 
considered, the product type is referenced through its sales number. The scope of the tool will 
be as follows: 
 Planned output and start volumes retrieved from WPMod.xls 
 Component availability for each module retrieved from a BO report 
 Cycle times defined for each product (IFPT_MOD_ Disaggregate_Cycle Time.xls) 
 Historical Yield by product type retrieved from a BO report 
 Modules started WTD retrieved from a BO report 
 Modules delivered WTD retrieved from a BO report 
 Actual WIP levels retrieved from a BO report 
 Actual components WIP levels in the components buffer retrieved from a BO report 
 Actual WIP on hold levels retrieved from a BO report 
 Calculated actual WIP levels 
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The process areas which are focused on throughout this report are listed bellow: 
o Modules: 
 Components Buffer 
 Assembly 
 SMT 
 Depaneler 
 VM Assembly 
 SMT Gate 
 Test Buffer 
 Test  
 Modules Test 
 APT 
 VM Test 
 Pack and Ship 
 
 All BO reports are refreshed on a regular basis in order to assure greater data accuracy 
and achieve the desired flexibility. 
 
12.1.1.2 Scope Limitations of WIP Pull Chart in Phase I 
The WIP Pull Chart tool in its first stage will focus on the modules production area in order 
to easily prove the defined concept. The granularity will be restricted to HYS, so in this 
stage BNR usage is restricted and utterly unnecessary. Because different BNR cannot be put 
together in the same lot for shipping even if the HYS is the same. This will somewhat limit 
the visualization of what is really happening in the production line. 
However considerations and notes are being recorded to gather information for the next 
stages of development of the tool. 
 
12.1.1.3  Prerequisites for the product 
 
A tool like WIP Pull Chart can bring enormous advantages as well as disadvantages to any 
enterprise. If it is wrongly set up, or if the inputs are incorrect problems may arise quickly, 
thus being important to fulfill a few preconditions: 
 Have a well defined production plan, coherent with what can be done in the 
production line 
 Guarantee the fidelity of data provided by the BO reports 
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 Component requirement definition must be accurate, so that the right module 
type is pulled for production (Some exceptions were recorded in the prototype 
development) 
Any deviation in the inputs may trigger the tool to wrongly pull production at a given point. 
 
12.1.2 Areas of application, system integration and delimitation 
The stages of development of the tool in Phase I include: 
 Implementation in the Modules area 
 Algorithm development and debugging 
 Validation of the concept 
 
12.1.3 Users 
The users of this product are production planners in IFPT PL PPC, the production engineers 
in IFPT TO and the line controllers.  
 
 Modules group 
o Modules production planners 
o Modules production engineers  
o Modules area line controllers 
 
User type Access rights Comments 
Admin Users rights management and user account 
creation/deletion; resetting of passwords etc. 
Version management: deletion and creation of 
versions, release of versions 
Full access to all screens 
and functional areas 
IFPT 
Planners/Prod
uction 
Engineers 
Full read and write access to all data (except 
version management) 
Full access to all user 
specific screens 
IFPT Line 
Controllers 
Restricted access to data in read-only mode Access to all user specific 
screens 
Guest/Operat
or 
Restricted access to data in read-only mode Has only permission to read 
the data from the viewer 
Table 3 – User access rights 
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12.2 Product requirements 
12.2.1 Functions 
The functions and requirements of the WIP Pull Chart tool will be described in this section. 
This description is based on the prototype which was developed through a combined effort by 
members of the Planning department and the Test Operations department throughout the 
months of June and July of 2005.  
You can access the project’s prototype by following the link listed bellow. 
Applications\WIP Pull MOD\WIP Pull Chart.xls 
This tool’s prototype also has a viewer which is what most users actually use. You can access 
the viewer by following the link listed bellow: 
\PMT\PMT_Modules\Passagem_Turno\WipPullChart\WIP Pull Chart Viewer.xls 
 
12.2.1.1 Functional overview 
The WIP Pull Chart tool, in its first phase, has the purpose of pulling production from the 
point where there is enough WIP Available according to modules deliveries the modules 
output plan. The main features and functions of the tool are: 
 Pulling production from the point where there is enough WIP to fulfill the plan 
 Set priorities for the production of each type of modules 
 Improve overall response time by providing up-to-date reports, instead of one-day-old 
data  
o The actions made based on the information gathered by this tool will be 
proactive rather than reactive 
 Aid production engineers and line controllers to fulfill the plan which is defined 
through a joint effort made by the planning department and the operations department 
 Aid modules volume planners to define the plan for the following week (Output plan 
and scheduled starts plan) 
 Provide a way to do a thorough follow through of the modules production 
 Limit the amount of WIP in each process step by product type according to Cycle 
Time and the deliveries and starts plans 
 
The WIP Pull Chart tool is divided into two intertwined routines. A routine that is only ran 
once a week which retrieves planning information (such as Outs Plan and Starts Plan), the 
type of components used for each type a module and Yields. Another routine is ran 
periodically (every 15mins, which is the frequency with which FAB300 information is 
updated in BO FABXpl universe). This routine updates WIP levels, WIP on hold levels, 
Component Availability levels, delivered production WTD, started production WTD, and 
limits WIP levels. It is fair to say that the tool is mostly based on external interfaces, namely 
Business Objects reports. 
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12.2.1.2 Functional description  
Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of the WIP Pull Chart tool. This figure too is based on the 
prototype currently under development. 
WPMod
WIP Pull Chart - Algorithm & Rules
Needs - Calculated by the difference between Deliveries and the output Plan
minus the WIP in each operation
Prioritization Rules - The higher the combination of CT and production needs
the higher is the cycle time
WIP Control Rules - The Target WIP level is calculated using SMT and Test
capacity values as well as average minimum lot size
Products - Starts
& Outputs
IFPT_Disag_MOD_
Cycle Time
BO Report
Up-to-Date
WIP
Component
Availability
Cycle Times for
every module and
operation
BO Report
Up-to-Date
WIP on Hold
BO Report
Modules
Delivered WTD
BO Report
Modules
Started WTD
BO Report
Up-to-Date
Component
Availability
Products - Starts
Schedule
SMT Allocation
Imports Product Description
(HYS, PCB, Mem Size), Test
Out plan and the Starts Plan
Imports the description of the
component type that is used
in each module type
Capacity Profiles
BO Report
Yield
Defined per
Sales Number
 
 
Figure 2 – WIP Pull Chart - Functional Preview 
 
12.2.1.3 Functional report – Fixed retrievals and Calculations 
There are two main parts of the tool: 
 A part that retrieves and processes information once a week, when the 
new week starts. 
 A part that refreshes itself every fifteen minutes 
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 Furthermore there is an external tool that only serves as a viewer 
In this section, 0, only the first part will be described. All information described in this 
section, except for the Yield values, is plan related and frozen for an entire fiscal week, so 
there is no need to be constantly refreshing it. 
12.2.1.3.1 Functional report – Definition of Process Steps 
Each process step defined in the scope of the tool is the aggregation of a number of process 
steps defined in FAB300. This aggregation was defined by the modules production engineer 
on the basis that once the first step of each aggregation starts the products will carry on 
throughout all the sub-steps without stopping. The process steps that are currently visible in 
the tool are: Components Buffer, SMT, Depaneling, VM Assembly, SMT Gate, Modules 
Buffer, Test, APT, VM Test and Pack/Ship. All these process steps have a group of sub-
steps (FAB 300 process steps), which can be seen in Figure 57. 
The described process steps and sub-steps are currently used in the WIP Pull Chart 
prototype. Nevertheless the final tool (WEB-Based Report) should be flexible enough so 
that new process steps can be added with relative ease, if needed. 
The composition of each aggregated step can be seen in Figure 57: 
CompLotPrep ModBuffer MtpoBuffer
CompStoreMod
RegStore
LotPrepTest
TestB5
SSideA TestRP5
DSideA TestRP4
DSideB 100APTFside
Dep Depaneling APTFside
VisInspAssy RtAPTFside
SubAssMount EpromCheck
MapoLotAcct VisualInspectionTest
MapoLotAcctRwk Packing
LotAccept
Shltmtpo
Modules Test
Modules Buffer
SMT Gate
TEST
APT
VM
Pack/Ship
VM
Components Buffer
CompBuffer
Modules Assembly
SMT
 
Figure 57 – Step Aggregation distribution 
 
12.2.1.3.2 Functional report – Importing the starts and deliveries Plans 
 
The “WIP Pull View” worksheet comprises the information of other worksheets, workbooks 
and BO reports. In this section we’ll focus on the data retrieval made in this worksheet, later 
on in the report we’ll explain, in detail, the other interfaces and calculations. 
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Figure 58 - WIP Pull Chart View worksheet 
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The first procedure done by the tool is importing the product information along with the 
Outs and Starts plans for modules production. 
Note: All data retrieved by the procedure described in this section is written in the “WIP 
Pull Chart View” worksheet (Figure 58). 
 
Algorithm: 
 The tool checks what the current business week is 
 Import modules Deliveries and Starts plans 
o The “WPMod.xls” workbook is Opened (Update Links:=False, Read 
only = true ; Notify = False) in the “Test” worksheet. 
o The Column that has the plan for the current Business week is searched 
and the column address is stored. 
o Every component that has a volume plan greater than 0 is copied 
according to the granularity presented bellow to the “WIP Pull View” 
worksheet: 
 Granularity : Sales Number (HYS); PCB type; Capacity; Out 
Volume 
o The same information is retrieved from the “Assy” worksheet in 
WPMod.xls workbook and copied to the WIP Pull View worksheet 
according to the rule presented below: 
 If Modules have both an assembly and a test plan, the 
information is aggregated to one single row 
o The WPMod.xls workbook is closed without saving changes 
o All the products that have an output plan value greater than 0 are sorted 
by PCB type. The products that only have a starts plan are kept at the end 
of the list 
This information is only retrieved once a week, because the plan is frozen on Friday of the 
previous week. 
Quarter Quarter Q4 (04/05)
Month Month 507 507 507 507 508 508 508 508 509 509
CW CW 527 528 529 530 531 532 533 534 535 536
DW DW 540 541 542 543 544 545 546 547 548 549
Test 347.4 354.3 324.5 320.1 287.3 243.1 205.7 258.9 336.1 323.3
Assy 364.2307 354.266 349.557 344.0631 275.6 263 213.3 261.1 339.3 326.5
Nr. of Products 35 34 34 33 34 32 28 35 40 41
Month Key 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
OPL 332.0319 332.5287 292.9 325.041 283.9 243.1 200.7 258.9 336.1 323.3
HYS Number PCB TYPE MEM Org GEN Shr Speed
HYS72D128020GU-7F-A 184-09 DIMM 1GB 128Mx72 512M D14 7F 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
HYS72D128320GBR-6-B 184-24 BOCDIMM 1GB 128Mx72 256M D14 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
HYS72D128320GBR-7-B 184-24 BOCDIMM 1GB 128Mx72 256M D14 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.1 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00
HYS72D128320GU-6-A 184-31 DIMM 1GB 128Mx72 512M D14 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
HYS72D32300GBR-6-B 184-21 BOCDIMM 256MB 32Mx72 256M D14 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
HYS144V32020WR-8-D 232-01 DIMM 512MB 32Mx144 256M S14 7 4.00 4.40 4.00 4.00 9.5 11.9 10.25 10.40 10.00 8.00
HYS72D64300GBR-6-B 184-22 BOCDIMM 512MB 64Mx72 256M D14 6 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
HYS64D16301GU-6-B 184-18 DIMM 128MB 16Mx64 256M D14 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
HYS64D64320GU-5-B 184-33 DIMM 512MB 64Mx64 256M D14 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  
Figure 59 – Partial View of WPMod.xls Test worksheet 
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If we’re on week 545 the algorithm should seek out the column highlighted in blue in figure 4 
by matching the current business week with the business week from the “DW” row. And then 
it should copy all products which have an output value greater than 0 to the “WIP Pull View” 
worksheet. One of the products is highlighted in red in Figure 59. 
 
12.2.1.3.3 Functional report – Importing the component information 
In order to check the component availability for each module type, it is necessary to gather the 
information of what type and how many components are needed for each specific module 
type. This information will allow the tool to quickly verify the amount of components 
available in the Components Buffer (the Components Buffer MES operations are listed in 
Figure 57). 
 
The information showed in Figure 60 is kept in a separate worksheet called “Components for 
Modules”. The retrieval of the number of components in the Components Buffer is not 
described in this section, because this falls into the refreshable part of the tool as this value is 
changing all the time. 
HYS Generation Shrink Package Organization Speed WIP #Comp Cap Mod Yield Alt. Package DS Restr
HYS72D128300GBR-6-B 512M D11 P-TFBGA-60 128Mx4 6 64928 18 3607 0.9092 P-TFBGA-60
HYS72D64300GBR-6-C 256M D11 P-TFBGA-60 64Mx4 6 97765 18 5431 0.9943 P-TFBGA-60
HYS72D128300GBR-5-B 512M D11 P-TFBGA-60 128Mx4 5 16020 18 890 0.9801 P-TFBGA-60
HYS72D128320GBR-6-C 256M D11 P-TFBGA-60 64Mx4 6 97765 36 2715 0.9795 P-TFBGA-60
HYS72D256320GBR-6-B 512M D11 P-TFBGA-60 128Mx4 6 64928 36 1803 0.9332 P-TFBGA-60
HYS64D32300HU-5-C 256M D11 PG-TSOPII-66 32Mx8 5 80964 8 10120 0.9945 PG-TSOPII-66
HYS64D64320HU-5-C 256M D11 PG-TSOPII-66 32Mx8 5 80964 16 5060 0.9903 PG-TSOPII-66
HYS64D32020HDL-6-C 256M D11 PG-TSOPII-66 16Mx16 6 169797 8 21224 0.9891 PG-TSOPII-66
HYS64D128021GBDL-6-B 512M D11 P-TFBGA-60 64Mx8 6 23331 16 1458 0.9908 P-TFBGA-60
HYS64D64020GBDL-6-C 256M D11 P-TFBGA-60 32Mx8 6 1502 16 93 0.9944 P-TFBGA-60
HYS64D64020HBDL-6-C 256M D11 PG-TFBGA-60 32Mx8 6 87898 16 5493 0.9899 PG-TFBGA-60
HYS64T32000HDL-3.7-A 512M T11 PG-TFBGA-84 32Mx16 3.7 32632 4 8158 0.996 PG-TFBGA-84 DD1G
HYS64T32000HDL-5-A 512M T11 PG-TFBGA-84 32Mx16 5 121933 4 30483 0.9919 PG-TFBGA-84 DD1G
HYS64T64020HDL-5-A 512M T11 PG-TFBGA-84 32Mx16 5 121933 8 15241 0.9898 PG-TFBGA-84 DD1G
HYS64T128021HDL-5-A 512M T11 PG-TFBGA-60 64Mx8 5 16322 16 1020 0.9755 PG-TFBGA-60 DD1G
HYS72D128600BR-7-B 512M D11 PG-TSOPII-66 128Mx4 7 152763 18 8486 0.989 PG-TSOPII-66
HYS72D128000BR-7-B 512M D11 PG-TSOPII-66 128Mx4 7 152763 18 8486 0.9893 PG-TSOPII-66
HYS72D64000BR-7-C 256M D11 PG-TSOPII-66 64Mx4 7 11909 18 661 0.9604 PG-TSOPII-66
Components
 
Figure 60 - Components for Modules worksheet partial view 
Algorithm: 
 The tool copies the sales number to the from the “WIP Pull Chart View” 
worksheet to the “Components for Modules” worksheet maintaining the 
product’s row number from one worksheet to the other, for greater ease of use 
and traceability. 
o The WPMod.xls workbook is opened in the “Product DB” worksheet 
o The system matches each sales number from the “Components for 
Modules” worksheet with the sales number from the “Product DB” 
worksheet and the component type information is retrieved according to 
the granularity presented bellow: 
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 Granularity : Generation; Shrink; Package; Organization; Speed; 
Alternative Package; Design Step Restriction; # Components 
needed for each Module type 
 WPMod.xls workbook is closed without saving changes 
 
The last two columns displayed in Figure 60 have the alternative package and the design step 
restriction fields. Over time this information became a necessity because there were some 
“Black Modules” that used both black and green components, and there were some module 
types which could only use components from a specific design step version onwards. 
 
In Figure 60 the full description of the components used in each module type as well as 
number of components needed per module can be seen as it is presented in the prototype. 
  
12.2.1.3.4 Functional report – Importing Yield per component information 
In order to create and effective pull system, yield values have to be accounted for. It is a 
known fact that the greater part of the yield loss is concentrated in the test operations. In order 
to have precise historical yield information the tool retrieves the yield values from a BO 
report based on the last six weeks data. The Granularity used in this report is only the Sales 
Number. 
Note: This procedure is only run once a week, and the information is retrieved to the 
“Components for Modules” worksheet as seen in the “Yield” column of Figure 60. 
 
Algorithm: 
 The “Yield.rep” BO report is opened and refreshed 
o There are two prompts Start Date and End Date 
o This prompts should be filled so that we have one month’s data 
  A procedure matches the sales number from the report to the sales number from 
“Components for Modules” worksheet, and retrieves the average Yield value for 
each module type and writes it in the “Components for Modules” worksheet. 
 If there’s a module that hasn’t been produced in the last months the tool will use 
the average yield value from all module types 
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Yield
Sale NumbTST Total TST Pass TST Fail Yield
HYS144V1 3198 3009 189 0.9409
HYS144V3 2294835 2269327 25508 0.9889
HYS144V6 804873 793621 11252 0.986
HYS64D12 12180 11860 320 0.9737
HYS64D12 654403 648352 6051 0.9908
HYS64D12 606 336 270 0.5545
HYS64D32 11611578 11485095 126483 0.9891
HYS64D32 749 749 0 1
HYS64D32 84 77 7 0.9167
HYS64D32 140 140 0 1
HYS64D32 292 281 11 0.9623
HYS64D32 5806359 5773970 32389 0.9944
HYS64D32 37440 32838 4602 0.8771
HYS64D64 362872 360826 2046 0.9944
HYS64D64 746204 738676 7528 0.9899
HYS64D64 44456 44456 0 1
HYS64D64 84 70 14 0.8333
HYS64D64 5758072 5701206 56866 0.9901  
Figure 61 – Yield Report 
Yield.rep (2 MB)
 
BO Report 1 – Yield Report 
 
Figure 61 displays a part of the information comprised in BO Report 1 which provides the 
Yield by Module Type. 
12.2.1.3.5 Functional report – Importing modules starts schedule 
The production planners and line controllers need to know the current status of the starts plan. 
So the information imported to the “Starts” worksheet will aid them visualizing if the daily 
schedule is being fulfilled. This information along with the needs will determine if the starts 
of a specific product type is on schedule or if this week’s plan has been fulfilled. 
 
HYS Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sum WTD Actual WTD ∆ WTD Sum All Starts
HYS72D128300GBR-6-B 3500 3500 3510 10 3500
HYS72D64300GBR-6-C 3400 3400 3402 2 3400
HYS72D64300GBR-7-C 1100 1100
HYS72D128300GBR-5-B 1700 1700 1710 10 1700
HYS72D128320GBR-6-C 800 800 1600
HYS72D256320GBR-6-B 1100 1100 -1100 1100
HYS72D256220GBR-5-B 1100 1100 -1100 1100
HYS64D32300HU-5-C 5600 6900 12500 16205 3705 12500
HYS64D64320HU-5-C 2300 7000 6100 4700 5900 15400 6816 -8584 26000
HYS64D32020HDL-6-C 9300 13200 10000 13200 4600 5700 66000 45700 40330 -5370 122000
HYS64D128021GBDL-6-B 4100 4100  
Figure 62 - Partial view of the “Starts” worksheet 
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Module Needs for test Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
HYS72D128300GBR-5-B 1.60 1.7
HYS72D128300GBR-6-B 3.30 3.5
HYS72D64300GBR-5-C 1 Week CT_0.5K 0.5
HYS72D64300GBR-6-C 2.70 3.4
HYS72D64300GBR-7-C 1.00 1.1
HYS72D128320GBR-6-C 0.24 0.8 0.8
HYS72D128320GBR-7-B 1 Week CT_1K 1
HYS72D256220GBR-5-B 1.00 1.1
HYS72D256320GBR-6-B 0.30 1.1
HYS72D128320GU-5-B 1 Week CT_0.5K 0.5
HYS64D32300HU-5-C 10.78 5.6 6.9
HYS64D64320HU-5-C 25.00 2.3 7 6.1 4.7 5.9
HYS64D64320HU-6-C 1 Week CT_0.8K 0.8  
Figure 63 – Partial View of the “Graphs” worksheet from the “SMT&COMP Allocation” workbook 
 
Algorithm: 
 
 Copy the list of modules from the “WIP Pull View” worksheet to the “Starts” 
worksheet keeping the same product in the same line in both worksheets in 
order to maintain easy traceability of data 
 In the “WIP Pull Chart” workbook in the “WIP Pull View” worksheet count 
the number of product entries (HYS entries) 
 Open the “SMT&COMP ALLOCATION” workbook in the “CT” worksheet 
(This workbook’s path as well as filename changes from week to week aligned 
with the following rules: 
o The filename is equal to “SMT&ALLOCATION DW” & the current 
delivery week & “_final.xls”. 
 Ex. Current delivery week: 541  Filename: “SMT&COMP 
ALLOCATION DW41_final.xls” 
o The path is equal to "I:\Departments and Groups\PL\Weekly Plan\Delfi 
LOG MOD\" & the current year & the current month (beware that the 
current fiscal month always has two characters) 
 Ex. Current delivery week: 541  Path: "I:\Departments and 
Groups\PL\Weekly Plan\Delfi LOG MOD\2005/07” 
 In the “Graphs” worksheet in the “SMT&COMP ALLOCATION” workbook 
count the number of product type entries from cell W207 onwards 
 Match the products (HYS) between the “Graphs” worksheet and the “Starts” 
worksheet and copy the quantities to be started of each module type from the 
“Graphs” to the “Starts” worksheet (the highlighted products in figure 5 and 
figure 6 shows the matching and the copied values) 
 For every product entry in the “Starts” worksheet sum the total of all 
components to be started in all days of the week and insert this information in 
the “Sum All Starts” column as shown in figure 5. 
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12.2.1.3.6 Functional report – Importing Cycle Time By step 
In order to calculate WIP targets and priorities, the product’s cycle defined by process step is 
needed. The combination of cycle time and amount of needs to complete production will 
determine the priority level of a certain product type. This prioritization will be further 
described in section 12.2.1.4.6.3 of the specification. The combination of cycle time starts 
volume, outs volume and production capacity will determine the ideal level of WIP. This too 
will be described in section 12.2.1.3.7 of the specification. 
The Cycle Times are defined in the same process step granularity as the WIP Pull Chart tool. 
 
Algorithm: 
 Open IFPT_Disaggregate_Mod_Cycle Time.xls workbook in the “CT” 
worksheet. 
o Count the amount of product entries per process step (HYS) 
o Find the column of the current business week 
 Match the product in each process step of the “CT “ worksheet of 
IFPT_Disaggregate_Mod_Cycle Time.xls workbook to the cycle time “CT” 
worksheet of the “WIP Pull Chart” Workbook and import the cycle time for the 
selected week 
 If no Cycle Time is available because there is no outs or starts plan of the 
specific Module type retrieve the cycle time for the required step in the “Range” 
worksheet of the “IFPT_Disaggregate_Mod_Cycle Time.xls” workbook 
 After the cycle times for all products and steps have been imported recalculate 
the cycle time in each step to the cycle time needed to complete production by 
sequentially adding to each CT value the CT value for the next downstream 
operation 
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HYS SMT Deppaneler VM Assy SMT Buffer Test APT VM Test Pack/Ship
HYS72D128300GBR-6-B 4.04 3.48 2.99 2.98 2.94 2.53 1.80 0.66 0.26
HYS72D64300GBR-6-C 4.04 3.48 2.99 2.98 2.94 2.53 1.80 0.66 0.26
HYS72D128300GBR-5-B 4.04 3.48 2.99 2.98 2.94 2.53 1.80 0.66 0.26
HYS72D128320GBR-6-C 5.22 4.66 4.17 4.16 4.12 3.54 2.52 0.92 0.36
HYS72D256320GBR-6-B 5.83 4.96 4.19 4.18 4.12 3.54 2.52 0.92 0.36
HYS64D32300HU-5-C 2.37 2.18 2.02 2.01 2.00 1.72 1.23 0.45 0.18
HYS64D64320HU-5-C 2.49 2.24 2.02 2.02 2.00 1.72 1.23 0.45 0.18
HYS64D32020HDL-6-C 2.86 2.42 2.04 2.03 2.00 1.72 1.23 0.45 0.18
HYS64D128021GBDL-6-B 2.86 2.42 2.04 2.03 2.00 1.72 1.23 0.45 0.18
HYS64D64020GBDL-6-C 3.09 2.74 2.44 2.43 2.41 2.07 1.48 0.54 0.21
HYS64D64020HBDL-6-C 3.09 2.74 2.44 2.43 2.41 2.07 1.48 0.54 0.21
HYS64T32000HDL-3.7-A 2.86 2.42 2.04 2.03 2.00 1.72 1.23 0.45 0.18
HYS64T32000HDL-5-A 2.86 2.42 2.04 2.03 2.00 1.72 1.23 0.45 0.18
HYS64T64020HDL-5-A 2.86 2.42 2.04 2.03 2.00 1.72 1.23 0.45 0.18
HYS64T128021HDL-5-A 3.21 2.77 2.39 2.38 2.36 2.02 1.44 0.53 0.21
HYS72D128600BR-7-B 7.15 5.90 4.81 4.79 4.71 4.05 2.88 1.05 0.41
HYS72D128000BR-7-B 7.15 5.90 4.81 4.79 4.71 4.05 2.88 1.05 0.41
HYS72D64000BR-7-C 3.09 2.74 2.44 2.43 2.41 2.07 1.48 0.54 0.21
HYS72D64600BR-7-C 7.15 5.90 4.81 4.79 4.71 4.05 2.88 1.05 0.41
HYS72D256621BR-7-B 4.85 3.60 2.51 2.49 2.41 2.07 1.48 0.54 0.21
HYS144V32020WR-8-D 5.44 5.07 4.74 4.73 4.71 4.05 2.88 1.05 0.41
HYS144V64020WR-8-D 5.39 5.04 4.74 4.73 4.71 4.05 2.88 1.05 0.41
HYS64T64000HU-3.7-A 3.68 3.30 2.97 2.97 2.94 2.53 1.80 0.66 0.26
HYS64T64000HU-5-A 3.68 3.30 2.97 2.97 2.94 2.53 1.80 0.66 0.26
HYS72T64000HU-3.7-A 3.68 3.30 2.97 2.97 2.94 2.53 1.80 0.66 0.26
HYS64T128020HU-3.7-A 4.76 4.13 3.58 3.57 3.53 3.04 2.16 0.79 0.31
HYS72T128020HU-3.7-A 4.27 3.89 3.56 3.56 3.53 3.04 2.16 0.79 0.31
HYS72T128020HU-5-A 4.21 3.87 3.56 3.56 3.53 3.04 2.16 0.79 0.31
HYS64T128020HU-5-A 4.21 3.87 3.56 3.56 3.53 3.04 2.16 0.79 0.31
HYS64T32000HU-3.7-A 2.37 2.18 2.02 2.01 2.00 1.72 1.23 0.45 0.18
HYS64T32000HU-5-A 2.37 2.18 2.02 2.01 2.00 1.72 1.23 0.45 0.18
HYS72T64000HR-5-A 3.68 3.30 2.97 2.97 2.94 2.53 1.80 0.66 0.26
HYS72T128000HR-5-A 4.27 3.89 3.56 3.56 3.53 3.04 2.16 0.79 0.31
HYS72T256220HR-5-A 5.44 5.07 4.74 4.73 4.71 4.05 2.88 1.05 0.41
HYS72D256220GBR-6-B 4.12 3.25 2.48 2.46 2.41 2.07 1.48 0.54 0.21
Modules CT
 
Figure 64 – View “CT” (Cycle Time) worksheet  
 
In Figure 64 we can see a partial view of the Cycle Times per product  
12.2.1.3.7 Functional report – Calculating Target WIP Levels 
The eKANBAN extensions act as hampering system preventing production from surpassing 
the ideal WIP levels by a great margin. However in order to calculate target WIP levels, 
product production capacity information has to be used, so the first step is to import 
production capacity levels for both SMT and Test steps. 
 
 Importing capacity algorithm: 
 Copy this weeks product’s sales descriptions from “WIP Pull View” worksheet along 
with the starts and outs plans to the “WIP Control” worksheet (for ease of reference 
the copy is made to the same row number). 
 Open “Capacity_Profile_Mod.xls” workbook (Readonly = True; Notify = False) in the 
“Master Data” worksheet. 
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 Match the sales description from the “WIP Control” worksheet to the “Master Data” 
worksheet and import both SMT and Test keys for each module type to the “WIP 
Control” worksheet. 
 Changeover to the “Equivalents” worksheet in “Capacity_Profile_Mod.xls” workbook 
and find the current business week column 
 Store the SMT reference production capacity value which is located in the current 
business week’s column on row “13” 
 Store the Test reference production capacity value which is located in the current 
business week’s column on row “17” 
 Count the number of entries in the “Equivalents” worksheet 
 For each product match the SMT key and divide the reference product’s capacity with 
each product’s complexity value and then divide this by 7 and add this information in 
the “WIP Control” worksheet 
 Repeat the same procedure for the Test keys and capacities 
 Close “Capacity_Profile_Mod.xls” workbook without saving changes 
HYS KEY SMT KEY Test Cap SMT Cap Test DGR Assy DGR Test
HYS72D128300GBR-6-B L-DIM-184-22-18C-BREG 1024MB-BREG-_1R-_ 6367 3857 3508 3500
HYS72D64300GBR-6-C L-DIM-184-22-18C-BREG _512MB-BREG-_1R-_ 6367 8257 5859 6000
HYS72D128321GBR-6-B L-DIM-184-23-18C-BREG 1024MB-BREG-_1R-_ 6370 3857 0 500
HYS72D128320GBR-6-C L-DIM-184-24-36C-BREG 1024MB-BREG-_2R-_ 3701 5771 3554 3600
HYS72D256320GBR-6-B L-DIM-184-25-36C-BREG 2048MB-BREG-_2R-_ 3701 2071 1542 1100
HYS72D256220GBR-5-B L-DIM-184-25-36C-BREG 2048MB-BREG-_2R-_ 3701 1971 1238 1100
HYS64D32300HU-5-C L-DIM-184-32-08C-_UNB _256MB-_UNB-_1R-_ 12333 20743 10000 9000
HYS64D64320HU-5-C L-DIM-184-33-16C-_UNB _512MB-_UNB-_2R-_ 7103 18100 14206 18100
HYS64D32020HDL-6-C L-DIM-200-06-08C-_SOD _256MB-_SOD-_2R-_ 13404 19000 13404 19000
HYS64D128021GBDL-6-B L-DIM-200-22-16C-BSOD 1024MB-BSOD-_2R-_ 8753 11971 4100 1960
HYS64D64020GBDL-6-C L-DIM-200-22-16C-BSOD _512MB-BSOD-_2R-_ 8753 17143 7000 2500
HYS64D64020HBDL-6-C L-DIM-200-22-16C-BSOD _512MB-BSOD-_2R-_ 8753 17143 5550 3500
HYS64T32000HDL-5-A L-DIM-200-30-04C-BSOD _256MB-BSOD-_1R-_ 13987 16729 13987 16729
HYS64T128021HDL-3.7-A L-DIM-200-34-16C-BSOD 1024MB-BSOD-_2R-_ 9094 10743 1500 6300
HYS64T128021HDL-5-A L-DIM-200-34-16C-BSOD 1024MB-BSOD-_2R-_ 9094 10614 1100 1200
HYS72D128600BR-7-B L-DIM-208-01-18C-_REG 1024MB-_REG-_1R-_ 4730 3114 500 400
HYS72D128000BR-7-B L-DIM-208-01-18C-_REG 1024MB-_REG-_1R-_ 4730 3114 700 700
HYS72D256621BR-7-B L-DIM-208-04-18C-_REG 2048MB-_REG-_2R-_ 4691 1543 0 1098
HYS64T64020HM-3.7-A L-DIM-214-01-08C-uDIM _512MB-uDIM-_2R-_ 8856 7400 1500 900  
Figure 65 - Partial view of the "WIP Control" worksheet (only referenced to capacity) 
 
The basic formula to calculate WIP levels is as follows: 
WIP = DGR * CT 
 
Due to the enormous flexibility presented by a backend plant, the DGR cannot be calculate 
simply by dividing the week’s production plan by 7 days. In this case the DGR is calculated 
by using both the production plan and capacity profile for each product. 
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Calculate DGR algorithm: 
 
 DGR for assembly steps per product: 
o If Starts Plan < Daily Capacity then  
 DGR = Starts Plan 
o If Weekly Capacity > starts plan > Daily Capacity  
 DGR = Daily Capacity 
o If Starts plan > Weekly Capacity 
 DGR = roundup(Starts Plan / Weekly Capacity) * Daily 
Capacity 
 
All that is needed to calculate WIP Target levels and the maximum WIP levels is the use of 
cycle times that were imported in the way described in section 2.1.2.5. 
 
Calculate WIP Target algorithm: 
 
 Multiply the DGR with the Cycle  Time specific to that process step (the cycle 
time is retrieved from the “Cycle Time” worksheet) 
 To find the maximum WIP level round the WIP target to a multiple of 1500 
which is the average minimum lot size. 
 Note: DGR SMT is used up until SMT Gate step, from there onwards the DGR 
Test value is used. 
 
Bellow in Figure 66 you can find an exemplification of the calculations made for a 
few products: 
 
HYS KEY SMT KEY Test Cap SMCap TesDGR Ass DGR Te WIP MAX WIP MAX WIP MAX WIP MAX WIP MAX WIP MAX WIP MAX WIP MAX WIP MAX
HYS72D128300GBR-6-B L-DIM-184-22-18C1024MB-BREG- 6367 3857 1600 1600 902 1500 792 1500 14 1500 56 1500 650 1500 1138 1500 1794 3000 625 1500 404 1500
HYS72D64300GBR-6-C L-DIM-184-22-18C_512MB-BREG- 6367 8257 3400 4000 1918 3000 1683 3000 30 1500 119 1500 1626 3000 2845 3000 4484 4500 1562 3000 1009 1500
HYS72D128300GBR-5-B L-DIM-184-22-18C1024MB-BREG- 6367 3657 3000 3000 1692 3000 1485 1500 26 1500 105 1500 1220 1500 2134 3000 3363 4500 1171 1500 757 1500
HYS72D128321GBR-6-B L-DIM-184-23-18C1024MB-BREG- 6370 3857 0 500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 170 1500 297 1500 469 1500 163 1500 105 1500
HYS72D128320GBR-6-C L-DIM-184-24-36C1024MB-BREG- 3701 5957 1600 1600 902 1500 792 1500 14 1500 56 1500 911 1500 1593 3000 2511 3000 875 1500 565 1500
HYS72D256320GBR-6-B L-DIM-184-25-36C2048MB-BREG- 3701 2071 700 1100 614 1500 539 1500 10 1500 38 1500 626 1500 1095 1500 1726 3000 601 1500 388 1500
HYS72D256220GBR-5-B L-DIM-184-25-36C2048MB-BREG- 3701 1971 800 1100 702 1500 616 1500 11 1500 43 1500 626 1500 1095 1500 1726 3000 601 1500 388 1500
HYS64D32300HU-5-C L-DIM-184-32-08C_256MB-_UNB-_12333 20743 12333 20743 2319 3000 2035 3000 36 1500 143 1500 5734 6000 10033 10500 15812 16500 5507 6000 3558 4500
VM Test Pack/ShipSMT Depanneler VM Assy SMT GateCapacity & WIP Control Buffer Test APT
 
Figure 66 – Partial view of the “WIP Control” worksheet 
 
HYS SMT Deppaneler VM Assy SMT Buffer Test APT VM Test Pack/Ship
HYS72D128300GBR-6-B 3.98 3.42 2.93 2.92 2.88 2.47 1.76 0.64 0.25
HYS72D64300GBR-6-C 3.98 3.42 2.93 2.92 2.88 2.47 1.76 0.64 0.25
HYS72D128300GBR-5-B 3.98 3.42 2.93 2.92 2.88 2.47 1.76 0.64 0.25
HYS72D128321GBR-6-B 3.09 2.74 2.44 2.43 2.41 2.07 1.48 0.54 0.21
HYS72D128320GBR-6-C 5.14 4.57 4.08 4.07 4.03 3.46 2.47 0.90 0.35
HYS72D256320GBR-6-B 5.75 4.87 4.10 4.09 4.03 3.46 2.47 0.90 0.35
HYS72D256220GBR-5-B 5.75 4.87 4.10 4.09 4.03 3.46 2.47 0.90 0.35
HYS64D32300HU-5-C 2.33 2.14 1.97 1.97 1.96 1.68 1.20 0.44 0.17  
Figure 67 – Partial view of the “CT” worksheet 
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HYS72D128300GBR-6-B: 
 
 Retrieved Data: 
o Starts Plan: 1600 
o Outs Plan: 1600 
o Cap SMT (Daily): 6367 
o Cap Test (Daily): 3857 
 
 Calculated Data: 
 
o Starts Plan < Cap SMT  DGR SMT = Starts Plan = 1600 
o Outs Plan < Cap Test  DGR Test = Outs Plan = 1600 
 
o WIP Target SMT = DGR SMT * CT SMT = 1600 * (3.98-3.42) = 902 
o WIP Max SMT = WIP Target SMT rounded up to multiple of 1500 = 1500 
 
o WIP Target Buffer = DGR Test * CT Buffer = 1600 * (2.88-2.47) = 650 
o WIP Max Buffer = WIP Target Buffer rounded up to multiple of 1500 = 1500 
 
HYS64D32300HU-5-C: 
 
 Retrieved Data: 
o Starts Plan: 67000 
o Outs Plan: 47000 
o Cap SMT (Daily): 12333 
o Cap Test (Daily): 20743 
 
 Calculated Data: 
 
o Starts Plan > Cap SMT  DGR SMT = roundup(Starts Plan / (Cap SMT * 7)) 
* Cap SMT = 1 * 12333 = 12333 
o Outs Plan < Cap Test  DGR Test = roundup(Outs Plan/(Cap Test * 7)) * Cap 
Test = 1 * 20743 =20743 
 
o WIP Target SMT = DGR SMT * CT SMT = 12333 * (2.33-2.14) = 2319 
o WIP Max SMT = WIP Target SMT rounded up to multiple of 1500 = 3000 
 
o WIP Target Buffer = DGR Test * CT Buffer = 20743 * (1.96-1.68) = 5736 
o WIP Max Buffer = WIP Target Buffer rounded up to multiple of 1500 = 6000 
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12.2.1.4 Functional Report – Refreshable Retrievals and Calculations 
12.2.1.4.1 Functional Report – Import Deliveries WTD 
The deliveries data is essential to the WIP Pull Chart. Most calculations are done by a 
combination of Cycle time that is imported once a week as described in section 12.2.1.3.6 
and the WTD deliveries this calculation will be further described in section 12.2.1.4.6.2. 
The retrieval of this information is done through the use of BO Report 2. 
  
QTY_OUT_MODTES
T_PWSI_Andre.rep..
 
BO Report 2 – Deliveries WTD BO Report 
Out SSB MTPO
Week 042
38552
0.652384259 20050716 20050717 20050718 20050719 Sum:
HYS72D128300GBR-5-B L-DIM-184-1GB_CDR ShltMtpo 1675 1675
HYS72D64300GBR-6-C L-DIM-184-512MB_CDShltMtpo 1600 1400 1800 4800
HYS72D128320GBR-6-C L-DIM-184-1GB_CDR ShltMtpo 875 875
HYS72D256320GBR-6-B L-DIM-184-2GB_CDR ShltMtpo 125 125
HYS64D32300HU-5-C L-DIM-184-256MB_DDShltMtpo 15800 2400 7000 25200
HYS64D64320HU-5-C L-DIM-184-512MB_DDShltMtpo 1400 1000 1600 4000
HYS64D32020HDL-6-C L-DIM-200-256MB_DSShltMtpo 15100 16400 1100 32600
HYS64D128021GBDL-6-B L-DIM-200-1GB_CSU ShltMtpo 1125 1125
HYS64D64020GBDL-6-C L-DIM-200-512MB_CSShltMtpo 100 400 500
HYS64T32000HDL-5-A L-DIM-200-256MB_CSShltMtpo 1900 6000 4200 12100
HYS64T64020HDL-5-A L-DIM-200-512MB_CSShltMtpo 2800 2800
HYS64T128021HDL-3.7-A L-DIM-200-1GB_CSU ShltMtpo 1250 1250
HYS64T64020HM-5-A L-DIM-214-512MB_CUShltMtpo 900 900
HYS144V32020WR-8-D L-DIM-232-512MB_SCShltMtpo 1500 1500
HYS64T64000HU-3.7-A L-DIM-240-512MB_CDShltMtpo 7200 3800 4600 15600
HYS64T64000HU-5-A L-DIM-240-512MB_CDShltMtpo 3500 3500
HYS64T32000HU-3.7-A L-DIM-240-256MB_CDShltMtpo 14400 6400 3100 23900
HYS64T32000HU-5-A L-DIM-240-256MB_CDShltMtpo 3200 12600 7000 22800
HYS72T64000HR-5-A L-DIM-240-512MB_CDShltMtpo 4700 4100 600 4700 14100
HYS72T128000HR-5-A L-DIM-240-1GB_CDR ShltMtpo 5125 2350 4350 11825
HYS72T256720BR-3.7-A2 L-DIM-276-2GB_CDR ShltMtpo 175 175
TOTALS 41800 51025 56800 31725 181350  
Figure 68 – Auxiliary workbook view (Deliveries WTD) 
Algorithm: 
 A routine opens this report and refreshes it 
o There is a prompt in this report “Week?” and the entry should be 
the current fiscal week without the year definition 
 Ex. Fiscal week 541  BO entry: 41 
 After the information is refreshed all data in the report is imported to an 
auxiliary workbook called “WIP Pull Deliveries Report.xls” in its 
“Deliveries” worksheet 
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 In the “Deliveries” worksheet from the “WIP Pull Deliveries Report.xls” 
workbook the product entries are counted (HYS) 
 In the “WIP Pull View” worksheet all product entries are counted (HYS) 
o If there is a match between a product (HYS) from the “WIP Pull 
View” worksheet and the “Deliveries” worksheet the value in the 
“SUM” column in the “Deliveries” worksheet is copied to the 
column “Delivered WTD” in the “WIP Pull View” worksheet. 
Looking at Figure 58 and Figure 68 should help interpret the algorithm described in this 
section. 
 
12.2.1.4.2 Functional Report – Import Current WIP values by process step 
 
Knowing the ammount of inventory that is in each process step by product type along with the 
deliveries plan and what has been delivered WTD is enough to calculate the needs by process 
step and it’s also enough to calculate where to pull production from. The retrieval of this 
information is done through a BO report. There is no prompt so the algorithm is quite simple. 
 
FABXpl_WIP_Pull_A
ggregate.rep ...
 
BO Report 3 – Actual WIP by process Step 
 
 
Sale Number OpGroup Basi Pro Package MemoryShrink ComponeFe Loca 1 2 Des 3 Spe Volt Qty Wip 1
HYS144V16020WR-8-C2 Test B P L-DIM-232-1 128M S17 8Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 16
HYS144V16020WR-8-C2 Test_VM B P L-DIM-232-1 128M S17 8Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 22
HYS144V32020WR-8-D Assy_Dep B P L-DIM-232-1 256M S14 16Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 4
HYS144V32020WR-8-D Assy_SMT B P L-DIM-232-1 256M S14 16Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 320
HYS144V32020WR-8-D Test B P L-DIM-232-1 256M S14 16Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 1,516
HYS144V32020WR-8-D Test_Pack/Ship B P L-DIM-232-1 256M S14 16Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 25
HYS144V32020WR-8-D Test_VM B P L-DIM-232-1 256M S14 16Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 1,018
HYS144V64020WR-8-D Assy_Dep B P L-DIM-232-05 256M S14 32Mx8 Q 1 S Sp V 544
HYS144V64020WR-8-D Assy_SMT B P L-DIM-232-05 256M S14 32Mx8 Q 1 S Sp V 1,572
HYS144V64020WR-8-D Test B P L-DIM-232-05 256M S14 32Mx8 Q 1 S Sp V 16
HYS144V64020WR-8-D Test_Pack/Ship B P L-DIM-232-05 256M S14 32Mx8 Q 1 S Sp V 25
HYS64D128021GBDL-6-B Buffer B P L-DIM-200-22 512M D11 64Mx8 Q 1 S Sp V 103
HYS64D128021GBDL-6-B Test_VM B P L-DIM-200-22 512M D11 64Mx8 Q 1 S Sp V 23
HYS64D128320GU-6-A Buffer B P L-DIM-184-33 512M D14 64Mx8 Q 1 S Sp V 73
HYS64D128320GU-6-A Test_APT B P L-DIM-184-33 512M D14 64Mx8 Q 1 S Sp V 8
HYS64D128320GU-6-B Test_VM B P L-DIM-184-33 512M D11 64Mx8 Q 1 S Sp V 2
HYS64D32020GDL-5-B Buffer B P L-DIM-200-06 256M D14 16Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 1
HYS64D32020GDL-6-B Assy_Dep B P L-DIM-200-06 256M D14 16Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 14
HYS64D32020GDL-7-B Test B P L-DIM-200-06 256M D14 16Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 1
HYS64D32020GDL-7-B Test_Pack/Ship B P L-DIM-200-06 256M D14 16Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 1
HYS64D32020HDL-6-C Assy_Dep B P L-DIM-200-06 256M D11 16Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 5206  
Figure 69 – Partial View of the Actual WIP report 
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Algorithm: 
 The tool opens this report and refreshes it 
o There is no prompt 
 After the information is refreshed all data in the report is imported to an 
auxiliary workbook called “FABxpl_WIP_Pull.xls” in its “Data” worksheet 
 Count the entries in the “Data” worksheet from the 
“FABxpl_WIP_Pull.xls” workbook 
 Count all product entries (HYS) in the “WIP Pull View” worksheet 
o If there is a match between a product (HYS) from the “WIP Pull 
View” worksheet and the “Data” worksheet, copy the WIP value 
from the “Data” worksheet to the column in the “WIP Pull View” 
worksheet that matches the operation in which this WIP is. 
o If the WIP value in a given process step for a specific product type 
is less than 25 then the text color in the “WIP Pull View” worksheet 
of this field should be white so that it seems invisible 
 After all WIP values are retrieved, in each product type row: 
o Sum the WIP of each individual process step and write this in the 
“Total WIP” column 
Looking at Figure 58 and Figure 69 should help interpret the algorithm described in this 
section. 
 
 
12.2.1.4.3 Functional Report – Import Total WIP on Hold 
 
Knowing the total ammount of inventory on hold by product type is merely informative, this 
information is available in this tool so that the production engineer doesn’t have to resort to an 
external tool or report to aquire this information. The retrieval of this information is done 
through a BO report. There is no Prompt so the algorithm is quite simple. 
 
FABXpl_WIP_Pull_H
old.rep (62 K...
 
BO Report 4 – Total WIP on Hold by product type 
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Sale NumbBasic TypeProduct Package Memorysiz Shrink Componen Fe Location 1 2 Designstep 3 Speed Voltage Qty Wip 1
HYS64D32B P L-DIM-200-256M D11 16Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 309
HYS64D64B P L-DIM-184-256M D11 32Mx8 Q 1 S Sp V 8
HYS64T12 B P L-DIM-200-512M T11 64Mx8 Q 1 S Sp V 11
HYS64T32 B P L-DIM-200-512M T11 32Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 3
HYS64T32 B P L-DIM-214-512M T11 32Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 5
HYS64T32 B P L-DIM-214-512M T11 32Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 3
HYS64T32 B P L-DIM-240-512M T11 32Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 356
HYS64T32 B P L-DIM-240-512M T11 32Mx16 Q 1 S Sp V 2
HYS64T64 B P L-DIM-240-512M T11 64Mx8 Q 1 S Sp V 7
HYS64T64 B P L-DIM-240-512M T11 64Mx8 Q 1 S Sp V 86
HYS72D12B P L-DIM-208-512M D11 128Mx4 Q 1 S Sp V 100
HYS72D12B P L-DIM-184-512M D11 128Mx4 Q 1 S Sp V 24
HYS72D25B P L-DIM-208-512M D11 128Mx4 Q 1 S Sp V 130
HYS72D25B P L-DIM-184-512M D11 128Mx4 Q 1 S Sp V 709
HYS72D64B P L-DIM-184-256M D11 64Mx4 Q 1 S Sp V 558
HYS72T12 B P L-DIM-240-512M T11 128Mx4 Q 1 S Sp V 116
HYS72T25 B P L-DIM-240-1G T11 256Mx4 Q 1 S Sp V 35
HYS72T25 B P L-DIM-240-1G T11 128Mx8 Q 1 S Sp V 267
HYS72T51 B P L-DIM-276-1G T11 512Mx4 Q 1 S Sp V 3
HYS72T64 B P L-DIM-276-512M T11 64Mx8 Q 1 S Sp V 1
HYS72T64 B P L-DIM-240-512M T11 64Mx8 Q 1 S Sp V 1  
Figure 70 – Partial view of the total WIP on Hold Report 
 
Algorithm: 
 The tool opens this report and refreshes it 
o There is no prompt 
 After the information is refreshed all data in the report is imported to an 
auxiliary workbook called “FABxpl_WIP_Pull_Hold.xls” in its 
“WIPHOLD” worksheet 
 Count the entries in the “WIPHOLD” worksheet from the 
“FABxpl_WIP_Pull_Hold.xls” workbook 
 Count all product entries (HYS) in the “WIP Pull View” worksheet 
o If there is a match between a product (HYS) from the “WIP Pull 
View” worksheet and the “WIPHOLD” worksheet, copy the total 
WIP value from the “WIPHOLD” worksheet to the “WIP on Hold” 
column in the “WIP Pull View” worksheet 
 
 
12.2.1.4.4 Functional Report – Import Components Buffer WIP 
 
The total WIP in the components buffer is needed in order to know how much it is possible to 
start at a given time. The WIP in the components buffer is first copied to the “Components for 
Modules” worksheet (see Figure 60) and then copy this value to the “WIP Pull View” 
worksheet (see Figure 72). 
 
 
FABXpl_WIP_Pull_C
omp.rep (51 K...
 
BO Report 5 – Components Buffer WIP report 
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Memorysiz Shrink Package Componen Speed Qty Wip 1 Designstep
512M D11 PG-TFBGA-60 64Mx8 6 18360 DD1D
512M D11 PG-TSOPII-66 128Mx4 7 95730 DD1D
512M D11 PG-TSOPII-66 256Mx4 7 77313 DD1A
512M D11 PG-TSOPII-66 32Mx16 6 1 DD1D
512M D11 PG-TSOPII-66 64Mx8 6 56 DD1D
512M D11 P-TFBGA-60 128Mx4 5 2600 DD1A
512M D11 P-TFBGA-60 128Mx4 5 14744 DD1D
512M D11 P-TFBGA-60 128Mx4 6 52369 DD1A
512M D11 P-TFBGA-60 128Mx4 6 27191 DD1D
512M D11 P-TFBGA-60 64Mx8 5 54000 DD1A
512M D11 P-TFBGA-60 64Mx8 5 4222 DD1D
512M D11 P-TFBGA-60 64Mx8 6 66530 DD1A
512M D11 P-TFBGA-60 64Mx8 6 8142 DD1D
512M D11 P-TSOPII-66 32Mx16 6 2539 DD1A
512M D11 P-TSOPII-66 64Mx8 5 9000 DD1A
512M D11 P-TSOPII-66 64Mx8 6 31500 DD1A
512M T11 PG-TFBGA-60 128Mx4 3.7 29589 DD1G
512M T11 PG-TFBGA-60 128Mx4 3.7 4000 DD1H
512M T11 PG-TFBGA-60 128Mx4 5 940 DD1E  
Figure 71 – Partial view of the Components Buffer WIP report 
Algorithm: 
 The tool opens this report and refreshes it 
o There is no prompt 
 After the information is refreshed all data in the report is imported to an auxiliary 
workbook called “FABxpl_WIP_Pull_Comp.xls” in its “WIP Components” 
worksheet 
 Count the entries in the “WIP Components” worksheet from the 
“FABxpl_WIP_Pull_Comp.xls” workbook 
 Count all product entries (HYS) in the “Components for Modules” worksheet 
o If there is a match between a product (HYS) from the “Components for 
Modules” worksheet and the “WIPHOLD” worksheet, copy the total WIP 
value from the “WIPHOLD” worksheet to the “WIP on Hold” column in 
the “WIP Pull View” worksheet 
o Match the component type: 
 Granularity  Generation; Shrink; Package; Speed; Design Step 
 If the Design step field in the “Components for Modules” 
worksheet is empty for a module type it means that it can use 
all types of design steps in the report 
 If the Design step field in the “Components for Modules” 
worksheet is filled then it can only use from that design step 
onwards 
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o Example: 
o Design Step restriction = DD1G then it can use: 
 DD1G, DD1H,DD1I, etc 
 It cannot use DD1E and all designs steps before 
it 
 Retrieve the WIP value to the “WIP” column in the “Components 
for Modules” worksheet 
 Then divide this value by the value in the next column “#Comp” 
and write this in the “Cap Mod” column, which provides the final 
number of modules production that can be started with the current 
component availability 
o Copy both the “WIP” and the “Cap Mod” to the “WIP Pull View” 
worksheet to the “WIP/Comp” and “WIP/Mod” columns 
 
For ease of reference and understanding please see Figure 58, Figure 60 and Figure 71. 
 
 
12.2.1.4.5 Functional Report – Import Starts WTD 
The information about what’s been started WTD is needed to follow the progression of the 
fulfillment of the starts plan. If the starts plan is no going according to the schedule both this 
week’s and the following week’s deliveries plans may be compromised. 
QTY_IN_MODASSY
_PWSI.rep (57 KB...
 
BO Report 6 – Actual Starts WTD Report 
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In SSB MAPO
Week 042
38552
0.697639 20050716 20050717 20050718 20050719 Sum:
HYS144V3 DSideA 1600 2520 4120
HYS144V6 DSideA 2108 2108
HYS64D32DSideA 12362 12568 8120 7280 40330
HYS64D32SSideA 9221 6984 16205
HYS64D64DSideA 420 420
HYS64D64DSideA 784 784
HYS64D64DSideA 1440 1000 4376 6816
HYS64T12 DSideA 2519 2519
HYS64T32 DSideA 796 796
HYS64T32 DSideA 1120 1120
HYS64T32 SSideA 9687 6965 16652
HYS64T32 SSideA 588 10626 11788 23002
HYS64T64 SSideA 5600 6496 3507 15603
HYS64T64 SSideA 6131 5103 11234
HYS64T64 DSideA 12670 1388 14058
HYS64T64 DSideA 800 800
HYS72D12DSideA 1710 1710
HYS72D12DSideA 3510 3510
HYS72D64DSideA 1440 1962 3402
HYS72T12 DSideA 4368 6516 5103 3661 19648
HYS72T25 DSideA 700 700
HYS72T64 SSideA 1400 8749 10149
TOTALS 53251 57037 60864 24534 195686  
BO Report 7 – Partial view of the actual Starts WTD report 
 
Algorithm: 
 A routine opens this report and refreshes it 
o There is a prompt in this report “Week?” and the entry should be 
the current fiscal week without the year definition 
 Ex. Fiscal week 541  BO entry: 41 
 After the information is refreshed all data in the report is imported to an 
auxiliary workbook called “WIP Pull Starts Report.xls” in its “Starts” 
worksheet 
 In the “Starts” worksheet from the “WIP Pull Starts Report.xls” workbook 
the product entries are counted (HYS) 
 In the “Starts” worksheet from the “WIP Pull Chart.xls” workbooks all 
product entries are counted (HYS) 
o If there is a match between a product (HYS) from the “Starts” 
worksheet from the “WIP Pull Chart.xls” workbook and the “Starts” 
worksheet from the “WIP Pull Starts Report.xls” workbook, the 
value in the “SUM” column in the “Starts” worksheet from the 
“WIP Pull Starts Report.xls” workbook is copied to the column 
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“Actual WTD” column in the “Starts” worksheet from the “WIP 
Pull Chart.xls” workbook. 
 After all values are retrieved the “WIP Pull Starts.xls” workbook is closed 
 In the “Starts” worksheet from the “WIP Pull Chart.xls” workbook 
o “∆WTD” = “Actual WTD” – “Sum WTD” 
o The “∆WTD” column is copied from the “Starts” worksheet to the 
“∆ Starts” column in the “WIP Pull View” worksheet 
Looking at Figure 58, Figure 62 and Figure 71 should help interpret the algorithm 
described in this section. 
 
12.2.1.4.6 Functional Report – Calculations and signaling in the “WIP Pull View” 
worksheet 
544 Last Update
8/5/2005 10:27 v0.20
(HYS) PCB Capacity WIP/Comp WIP/Mod Needs WIP Needs WIP Needs WIP Needs WIP Needs WIP Needs WIP Needs WIP Needs WIP Needs WIP Needs Total WIP WIP on Hold Plan WTD Delivered WTD Deliveries Plan Sarts Plan ∆ Starts Prio Index
HYS72D128300GBR-6-B 184-22 1GB 34455 1914 -2737 0 -2737 0 -2737 14 -2723 0 -2723 2676 -47 0 -47 4 -38 0 -38 13 -25 2707 20 3400 3425 3400 3508 2705 0
HYS72D64300GBR-6-C 184-22 512MB 183765 10209 251 558 809 0 809 0 809 0 809 0 809 0 809 1 805 32 837 63 900 654 1000 5300 4400 5300 5500 143 10
HYS72D128300GBR-5-B 184-22 1GB 28020 1556 2016 0 2016 0 2016 0 2016 0 2016 0 2016 0 2016 0 1982 0 1982 18 2000 18 0 2000 0 2000 2050 -2100 5
HYS72D128320GBR-6-C 184-24 1GB 183765 5104 -1345 369 -976 3 -973 0 -973 0 -973 0 -973 0 -973 0 -955 177 -778 6 -772 555 0 1500 2272 1500 1600 80 0
HYS72D256320GBR-6-B 184-25 2GB 34455 957 1656 0 1656 0 1656 0 1656 0 1656 0 1656 21 1677 3 1567 49 1616 84 1700 157 1227 1700 0 1700 1900 -1319 3
HYS64D32300HU-5-C 184-32 256MB 43797 5474 -291 0 -291 3 -288 0 -288 0 -288 2 -286 35 -251 0 -249 46 -203 3 -200 89 1 5000 5200 5000 5000 272 0
HYS64D64320HU-5-C 184-33 512MB 43797 2737 -9273 1100 -8173 0 -8173 1 -8172 12 -8160 3732 -4428 1680 -2748 1743 -977 49 -928 28 -900 8345 56 20000 20900 20000 25000 3374 0
HYS64D32020HDL-6-C 200-06 256MB 349955 43744 -11392 0 -11392 120 -11272 0 -11272 0 -11272 5825 -5447 1293 -4154 2821 -1287 224 -1063 313 -750 10596 1655 53000 53750 53000 43000 10250 0
HYS64D128021GBDL-6-B 200-22 1GB 23331 1458 -756 0 -756 0 -756 0 -756 0 -756 0 -756 0 -756 0 -749 24 -725 0 -725 24 0 1200 1925 1200 1400 448 0
HYS64D64020GBDL-6-C 200-22 512MB 1502 93 -155 0 -155 0 -155 0 -155 2 -153 0 -153 3 -150 0 -149 25 -124 124 0 154 0 1500 1500 1500 1500 40 0
HYS64D64020HBDL-6-C 200-22 512MB 64318 4019 234 0 234 0 234 0 234 0 234 5 239 746 985 2320 3295 46 3341 59 3400 3176 0 5100 1700 5100 4600 188 7
HYS64T32000HDL-3.7-A 200-30 256MB 94992 23748 -410 0 -410 0 -410 0 -410 0 -410 0 -410 0 -410 1 -407 7 -400 0 -400 8 1 6500 6900 6500 10500 -3318 0
HYS64T32000HDL-5-A 200-30 256MB 60020 15005 -709 26 -683 0 -683 0 -683 0 -683 0 -683 0 -683 8 -669 1 -668 168 -500 203 84 9500 10000 9500 10000 142 0
HYS64T64020HDL-5-A 200-31 512MB 60020 7502 -7136 5085 -2051 2304 253 0 253 0 253 1 254 1 255 45 297 15 312 2288 2600 9739 2 28000 25400 28000 33000 -6097 11
HYS64T128021HDL-5-A 200-34 1GB 52040 3252 114 0 114 0 114 0 114 0 114 0 114 0 114 0 111 13 124 26 150 39 0 2500 2350 2500 0 13
HYS72D128600BR-7-B 208-01 1GB 152763 8486 -372 0 -372 0 -372 0 -372 0 -372 0 -372 0 -372 91 -276 1 -275 0 -275 92 0 700 975 700 1000 1 0
HYS72D128000BR-7-B 208-01 1GB 152763 8486 -1602 0 -1602 0 -1602 0 -1602 0 -1602 6 -1596 1314 -282 0 -278 3 -275 0 -275 1323 100 700 975 700 550 86 0
HYS72D64000BR-7-C 208-01 512MB 11909 661 -275 0 -275 0 -275 0 -275 0 -275 0 -275 92 -183 0 -175 0 -175 0 -175 92 0 1500 1675 1500 1700 1 0
HYS72D64600BR-7-C 208-01 512MB 11909 661 -339 0 -339 0 -339 0 -339 0 -339 5 -334 53 -281 0 -237 117 -120 20 -100 195 266 2500 2600 2500 2600 -54 0
HYS72D256621BR-7-B 208-04 2GB 83273 4626 215 0 215 0 215 0 215 0 215 0 215 3 218 0 200 0 200 0 200 3 0 200 0 200 0 12
HYS144V32020WR-8-D 232-01 512MB 64910 3606 -2317 320 -1997 4 -1993 0 -1993 0 -1993 3176 1183 4524 5707 0 5643 7 5650 75 5725 8106 1066 9500 3775 9500 12000 -3169 1
HYS144V64020WR-8-D 232-05 1GB 41298 2294 -478 0 -478 8 -470 0 -470 0 -470 392 -78 915 837 0 825 0 825 25 850 1340 0 2000 1150 2000 800 500 8
HYS64T64000HU-3.7-A 240-01 512MB 86730 10841 -5310 2674 -2636 1 -2635 0 -2635 0 -2635 1553 -1082 1944 862 4310 5164 2214 7378 322 7700 13018 1705 31000 23300 31000 31000 -1857 2
HYS64T64000HU-5-A 240-01 512MB 58408 7301 -1432 0 -1432 0 -1432 0 -1432 0 -1432 990 -442 2007 1565 2315 3865 256 4121 359 4480 5927 182 13000 8520 13000 13000 223 4
HYS72T64000HU-3.7-A 240-01 512MB 86730 9636 -1044 0 -1044 0 -1044 0 -1044 0 -1044 2 -1042 100 -942 21 -913 269 -644 44 -600 436 0 4000 4600 4000 4100 513 0
HYS64T128020HU-3.7-A 240-02 1GB 86730 5420 -186 0 -186 0 -186 0 -186 0 -186 0 -186 1 -185 0 -181 282 101 24 125 307 0 3500 3375 3500 1700 64 15
HYS72T128020HU-3.7-A 240-02 1GB 86730 4818 1458 0 1458 0 1458 0 1458 0 1458 0 1458 0 1458 117 1547 43 1590 10 1600 170 3203 1600 0 1600 1800 34 6
HYS72T128020HU-5-A 240-02 1GB 58408 3244 579 0 579 0 579 0 579 0 579 0 579 0 579 408 978 0 978 22 1000 430 888 1200 200 1200 400 90 9
HYS64T128020HU-5-A 240-02 1GB 58408 3650 -243 0 -243 0 -243 0 -243 0 -243 1 -242 0 -242 0 -236 11 -225 0 -225 12 0 5900 6125 5900 3700 10 0
HYS64T32000HU-3.7-A 240-03 256MB 94992 23748 -7485 1580 -5905 966 -4939 0 -4939 0 -4939 714 -4225 4300 75 1 75 30 105 95 200 7686 0 6700 6500 6700 10000 -296 14
HYS64T32000HU-5-A 240-03 256MB 97832 24458 -3698 0 -3698 0 -3698 0 -3698 5 -3693 0 -3693 33 -3660 25 -3618 74 -3544 544 -3000 681 3 38500 41500 38500 30000 1031 0
HYS72T64000HR-5-A 240-11 512MB 58408 6489 -4446 0 -4446 0 -4446 0 -4446 0 -4446 4 -4442 6 -4436 0 -4362 301 -4061 961 -3100 1272 0 10000 13100 10000 5500 1199 0
HYS72T128000HR-5-A 240-13 1GB 30139 1674 -574 217 -357 0 -357 0 -357 1 -356 1 -355 0 -355 2 -343 44 -299 104 -195 369 111 5600 5795 5600 1500 19 0
HYS72T256220HR-5-A 240-20 2GB 30139 837 -1077 0 -1077 0 -1077 1 -1076 0 -1076 1048 -28 0 -28 5 -21 43 22 3 25 1100 0 3000 2975 3000 5100 -830 16
HYS72D256220GBR-6-B 184-25 2GB 34455 957 -686 0 -686 0 -686 0 -686 0 -686 618 -68 0 -68 0 -68 63 -5 5 0 686 0 0 0 0 600 20 0
11929 3409 16 20 20751 19071 14241 4466 5806
Deliveries
WIP Pull Chart with eKANBAN extensions
APT VM Test Pack/ShipTestBufferSMT GateStartsProduct Description SMT VM AssyDepanneler
Auto Refresh
 
Figure 72 – “WIP Pull View” worksheet with some highlighted products 
 
The “WIP Pull View” worksheet is comprised by a lot of information that simply comes from 
external reports and databases. However some calculations are made to provide users with the 
needs, plan fulfillment, warn about WIP excesses and tell where to pull production from. 
All these calculations are described thoroughly throughout this section of the specification 
report. 
12.2.1.4.6.1 Functional Report – Calculations and signaling – Calculating needs 
The calculation of needs by product type and process step is one of the most important parts 
of this tool. Not only will it provide the users with how much of a specific modules type is 
still needed by process step, but it will also provide the user with the process step from which 
production has to be pulled. 
 
The examples described in this algorithm can be seen in Figure 72. 
Algorithm: 
 The “Pack/Ship” (Last Process Step) needs for each product are: 
o Deliveries Plan – Delivered WTD = Needs(Pack/Ship) 
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o Example: 
 Sales Number  HYS64T64020HDL-5-A  
 PCB Type  200-31 
 Deliveries Plan  28000 
 Delivered WTD  25400 
 Pack/Ship Needs  28000 – 25400 = 2600 
 Needs in all the other process steps are: 
o Needs (process step N) = Needs (process step N+1) – WIP (process step N+1) 
o Example: 
 Sales Number  HYS64T64020HDL-5-A  
 PCB Type  200-31 
 Needs (Pack/Ship)  2600 
 WIP (Pack/Ship)  2288 
 VM Test (Pack/Ship)  312 
 For all other process steps the needs are calculated this way 
 The cells that have the needs have different coloring depending on the what has been 
delivered and the WIP in the line 
o If the needs of a product in a specific process step are greater than the WIP 
then: 
 Needs Text Color  RED 
 Needs Background  White 
o If the needs of a product in a specific process step are greater than 0 but equal 
or lower to  the WIP then the production should be pulled from this point: 
 Needs Text Color  White 
 Needs Background  Black 
o If the needs of a product in a specific process step are less than the WIP (the 
needs should appear to be invisible) then: 
 Needs Text Color  White 
 Needs Background  White 
 This means that if a product is being pulled from a process step other 
than the Components Buffer then it should all needs upstream are not 
displayed 
 If there are still needs in the Components Buffer then the production should be pulled 
from there even if there isn’t enough WIP available. 
 Components Buffer Needs Text Color  White 
 Components Buffer Needs Background Color  White 
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12.2.1.4.6.2 Functional Report – Calculations and signaling – Fulfillment of Plans 
 
If a production plan for a specific module type has been fulfilled then it should be highlighted. 
Although it is not a difficult see if the production plan has been fulfilled it’s not as linear as 
one might think. 
 
The examples described in this algorithm can be seen in Figure 72. 
Algorithm: 
 If the “Deliveries WTD” of a product type are greater than the “Deliveries Plan” then 
it should be highlighted as fulfilled. 
o Example: 
 Sales Number  HYS72D128300GBR-6-B 
 PCB Type  184-22 
 Deliveries Plan  3400 
 Delivered WTD  3425 
 Deliveries Plan Text Color  White 
 Deliveries Plan Background Color  Black 
 If the “Actual WTD” in the “Starts” worksheet (see Figure 62), which is what has 
been started of that product type WTD, is greater than the “Starts Plan” for a specific 
modules type then: 
o If there are no needs in the Components Buffer then 
 Starts Plans is fulfilled 
o Example: 
 Sales Number  HYS64D128021GBDL-6-B 
 PCB Type  200-22 
 Starts Plan  1400 
 Actual WTD  1848 
 No needs in the Components Buffer for that module type 
 
12.2.1.4.6.3 Functional Report – Calculations and signaling – Prioritization Rules 
 
The prioritization of a certain component type helps to know which module type to launch 
first according to the WIP and the Cycle Time in each specific process step. 
 
The examples described in this algorithm can be seen in Figure 72 and Figure 64. 
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Algorithm: 
 For each specific product type find the process step where production is being 
pulled from 
o Multiply the Cycle Time from that process step until the end of 
production (available in the “CT” worksheet) with the needs in that 
process step 
o For all downstream process steps multiply the cycle time until the end 
of production from each individual step with the WIP in that step. 
o Add all this values and store the final added value 
 Repeat the same steps for all products 
 The product with the highest value is considered to be the one with the highest 
priority level, the one with the second highest value is considered to be the 
product with the second highest priority level and so forth. 
 All products that have their Deliveries Plan fulfilled or that don’t even have a 
deliveries plan have a Priority level equal to 0 
 The Highest priority level is “1” and the greater the number the lower the 
priority level. 
 Example: 
o Sales Number  HYS144V32020WR-8-D 
o PCB Type  232-01 
o Operation where it’s being pulled  Buffer 
o Needs in Buffer  1183 
o Cycle Time from Buffer until the delivery  4.71 Days 
o WIP in Test  4524 
o Cycle Time from Test until the delivery  4.05 
o WIP in APT  0 (0 > 25 WIP is hidden) 
o Cycle Time from APT until the delivery  2.88 
o WIP in VM Test  7 (7 < 25 WIP is hidden) 
o Cycle Time from VM Test until the delivery  1.05 
o WIP in Pack/Ship  75 
o Cycle Time from Pack/Ship until the delivery  0.41 
 Auxiliary value for prioritization sorting: 
o 1183 * 4.71 + 4524 * 4.05 + 0 * 2.88 + 7 * 1.05 + 75 * 0.41 = 23932 
 At the time when the screenshot was taken (Figure 72) this was the product 
with the highest priority level because this product’s auxiliary value was the 
biggest one. 
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12.2.1.4.6.4  Functional Report – Calculations and signaling – eKANBAN extensions 
 
The eKANBAN extensions to the WIP Pull Chart tool final output is marking the WIP by 
product type and process step in Red when the WIP is too high according to the calculations 
that were made in the “WIP Control” worksheet (Figure 66) described in section 12.2.1.3.7.  
 
Algorithm: 
o If the “WIP” (“WIP Pull View” worksheet) of a specific product type in a given 
operation is greater than the “MAX” (maximum WIP defined in the “WIP Control” 
worksheet) then: 
o “WIP” cell text color (“WIP Pull View” worksheet)  Black 
o “WIP” cell background color (“WIP Pull View” worksheet)  Red 
The algorithm is quite simple and HYS72D128300GBR-6-B WIP in the buffer displayed in 
Figure 72 is a clear example. 
 
12.2.2 External interfaces 
 
This tool, due to its complexity, retrieves a great amount of information from external 
databases and reports. Furthermore for better readability and speed of access viewers must be 
created to be used by production engineers, line controllers and volume planners. In this 
section, the modules viewer will be described as well as how the system is refreshed and the 
needed GUI. 
 
12.2.2.1 System interfaces 
12.2.2.1.1 WIP Pull Chart Viewer 
The WIP Pull Chart Tool has been in testing for two months, there is a viewer which is an 
exact copy of the “WIP Pull View” worksheet without the buttons. This concept has proven to 
be user-friendly, however, as everything, it is improvable. So the final viewer has to be 
created in a way so that it is flexible enough to respond to needs from users such as changing 
the column order. 
The viewer (Figure 73) exists so that users cannot change anything in the tool itself, and 
makes it possible for all users to access the information created by the tool without actually 
running it on their PCs. However it does not provide increased user-friendliness. 
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Last Update
8/4/2005 17:53 v0.20
(HYS) PCB Capacity WIP/Comp WIP/Mod Needs WIP Needs WIP Needs WIP Needs WIP Needs WIP Needs WIP Needs WIP Needs WIP Needs WIP Needs Total WIP
WIP on 
Hold Plan WTD
Delivered 
WTD
Deliveries 
Plan
Sarts 
Plan ∆ Starts
Prio 
Index
HYS72D128300GBR-6-B 184-22 1GB 32742 1819 -2752 2677 -75 0 -75 14 -61 0 -61 14 -47 0 -47 4 -38 0 -38 13 -25 2722 0 2915 3425 3400 3508 28 0
HYS72D64300GBR-6-C 184-22 512MB 133765 7431 251 558 809 0 809 0 809 0 809 0 809 0 809 1 805 32 837 63 900 654 1000 4543 4400 5300 5500 143 11
HYS72D128300GBR-5-B 184-22 1GB 28020 1556 2016 0 2016 0 2016 0 2016 0 2016 0 2016 0 2016 0 1982 0 1982 18 2000 18 0 1715 0 2000 2050 -2100 7
HYS72D128320GBR-6-C 184-24 1GB 133765 3715 -1345 369 -976 3 -973 0 -973 0 -973 0 -973 0 -973 0 -955 177 -778 6 -772 555 0 1286 2272 1500 1600 80 0
HYS72D256320GBR-6-B 184-25 2GB 32742 909 1656 0 1656 0 1656 0 1656 0 1656 0 1656 21 1677 3 1567 49 1616 84 1700 157 1227 1458 0 1700 1900 -1319 5
HYS64D32300HU-5-C 184-32 256MB 80364 10045 -297 0 -297 3 -294 0 -294 0 -294 2 -292 35 -257 0 -255 152 -103 3 -100 195 1 4286 5100 5000 5000 272 0
HYS64D64320HU-5-C 184-33 512MB 80364 5022 -5830 3000 -2830 0 -2830 0 -2830 12 -2818 1757 -1061 881 -180 1 -177 49 -128 28 -100 5728 8 17143 20100 20000 25000 974 0
HYS64D32020HDL-6-C 200-06 256MB 271841 33980 -11272 5432 -5840 120 -5720 0 -5720 0 -5720 1700 -4020 2843 -1177 1 -1163 1125 -38 188 150 11409 1670 45429 52850 53000 43000 13818 17
HYS64D128021GBDL-6-B 200-22 1GB 23331 1458 -758 0 -758 0 -758 0 -758 0 -758 0 -758 0 -758 0 -751 126 -625 0 -625 126 0 1029 1825 1200 1400 448 0
HYS64D64020GBDL-6-C 200-22 512MB 1502 93 -155 0 -155 0 -155 0 -155 2 -153 0 -153 3 -150 0 -149 25 -124 124 0 154 0 1286 1500 1500 1500 40 0
HYS64D64020HBDL-6-C 200-22 512MB 55561 3472 250 0 250 0 250 0 250 0 250 3062 3312 14 3326 3 3295 46 3341 59 3400 3184 0 4372 1700 5100 4600 988 6
HYS64T32000HDL-3.7-A 200-30 256MB 108632 27158 -410 0 -410 0 -410 0 -410 0 -410 0 -410 0 -410 1 -407 7 -400 0 -400 8 1 5572 6900 6500 10500 182 0
HYS64T32000HDL-5-A 200-30 256MB 78339 19584 -709 26 -683 0 -683 0 -683 0 -683 0 -683 0 -683 8 -669 79 -590 90 -500 203 84 8143 10000 9500 10000 142 0
HYS64T64020HDL-5-A 200-31 512MB 78339 9792 -5147 5428 281 0 281 0 281 0 281 3920 4201 1 4202 4137 8297 15 8312 88 8400 13589 4 24000 19600 28000 33000 -4166 4
HYS64T128021HDL-5-A 200-34 1GB 81386 5086 114 0 114 0 114 0 114 0 114 0 114 0 114 0 111 13 124 26 150 39 0 2143 2350 2500 0 15
HYS72D128600BR-7-B 208-01 1GB 152763 8486 -372 0 -372 0 -372 0 -372 0 -372 0 -372 0 -372 91 -276 1 -275 0 -275 92 0 600 975 700 1000 1 0
HYS72D128000BR-7-B 208-01 1GB 152763 8486 -1602 0 -1602 0 -1602 0 -1602 0 -1602 6 -1596 1314 -282 0 -278 3 -275 0 -275 1323 100 600 975 700 550 86 0
HYS72D64000BR-7-C 208-01 512MB 11909 661 -275 0 -275 0 -275 0 -275 0 -275 0 -275 92 -183 0 -175 0 -175 0 -175 92 0 1286 1675 1500 1700 1 0
HYS72D64600BR-7-C 208-01 512MB 11909 661 -318 0 -318 0 -318 0 -318 0 -318 5 -313 53 -260 1807 1588 117 1705 20 1725 2002 266 2143 775 2500 2600 -54 8
HYS72D256621BR-7-B 208-04 2GB 83273 4626 215 0 215 0 215 0 215 0 215 0 215 3 218 0 200 0 200 0 200 3 0 172 0 200 0 13
HYS144V32020WR-8-D 232-01 512MB 71594 3977 -2557 560 -1997 4 -1993 0 -1993 0 -1993 3176 1183 4524 5707 0 5643 57 5700 25 5725 8346 26 8143 3775 9500 12000 -169 2
HYS144V64020WR-8-D 232-05 1GB 21298 1183 -484 0 -484 8 -476 0 -476 0 -476 392 -84 921 837 0 825 0 825 25 850 1346 0 1715 1150 2000 800 1300 9
HYS64T64000HU-3.7-A 240-01 512MB 40331 5041 -4329 719 -3610 1 -3609 0 -3609 0 -3609 7880 4271 4870 9141 1 9059 19 9078 1722 10800 15212 1 26572 20200 31000 31000 1429 1
HYS64T64000HU-5-A 240-01 512MB 87754 10969 2243 1617 3860 0 3860 0 3860 0 3860 21 3881 7 3888 13 3865 256 4121 359 4480 2273 182 11143 8520 13000 13000 -5062 3
HYS72T64000HU-3.7-A 240-01 512MB 40331 4481 -1084 0 -1084 0 -1084 0 -1084 0 -1084 2 -1082 100 -982 21 -952 408 -544 44 -500 575 0 3429 4500 4000 4100 513 0
HYS64T128020HU-3.7-A 240-02 1GB 40331 2520 -199 0 -199 0 -199 0 -199 0 -199 0 -199 1 -198 0 -193 769 576 349 925 1119 3 3000 2575 3500 1700 64 14
HYS72T128020HU-3.7-A 240-02 1GB 40331 2240 -12 0 -12 0 -12 0 -12 0 -12 0 -12 0 -12 1558 1547 43 1590 10 1600 1611 1776 1372 0 1600 1800 34 10
HYS72T128020HU-5-A 240-02 1GB 87754 4875 -323 0 -323 0 -323 0 -323 0 -323 0 -323 0 -323 1296 978 0 978 222 1200 1518 0 1029 0 1200 400 90 12
HYS64T128020HU-5-A 240-02 1GB 87754 5484 -243 0 -243 0 -243 0 -243 0 -243 1 -242 0 -242 0 -236 11 -225 0 -225 12 0 5058 6125 5900 3700 10 0
HYS64T32000HU-3.7-A 240-03 256MB 108632 27158 -1605 0 -1605 966 -639 0 -639 0 -639 714 75 0 75 1 75 30 105 95 200 1806 0 5743 6500 6700 10000 1404 16
HYS64T32000HU-5-A 240-03 256MB 116151 29037 -3708 0 -3708 0 -3708 0 -3708 5 -3703 0 -3703 33 -3670 25 -3628 359 -3269 469 -2800 891 3 33000 41300 38500 30000 4031 0
HYS72T64000HR-5-A 240-11 512MB 87754 9750 -4446 0 -4446 0 -4446 0 -4446 0 -4446 4 -4442 6 -4436 0 -4362 301 -4061 1061 -3000 1372 0 8572 13000 10000 5500 1199 0
HYS72T128000HR-5-A 240-13 1GB 30139 1674 -574 217 -357 0 -357 0 -357 1 -356 1 -355 0 -355 2 -343 44 -299 104 -195 369 111 4800 5795 5600 1500 19 0
HYS72T256220HR-5-A 240-20 2GB 30139 837 -1077 0 -1077 0 -1077 1 -1076 0 -1076 1048 -28 0 -28 5 -21 43 22 3 25 1100 0 2572 2975 3000 5100 -830 18
HYS72D256220GBR-6-B 184-25 2GB 32742 909 -686 0 -686 0 -686 0 -686 0 -686 618 -68 0 -68 0 -68 63 -5 5 0 686 0 0 0 0 600 620 0
20603 1105 15 20 24323 15722 8979 4419 5303
WIP Pull Chart with eKANBAN extensions
DeliveriesVM Test Pack/ShipProduct Description Starts Test APTSMT Depanneler VM Assy SMT Gate Buffer
 
Figure 73 – WIP Pull Chart Viewer 
 
Algorithm: 
 Open WIP Pull Chart.xls workbook (Readonly = True; Notify = False) 
 Open WIP Pull View worksheet 
 Copy the values of the entire worksheet along with the time and version number 
 Paste this values in the viewer 
 Close WIP Pull Chart.xls workbook without saving changes 
 Start a 2:30 minutes timer to trigger a refresh as described above 
 
Note: The viewer starts this routine on open. 
The viewer is refreshed every 2:30 minutes because it runs in a separate file of the WIP Pull 
Chart main tool, so there’s no way to know when the information is refreshed. If the viewer 
was refreshed with the same frequency as the main tool, every 15 minutes, in the worst case 
scenario the viewer could have almost 30 minutes of information delay. However a solution 
implemented by IT shouldn’t have this kind of problems. 
12.2.2.2 Refresh Trigger and Tool Run 
The tool has two buttons and one check box in the “WIP Pull View” worksheet. There is the 
“Run All” button which sequentially calls the part of the routine that is only run once a week 
as described throughout section 0 and the refreshable part of the routine that is run every 15 
minutes as described throughout section 12.2.1.4. 
After every run of the refreshable routine if the “Auto-Refresh” checkbox is checked the 
refreshable is triggered to rerun after 15 minutes.  
There is a hidden field in the “WIP Pull View” worksheet that has the current business week. 
If the tool is running with the “Auto-Refresh” checked and the week happens to change the 
system will check that the current business week is different (and greater) from what is in that 
cell and instead of only running the refreshable routine it does a full run, acting as if someone 
had pressed the “Run All” button. 
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12.2.2.3 User interfaces (GUI) 
The final GUI for this tool should be a WEB Based Report. This report should look very 
similar to the viewer described in section 12.2.2.1.1, in with some slight differences in terms 
of column displacement. The “Starts Plan” column and the “Starts ∆” column should remain 
together however instead of being where they’re placed in the viewer they should be before 
the component availability column. Furthermore the report should have a user restricted 
option to do a full run (run both the plan based routines and the refreshable routines). This 
option would be available in case of a change in the production plan, which is something that 
should not occur but actually it does. 
The viewer must be created so it’s flexible enough to quickly and easily change the order of 
the columns on demand. 
 
12.3 WIP Pull Chart References and Terms 
12.3.1 Terms and abbreviations 
Term Definition 
Review Formal, documented, systematic and critical verification of work 
results at the end of defined work stages. 
 
12.3.2 Document/literature references 
WIP Pull MOD: <file://\\Porv803a\info$\Departments and Groups\PL\Applications\WIP Pull 
MOD\WIP Pull Chart.xls> 
Viewer: <file://I:\Departments and 
Groups\PMT\PMT_Modules\Passagem_Turno\WipPullChart\WIP Pull Chart Viewer.xls> 
Application Folder: <file://I:\Departments and Groups\PL\Applications\WIP Pull MOD> 
Project Folder: <file://I:\Departments and Groups\PL\Projects\WIP Pull MOD> 
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12.4 Appendix B – WIP Pull Chart Mod Version Log  
 
 
Version Change Log Date:
Version 0.20 Total WIP per process step Cell added 3-Aug-2005
1 Month historical Yield insted of 2
WIP values Bellow 25 units are invisible
WIP on Hold (Red Text)
Version 0.19 Corrected Yield Values 1-Aug-2005
Corrected Maximum WIP values
Version 0.18 Automation Component needs exceptions 20-Jul-2005
Version 0.17 Introduction to yield correction system & small bug fixes 5-Jul-2005
Removal of aggragate Cycle Time Information
Version 0.16 eKANBAN Rules Integration with capacity data 4-Jul-2005
Version 0.15 New prioritization rules 29-Jun-2005  
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13 Appendix C: KANBAN and ConWIP Overview (By IFPT) 
Kanban control systems are ideal to support JIT in a pull production mechanism. The basic 
idea behind JIT is to have the right amount of material at the right place at the right time. 
(Easier said than done) The goal of a KANBAN system is to limit the amount of in-process 
inventory by controlling production and transportation through the consecutive stages of 
production. 
Production planning should be executed under the premise that the entire production line is 
balanced. However it isn’t so. The Kanban system will aid in correcting the discrepancies 
between what is planned and what is being produced so that high WIP centers aren’t created, 
effectively further hampering the entire production process. 
 
 
 
Pull control generally refers to synchronizing production using authorization (often 
authorization cards, as in Kanban).  
 
The Kanban principle limits the inventory level at each stage of a production process, through 
the use of cards: the number of cards that circulate between two stages determines the 
maximum WIP level allowed between these two stages; Conwip (Constant Work In Progress) 
aims at combining the low inventory levels of Kanban with the high throughput of Push. One 
way to achieve this objective is to consider a Push system that allows only a limited number 
of parts at the same time: raw materials can be released into the system only when the last 
stage asks for it (Pull principle). This limitation can be implemented through the use of cards, 
as in Kanban. 
 
More sophisticated method exist as Hybrid Kanban/Conwip, which is implemented by adding 
Kanban cells to Conwip. Other approaches such as extended Kanban also exist.  
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Choosing among several pull systems is a complex problem, since the performance depends 
on the way authorization cards have been assigned. The methodology given in this research 
uses a generalization of all these approach by a generic model.  
 
This model is optimized so as to determine where the authorization loops should be placed 
and how many cards are necessary for each loop. 
 
This optimization yields either a known approach (e. g., Conwip) or a new type of approach, 
depending on the way loops are assigned. The analyses and comparisons made show that this 
"customization" can yield better results than the other approaches, in terms of WIP, when a 
customer service has to be reached. An example of customized structure, which is not a 
common one, is as follows.  
 
This research has also address the question of comparing pull systems in terms of robustness, 
i. e. the capability of the manufacturing system to perform satisfactorily when the 
environment conditions change (e. g. increase or decrease of the customer's demand, change 
in the operating times and so on). A new approach, which considers the behavior of the 
system in various situations, has been proposed.  
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14 Appendix C – RTC (Resource Track Calendar) 
 
The RTC is a way of attributing states to resources. This is particularly important when 
dealing with Capacity plans and production engineering. 
The various states of a resource can be seen in Figure 74.  
 
 
Figure 74 – RTC States 
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15 Appendix J: Glossary 
 
Active Component 
Unlike a passive component, one that can add useful electrical power to a signal. 
Active components are often semiconductors. [3] 
Back End 
In semiconductor manufacturing, the package assembly and test stages of 
production. Includes burn-in and environmental test functions. Compare front-end. 
[1] 
BGA 
(Ball Grid Array) - A chip package having solder balls on the underside for 
mounting. BGA allows for a reduction in die package size, better heat dissipation, 
and greater module densities. [2] 
Batch See lot [3] 
Bit The smallest unit of information a computer processes. A bit is 1 or 0. [2] 
BOM Bill of Materials [3] 
Bond Pad 
A relatively large metal surface on a semiconductor die which provides the 
electrical contact with a package or test probes [3] 
Bond Wire A connection wire for semiconductor chips, mostly made of gold [3] 
Buffered Memory 
A memory module that contains buffers. Buffers re-drive the signals through the 
memory chips and allow the module to include more memory chips. Buffered and 
unbuffered memory cannot be mixed. The design of the computer memory 
controller dictates whether memory must be buffered or unbuffered [2] 
Burn-In 
A hardness test during which electronic components are operated under pressure for 
several hours or days with increased voltage and temperature so that early failures 
occur before delivery to the customer. This measure increases the quality of the 
remaining components. [3] 
Byte 
Eight bits of information. The byte is the fundamental unit of computer processing; 
almost all specifications and measures of computer performance are in bytes or 
multiples thereof. [2] 
Chip 
Popular term describing a small piece of silicon that contains a complete discrete 
component or an integrated circuit. Many chips are made on a single wafer, then 
separated into dice (plural of die) and packaged individually. [1] 
Cleanroom 
A confined area for manufacturing ICs in which the humidity, temperature, and 
particulate matter are precisely controlled. The "class" of the cleanroom defined by 
the maximum number of particles in one cubic foot of cleanroom space. [1] 
DDR SDRAM 
(Double Data Rate Synchronous Dynamic Random-Access Memory) - The latest 
generation of SDRAM technology. Data is read on both the rising and the falling 
edge of the computer clock, thereby delivering twice the bandwidth of standard 
SDRAM. With DDR SDRAM, memory speed doubles without increasing the clock 
frequency. [2] 
Die 
A single square or rectangular piece of semiconductor material into which a 
specific electrical circuit has been fabricated. Plural: dice. [1] 
Die Bonding 
The method of securing the die to a package with conductive adhesives or metal 
alloys. [1] 
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DRAM 
A volatile memory chip (memory is lost when the power is turned off) in which the 
presence or absence of a capacitive charge represents the state of a binary storage 
element (zero or one). The charge must be periodically refreshed. [1] 
(Dynamic Random-Access Memory) - The most common form of RAM. DRAM 
can hold data for only a short time. To retain data, DRAM must be refreshed 
periodically. If the cell is not refreshed, the data will disappear. [2] 
Electroplating 
Deposition of an adherent metallic coating onto a conductive object placed into an 
electrolytic bath composed of a solution of the salt of the metal to be plated. Using 
the terminal as the anode (possibly of the same metal as one used for plating), a DC 
current is passed through the solution affecting transfer of metal ions onto the 
cathodic surface. [1] 
EPROM 
Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory. A non-volatile memory chip 
(memory is retained when the power is turned off) whose contents can be erased by 
exposure to ultraviolet light. [1] 
Front End 
In semiconductor manufacturing, the fabrication process in which the integrated 
circuit is formed in and on the wafer. Compare back end. [1] 
Leadframe 
A stamped or etched metal frame, usually connected to the bonding pads of a die by 
wire bonding, which provides external electrical connections for a packaged 
electrical device. [1] 
A rigth-angled metal frame with ipn wiring and linking elements in between for 
package mounting. The wiring is punched during mounting. [3] 
Lot 
A quantity of components that have passed through the manufacturing process 
together. Changes in the manufacturing process affect all parts of a batch. Lot is 
also called batch. [3] 
Memory 
General term for computer hardware that stores information in electrical or 
magnetic form. Memories accept and hold binary numbers only. [1] 
Memory IC 
An IC consisting of memory cells and usually including associated circuits such as 
those for address selection and amplification. A class of integrated circuits that 
store digital information. Examples: ROM, EPROM, EEPROM, Flash memory, 
DRAM, and SRAM. [1] 
Moore's Law 
An observation made in 1964 by Gordon Moore (one of the founders of Intel) that 
the number of transistors on Integrated Circuits chips doubles every year. This 
trend continued unbroken until the end of the century, even though one and an half 
years have been required since the late 70s. [3] 
Passive Component 
An electrical component without gain or current-switching capability. Commonly 
used when referring to resistors, capacitors, and inductors. [1] 
Passive Component 
In contrast to an active component, passive component only stores, consumes or 
transfers useful electric power. Examples of such components are resistors, 
capacitors and coils. [3] 
PCB 
(Printed Circuit Board) - Generally flat, multi-layer boards made of fiberglass with 
electrical traces. The surface and sublayers use copper traces to provide electrical 
connections for chips and other components. Examples of PCBs include: mother-
boards, SIMMs, and credit card memory. [2] 
RAM 
Random Access Memory. A memory that may be written to or read from any 
address location in any sequence. Random access in the sense of providing access 
to any storage location in the memory. See DRAM and SRAM. [1] 
(Random-Access Memory) - A memory cell configuration that holds data for 
processing by a central processing unit (CPU). Random means the CPU can 
retrieve data from any address within RAM. See also Memory. [2] 
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Registered Memory 
SDRAM memory that contains registers directly on the module. The registers re-
drive the signals through the memory chips and allow the module to be built with 
more memory chips. Registered and unbuffered memory cannot be mixed. The 
design of the computer memory controller dictates which type of memory the 
computer requires. [2] 
Semiconductor 
An element (e.g., silicon and germanium) whose electrical conductivity lies 
between that of conductors (copper) and insulators (glass). It has relatively high 
resistance in a pure state and much lower resistance when small amounts of 
impurities are added. [1] 
A crystalline material that in its pure form has conductivity between a conductor 
and an insulator. This conductivity increases in the presence of certain foreign 
matter that disturbs the crystal structure. The specific addition of certain foreign 
matter can influence the properties of the semiconductor in a very particular and 
reproducible way. In the broader sense, "semiconductor" also denotes electronic 
components that are manufactured on the basis of semiconductor materials. [3] 
Silicon 
A solid element (number 14 on the periodic table) that is abundantly available in 
the form of SiO2. Its extreme abundance, moderate processing temperatures, and 
the stability of its native oxide make it the preferred semiconductor material. [1] 
SMT 
Surface-Mount Technology. The mounting of components on the surface of a 
printed circuit board, as contrasted with through-hole mounting where component 
leads extend through the board. [1] 
SO-DIMM 
(Small-Outline Dual In-line Memory Module) - An enhanced version of a standard 
DIMM. A 72-pin small-outline DIMM is about half the length of a 72-pin SIMM. 
144-pin and 200-pin modules are the most common SO DIMMs today. [2] 
Substrate 
The underlying material on which a microelectronic device is built. Such material 
may be electrically active, such as silicon, or passive, such as alumina ceramic. [1] 
TSOP 
(Thin Small-Outline Package) - A DRAM package that uses gull-wing leads on 
both sides. TSOP DRAM mounts directly on the surface of the printed circuit 
board. The TSOP package is one-third the thickness of an SOJ. TSOP components 
commonly occur in small-outline DIMMs and credit card memory. [2] 
Wafer 
A thin slice, typically 10-30 mils thick, sawed from a cylindrical ingot of bulk 
semiconductor material (usually silicon), typically four to eight inches in diameter, 
on which many chips are fabricated at one time during the manufacturing process. 
[1] 
Wire Bonding 
An assembly step in which thin gold or aluminum wires are attached between the 
die bonding pads and the lead connections in the package. There are three basic 
wirebonding methods: thermal compression, ultrasonic, and pulse. [1] 
 
 
 
[1] www.icinsights.com 
[2] www.kingston.com 
[3] Infineon Technologies Manual 
 
 
